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Abstract
Bruce N. Ames is Professor of the Graduate School at the University of California, Berkeley. Dr.
Ames studied with George Beadle at the California Institute of Technology at the beginning of
the revolution in molecular biology. He joined the National Institutes of Health in 1953 as a
fellow, and became Chief of the Microbial Genetics section in 1962. In 1968, he joined the
faculty in biochemistry and genetics at UC Berkeley, where he developed the Ames test of the
mutagenic potential of chemicals. In 2000, he became a senior research scientist at the Children's
Hospital of Oakland Research Institute until his retirement in 2018. With over 550 publications,
he is among the top two hundred most highly cited scientists across all disciplines.
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Foreword
Randy Schekman
Professor, Department of Molecular and Cell Biology
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
University of California, Berkeley
November 20, 2020
Berkeley, California
Bruce Ames is a Berkeley original. In this oral history, we see the path he took as a bright but
easily distracted young man who had the benefit of professional parents, a father who was the
assistant superintendent of the NYC School District, and a mother who came from a more
intellectual family but whose career was limited by the norms of the time. Bruce's native
intelligence opened doors, such as to the Bronx High School of Science and then to Cornell
University where he developed his passion for genetics. He did well enough, in spite of such
distractions as Scottish dance, to gain admission to the Biology Division of Caltech during a time
of great ferment at the outset of the revolution in molecular biology. His interest in the pathway
of histidine biosynthesis developed from a combined genetic and biochemical description of the
pathway, which he achieved in just the first year of his PhD work. On the strength of this, he
took a postdoctoral position at the NIH and remained as a staff scientist for fifteen years where
he explored the fine detail regulation of histidine biosynthesis including insights contemporary to
those developed in the operon hypothesis of Jacob and Monod. But perhaps the most important
milestone of Bruce's NIH years was his marriage to Giovanna, his life partner and continuing
guidepost through all the years since they met.
Bruce and Giovanna were enticed to Berkeley partially through the influence of one of Bruce's
group leaders at the NIH, Gordon Tomkins. Tomkins made a strong impression on Bruce, as he
was, like Bruce, supremely creative and wide-ranging in his interests, from music to molecular
biology. Tomkins had planned to move to UCSF to start the new biochemistry department along
with Bill Rutter, but Bruce and Giovanna ventured west earlier, in 1967, to join the then-quite
classically oriented biochemistry department, the new home of Daniel E. Koshland, Jr., who had
moved back west the year before. Giovanna worked in Bruce's lab and then became a tenured
faculty member in the department, pursuing an interest in the transport of histidine and of other
small molecules into bacterial cells. Bruce exerted a strong influence on the department in
bringing modern molecular genetics to the mix of teaching and research, an influence that proved
critical in future faculty recruitment efforts. For the more than thirty years that followed, Bruce
built a world-class team of undergraduates, PhD students, and postdoctoral fellows whose
interests ranged from basic genetic regulatory mechanisms to the relationship between cancer
and mutation. His iconoclastic views led him to speculate that a simple genetic mutant reversion
test, using his huge collection of histidine biosynthetic mutants, could be used to quantify the
mutagenic potency of chemicals that he then showed to correlate to their potential as
carcinogens. The Ames test became a standard by which environmental mutagens and industrial
products could be assessed as a first effort to judge potential concerns. As a libertarian, he took
on academic critics and government regulatory agencies, whom he felt were not applying
quantitative reasoning in assessing potential dangers of mutagenic or toxic chemicals.
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Around the year 2000, as the biochemistry building, now Barker Hall, was set to undergo a
years-long renovation, Bruce and Giovanna decided to decamp down the road to the Children's
Hospital of Oakland Research Institute (CHORI), where they set up labs and where Bruce
continued and extended his work on oxidative damage and antioxidants. Though physically
separated from campus, the Ames' remained close to many of us and to this day, now over fifty
years from their move west, Bruce continues to publish his thoughts and, even now, is planning
one last paper.
Bruce remains a legend, exactly the kind of wide-ranging and paradigm-challenging scholar that
makes UC Berkeley so unique.
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Foreword
Gerald R. Fink
Inaugural Margaret and Herman Sokol Professor
Whitehead Institute/MIT
November 30, 2020
Cambridge, Massachusetts
"Have you heard my latest idea?"
When I arrived at Ames's laboratory at NIH as a postdoc in September of 1965, Bruce was
firmly established as a leader in the gene regulation field. His collaboration on studies of the
histidine operon with Phil Hartman at Johns Hopkins comprised an American duo comparable to
the illustrious French twosome, Jacob and Monod. Since I imagined my future to be in the field
of gene regulation, the Ames lab seemed like an excellent choice where I could hone my skills.
As I pondered my first week at NIH in Bruce's laboratory in Building 2, one question crossed my
mind: "Do they do anything but gab here?" Bruce would initiate the gabfest after he arrived in
the morning with whomever he first encountered in the lab. His sermon on his latest obsession in
gene regulation inevitably began: "Have I told you my latest idea about . . . ?" Bruce didn't wait
for a reply but immediately launched into a fascinating monologue delivered with an impish grin
that reminded me of a magician about to pull a rabbit out of the hat.
This scenario was repeated several times a day, and since Bruce never waited for an answer to
his question—"Have I told you my latest idea about . . ."—he often lost track of his audience and
in the afternoon preached the same soliloquy to the identical person he had addressed in the
morning. These confrontations with Bruce's fertile mind provided fodder for chatter among the
postdocs (John Roth, David Berkowitz, and David Silbert), who then debated both the
implications and feasible experimental approaches that might prove or disprove Bruce's latest
proposals. These debates provided a constant source of entertainment in the lab, and the
wrangling and banter often extended to cocktail talk at evening parties Bruce and Giovanna
graciously hosted at their home.
A question of more personal interest was, "What the heck should be my project." When I asked
Bruce, he seemed unconcerned and inquired as to whether I had heard his latest ideas about
regulation. What to do? After a month or so in the laboratory, I formulated my approach: find
something that attracts me among Bruce's huge and diverse portfolio of ideas and have some
chance of succeeding during my time at Bruce's laboratory.
My confidence in this strategy was bolstered by the success of Bob Martin, a previous postdoc.
One of Bruce's favorite ideas at that time was that the histidine biosynthetic enzymes formed a
huge multi-enzyme complex in the cell. To address this speculation, Bob developed a clever
method using sucrose gradient centrifugation that was capable of detecting Bruce's hypothetical
aggregate of enzymes. Although they never detected the postulated complex of the histidine
biosynthetic enzymes, the technique Bob developed became a standard for determining the MW
of proteins in a crude cell extract, and the Martin and Ames paper in its time became one of the
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most cited papers in biochemistry. With this role model in mind, I followed up on one of Bruce's
comments about histidine regulatory mutants having a wrinkled-colony morphology. This
avenue led me to isolate hundreds of spontaneous histidine-requiring mutants, discover a number
of important principles of histidine operon regulation, and publish five papers in the two years I
spent in Bruce's lab.
Towards the end of my tenure in Bruce's lab, it was clear that he had enlarged his repertoire of
interests beyond gene regulation and had become obsessed with the idea that the then-current
distinction between carcinogens and mutagens was incorrect. When Bruce now confronted you
with his daily "Have you heard my latest idea," it was about the connection between mutagenesis
and cancer. Bruce's new obsession was fueled by two things. First, Bruce had discovered that a
class of anti-cancer compounds (ICR, from the Institute of Cancer Research) were powerful
frameshift mutagens. This discovery convinced Bruce that many compounds might owe their
carcinogenicity to their ability to mutate DNA. Second, Bruce was fascinated by the possibility
that a short-term test for carcinogenicity could be carried out cheaply and simply on a petri plate
rather than in a mouse or rat. This possibility played into Bruce's compulsion and knack for
devising a simple technique that solved a complex problem. From these considerations emerged
the now-famous Ames test.
Bruce's unique persona created an electric atmosphere in the lab that was at once intellectually
stimulating and entertaining. His broad-ranging interests and fearless pursuit of unpopular ideas
cultivated my own instinct to find a scientific problem that stimulated my curiosity and gave me
the courage to forge ahead when the odds seemed stacked against me.
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Interview 1: August 16, 2019
01-00:00:18

Burnett:

This is Paul Burnett interviewing Dr. Bruce Ames for the University History
Series, and it is Friday, August 16, 2019, and this is our first session.
Welcome, Dr. Ames.

01-00:00:33

Ames:

Pleased to do this.

01-00:00:34

Burnett:

It's great to have you here, and we're here in your home in Berkeley, and, I
want to ask you in this session to tell us about your family background and tell
us about—you can go back as far as you like or as far as you know, but tell us
a little bit about your family.

01-00:00:55

Ames:

My father's family were German-speaking, from Eastern Europe, Lemberg,
which I think now is Lviv in Ukraine, and they were a Jewish family. My
father had sort of dirty-blondish hair and blue eyes, so maybe there was a
Cossack in the family somewhere; I don't know where that came from.
Anyway, my son also has blue eyes. My father's father came over in the
1880s—I guess America was the big place to go in those days—they were
German speaking, and the family name was Umschweif, which was a German
name, full of consonants; that explained why it got changed to Ames later.
Umschweif, in German, I'm told, means not to get to the point, to talk around
the subject. My wife always accuses me, when I'm asked a question, I start off
with some related things, and don't get to the point quickly.

01-00:02:30

Burnett:

Well part of the point of this is to circumambulate, I guess, around your
family history.

01-00:02:37

Ames:

My father was born in New York City in 1900, easy time to remember. I won't
go into his family, but they were all very conventional, hardworking, and
smart, in contrast to my mother's family which I'll talk about in a minute. My
father I think skipped practically every grade in grade school. In those days,
the bright kids were just moved to a class ahead, and he was very bright. He
was always the youngest in his class, and he ended up getting a JD in law. He
was going to become a lawyer, but he was interested in science, so he also
ended up with a master's in chemistry, an odd background, and when the
Depression hit, he figured making a living as a lawyer was too risky.
I was born in 1928, and he started having a family, and so he went to teaching
chemistry in high school, and he was called Doctor because he had a doctor of
law, and pretty soon he was a principal of a high school, and then he moved
up quickly in the New York City school bureaucracy, and eventually, retired
as assistant superintendent of schools in New York, at one point he was in
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charge of science for the New York City School System. He was very
competent, focused, not too ready to try new things, calm. Once someone
asked my mother, who was a fireball, "Oh, Moe"—that was my father's
nickname—"has such a sweet disposition," and my mother said, "Oh he
doesn't have a sweet disposition. He has no disposition." My mom was very
lively and that's where the creativity in me came from, I think.
01-00:05:47

Burnett:

Your father's name, his nickname was Moe, but what was his—

01-00:05:52

Ames:

Maurice. It may have been Moishe or something, anyway, but he was called
Maurice U. Ames. The Ames came because his older brother opened a shop,
and I think a shoe shop, and then one of the brothers opened a lock-and-key
shop, and Umschweif was a hard thing to handle with all those consonants, so,
the older brother changed his name to Anglicize it to Ames, which was the
closest he could come up with, among Anglo-Saxon names, and all the other
brothers thought that was a good idea, so they changed their names.

01-00:06:47

Burnett:

Interesting. So it was not an Ellis Island thing. They were not assigned that
name. They actively chose that, because there was a lot of emphasis on
Americanization in those days, yes, so they wanted to fit in, or felt they
needed to.

01-00:07:05

Ames:

My father's brothers all did quite well. The older ones opened shops, but my
father's younger brother was a wiz at accounting, and he opened a firm, Ames
and Cohen, or maybe it was Cohen and Ames—I don't remember which—an
accounting firm, and they did very well.

01-00:07:34

Burnett:

From what you know in the European years of the family, was there an
emphasis on education, or as you say, was it more pragmatic, trade-oriented
work? Did it—

01-00:07:51

Ames:

I think they were in business of one sort or another, but Jewish families have a
very strong—you get your kids' educated, I think my father's older brothers
didn't go to college, but he did an academic route, and his younger brother did.

01-00:08:20

Burnett:

Do you remember where he did his doctorate in law?

01-00:08:25

Ames:

It was in New York.

01-00:08:28

Burnett:

At one of the universities.
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01-00:08:29

Ames:

NYU possibly. I don't remember exactly. My parents were just very different
in their personalities, but they had a very happy marriage.

01-00:08:49

Burnett:

Can you talk about your mother's side of the family?

01-00:08:51

Ames:

My mother was born in 1903, and came here when she was a child, in 1910.
They were Russian speaking, from Eastern Europe. I think part of the family,
were in Russia, part in Poland. They were in various businesses. My mother's
family was more intellectual than my father's family. In fact, I think all my
interesting relatives were on my mother's side, not my father's, who were a
little boring.

01-00:09:47

Burnett:

Now, "intellectual" has a lot of connotations and can go in different directions,
so, it could be from a kind of a religious tradition, a scholarly tradition; it
could be a radical tradition. Were they politically active, or—

01-00:10:06

Ames:

Not particularly. My mother was a secretary in a high school. I think that's
where she met my father, and she didn't go to college, but her older brother,
Aaron, after high school, he just hopped on the rails and traveled around the
country, and eventually, he became the richest one in the family, because he
opened a factory in New York for framing, so, every once in a while I come
across a painting, or a drawing, with "Andres" down at the bottom. That was
my mother's maiden name. I'm not quite sure where the family originated,
whether they were Spanish Jews and that was a Spanish name, or Greek, but
anyway—

01-00:11:18

Burnett:

A kind of Mediterranean-sounding name, yes.

01-00:11:22

Ames:

It's an unusual name, not particularly a Jewish name that I know of.

01-00:11:29

Burnett:

So there, your mother and father are together. It's the late twenties. The
Depression hits in 1929, and your father goes back to school to become—or
does he go back to school? He does a master's?

01-00:11:49

Ames:

No, he had a master's in chemistry, but he was called Doctor because he had
the doctorate in the law, a JD.

01-00:11:55

Burnett:

So he did the master's in chemistry before he did the JD.

01-00:11:58

Ames:

Probably.
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01-00:11:58

Burnett:

Oh, I see, okay.

01-00:11:59

Ames:

He was quite young, and so he was very focused, very competent, very sweet
disposition. Nothing phased him, and my mother was bubbly and always
ready to try new things, so she would always drag my father into something,
go to Europe. I went too when they'd go to Europe, but she would go and drag
him along.

01-00:12:35

Burnett:

Well, they're in such a dynamic city, and you grew up in Washington Heights,
is that right?

01-00:12:40

Ames:

Yeah, in upper part of Manhattan.

01-00:12:43

Burnett:

And, you grew up during the Depression, so you were born in '28, a year
before the crash, or so.

01-00:12:50

Ames:

December, '28.

01-00:12:53

Burnett:

So you're kind of a child of the Depression, in some ways.

01-00:12:58

Ames:

Yeah, but my father went into teaching into the school system, because the
Depression was coming, and he thought it's too risky being a lawyer, so he
just figured he'd do his career in the school system.

01-00:13:17

Burnett:

Right. So you, notwithstanding the tumult of the Great Depression, you had a
kind of stable family environment, and, so can you talk a little bit about what
you remember from your childhood?

01-00:13:37

Ames:

I had a happy childhood, and we were in an apartment house, on Fort
Washington Avenue, and I had lots of friends from school, and from the
building, and I remember my parents didn't seem to mind my hopping on a
subway train and going to the other end of the city. They gave me a lot of
freedom. The World's Fair was sometime around there, and so I would go off
to that.

01-00:14:15

Burnett:

In 1939, I think.

01-00:14:17

Ames:

I think that might have been '39.
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01-00:14:19

Burnett:

Yeah. Wow, do you remember that?

01-00:14:25

Ames:

Not much, but I remember the subway rides, so I learned to navigate the New
York subway system, which has really covered the whole city, and, let's see.
Is there anything I want to remember particularly from my childhood?

01-00:14:46

Burnett:

Well, it's a dynamic city. There's people there from all over the world, so
many different languages.

01-00:14:52

Ames:

You can hear all these languages just walking down the street.

01-00:14:57

Burnett:

And galleries, art galleries and things, did you go to those as a child?

01-00:15:02

Ames:

No, I wasn't too much into the arts.

01-00:15:08

Burnett:

Was your father an influence in terms, he had a master's in chemistry, he was
interested in science, or was it more of a practical decision for him?

01-00:15:18

Ames:

I think it was more practical. My father didn't get enthusiastic about things. He
was just the calm person in the household. My mother was more curious about
things.

01-00:15:38

Burnett:

Were the public schools good, do you remember?

01-00:15:40

Ames:

Yeah they were. I thought all my education was great. Then, when I was
twelve or thirteen, I forget, I took this competitive exam and went to The
Bronx High School of Science. New York City had a couple of high schools,
that had competitive exams to get in, and so it was full of bright kids from all
over the city.

01-00:16:14

Burnett:

The original magnet schools, I guess.

01-00:16:16

Ames:

Yeah. So, they have The High School of Music and Art, and The Bronx High
School of Science, and those were the two star schools of the system.

01-00:16:29

Burnett:

Okay. And so you got into the Bronx High School of Science.
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01-00:16:34

Ames:

Yeah, and that was great, because it was very good teachers, and I did my first
scientific experience there. Some class, you're supposed to do some science
project, and they gave people a fair amount of freedom, and somehow, I read
that you could take tomato roots and grow them if you added a hormone, and
so, I did that experiment and it worked beautifully, and I got very excited
because you could add the hormone and all these tomato roots grew without a
tomato plant, and it was a plant hormone. There was an institution called the
Boyce Thompson Institute, which specialized in plant science, and I think I
went there and got enough information so I could do this experiment, and
watching those tomato roots grow all by themselves when you added the
hormone was exciting, I remember, and was what sort of led me into science.

01-00:17:58

Burnett:

Discovering that a single chemical could have this powerful effect on this—in
those days, there was a lot of science fiction, like little short stories and stuff
that young boys were reading, and in movies, the Island of Lost Souls, and
that kind of thing, which were about mutation, transformation. Was that
interesting to you?

01-00:18:26

Ames:

I read some science fiction but I don't feel it had a huge impact on my life, but
that experiment—wow, you could do experiments—yeah.

01-00:18:40

Burnett:

And yeah, understanding that nature has these secrets that can have these
powerful consequences, so you wanted to understand more.

01-00:18:52

Ames:

Yeah, and the science courses at Bronx Science were really quite good.

01-00:18:58

Burnett:

So the teachers are good; what about the students? Did you—

01-00:19:01

Ames:

Oh yeah, there were all these bright students from all over the city, so I had
friends. All my friends tended to be A students. I was always a B-plus student
because I was too undisciplined to really work in getting A's.

01-00:19:17

Burnett:

So, talk to me about an undisciplined nature. Sometimes people are
undisciplined, sometimes people are very disciplined, and they can be
accomplished in either direction, but you aced this competitive exam to go
into Bronx High School, so—

01-00:19:42

Ames:

I guess I did well enough, but it was a fairly broad exam and my interest
hopped from one thing to another, and I'd read up on them—I remember I got
excited by the Mongols, and so I was reading ten books about the Mongols, or
I'd get interested in something else and just read up on the subject.
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01-00:20:08

Burnett:

And sometimes, you might see connections between disparate things.

01-00:20:12

Ames:

Yes.

01-00:20:14

Burnett:

That's interesting. So, you did well in this high school, and—

01-00:20:26

Ames:

Well, at least I got B's.

01-00:20:28

Burnett:

You got B's.

01-00:20:30

Ames:

I got an occasional A.

01-00:20:33

Burnett:

A "B" in those days was not the B that it is today, though. I think that's—

01-00:20:37

Ames:

No, there was no grade inflation.

01-00:20:39

Burnett:

And this was Bronx High School, so that's a high school of science, and so
this was—

01-00:20:44

Ames:

Yes, you were competing with the brightest kids in the city.

01-00:20:48

Burnett:

Right. And it didn't bother you, and it didn't bother your parents, I suppose, or
did it, if you were getting—did they want you to get A's?

01-00:20:58

Ames:

Oh, I'm sure they did, but all my friends were sort of the top kids in the class,
and I didn't think too much about it. I was happy and learning things.

01-00:21:16

Burnett:

There's something about the environment when you're with curious, driven
people that they can inspire you in different ways, and the grades are just a
marker, but you're actually learning all about—

01-00:21:34

Ames:

There was so much to learn. It was a wonderful experience for me.

01-00:21:44

Burnett:

Do you have siblings?

01-00:21:46

Ames:

Two younger sisters. They never were particularly intellectual, very nice
people, but, my sister Sylvia went into school teaching, and went to New Paltz
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Teachers College, and she did well in her area—I think they had a little more
of my father in them than my mother. Beth was a very lively person. Again, I
don't remember the exact years, but I think Sylvia's three years younger, and
Beth is maybe three or four years younger than Sylvia.
01-00:22:44

Burnett:

Okay, so you're the eldest.

01-00:22:45

Ames:

Yeah, I was the eldest, and the boy in the family, so I got lots of parental love.

01-00:22:57

Burnett:

Right. So, you were born in '28. The Great Crash is '29, October, '29, and
another big milestone is in 1939.

01-00:23:14

Ames:

Yeah, the war.

01-00:23:14

Burnett:

Yeah, the war. Can you talk about—

01-00:23:16

Ames:

Well the US wasn't in the war then, but yes.

01-00:23:21

Burnett:

But things are already changing and there's—

01-00:23:26

Ames:

Well my father missed the First World War because he was too young, First
World War was 1914 to—

01-00:23:36

Burnett:

'Eighteen.

01-00:23:36

Ames:

So he was too young for that, and then the Second World War, he was too old,
and had a family and everything. So he wasn't in either war, but his younger
brother Irving, the accountant, went into the Army, and they needed
accounting, so he ended up not going overseas, but he was a major. He was in
Biloxi, Mississippi, and he was in charge of some big accounting unit for the
Army.

01-00:24:20

Burnett:

Mm, right. So, do you have particular recollections of how things were
different, because now you're, by the time the US is actively in the war, you're
twelve, thirteen years old, right around the time you take this exam, the high
school. Do you have any recollections of the war?
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01-00:24:43

Ames:

I remember we'd read the newspaper avidly, in what was going on, and then
of course, when the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor, that was a big change,
and all of that, but I was too young for the war.

01-00:25:01

Burnett:

Certainly. Do you remember December seventh? Do you remember what you
were doing?

01-00:25:09

Ames:

No, I don't remember what I was doing, but it was a special day, and as I say,
the only relative that was in the Army was my uncle, and he had this sort of
prosaic job doing accounting for the Army.

01-00:25:35

Burnett:

Well, those war years of direct US involvement from the beginning of 1942
until the end of the war in '45, those are kind of your high school years, so, by
the end of high school, that's roughly coterminous with the end of the war.
Can you talk a little bit about what you were thinking, what you remember
thinking about the future during the war, and at the end of the war, because
you're a young adolescent boy becoming a man, and there's all this global
conflict happening at the same time.

01-00:26:28

Ames:

I can't remember too much from those days. I do remember when I got to
Cornell in 1946—again, there was a competitive exam to get into Cornell and
I managed to get some scholarship at Cornell—many students were returning
soldiers from the war, and much more mature than I. I was always the
youngest in the class—when you're born in December, you get lumped in with
people who were born earlier—and I was always the smallest in the class. I
didn't grow. I was five-nine when I grew up, but now I'm five-seven. You
shrink with age, but, so I was the youngest and the smallest in the class all the
time.

01-00:27:30

Burnett:

But when you made the decision to go to Cornell, did you have a particular
career in mind? Were your parents involved? Did they say, "You should go to
college," or was it something you wanted?

01-00:27:44

Ames:

Oh they wanted me to go to college, but they didn't care what field I went
into. So, I was always interested in chemistry, and then in biochemistry.

01-00:28:00

Burnett:

Did you ever have a chemistry set, at home?

01-00:28:04

Ames:

I think so.
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01-00:28:06

Burnett:

Were those very rudimentary, though?

01-00:28:09

Ames:

Yes, they were.

01-00:28:10

Burnett:

That was kind of more like a toy?

01-00:28:11

Ames:

Well, my father at one point was in charge of science for the New York high
schools. I have a few books he wrote about science for high school students.
Cornell was wonderful. You're away from your family, and you're carving out
your own life.

01-00:28:37

Burnett:

Yeah. I guess you would have been seventeen when you went?

01-00:28:44

Ames:

Let's see. I was there—

01-00:28:45

Burnett:

Something like that. Oh, like maybe earlier, then.

01-00:28:47

Ames:

—from '46 to '50.

01-00:28:49

Burnett:

Right. So December, '28, you were born. Yeah.

01-00:28:53

Ames:

So, I know I got involved with folk dancing at one point. I had a cousin who
was an avid dancer in folk dancing, and so I could do the Swedish hambo and
the polka, and I was good at it, so, I used to be on the exhibition team, and that
was the first thing I did really well in my life.

01-00:29:27

Burnett:

That is surprising. That's the first thing you did really well, in life?

01-00:29:32

Ames:

That's what I felt.

01-00:29:33

Burnett:

That's great. Now, tell me about this kind of—it's an exhibition group, so you
would go on tours?

01-00:29:40

Ames:

No, it wasn't that. It's just, if we did an exhibition for somebody, I usually was
on the group that was dancing.

01-00:29:51

Burnett:

And did they have a kind of folk orchestra, or band, that accompanied you?
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01-00:29:56

Ames:

I don't remember too much of the details.

01-00:29:58

Burnett:

But it's something you really enjoyed.

01-00:30:01

Ames:

I enjoyed it, and I felt, I'm really good at this.

01-00:30:08

Burnett:

We talked off camera about passions, and early passions. I could make an
assumption that you were captivated by biochemistry and that's all you wanted
to do, but you were interested in other things too. Can you talk about—

01-00:30:23

Ames:

Oh lots of things. I was always a bookworm. When I got interested in the
Mongols, I'd go to the library and take out a stack of books on the Mongols,
they had conquered China. And later the Turks had gotten up to the gates of
Vienna, when finally, the Europeans realized this wasn't good, and so Poland
sent an army, and Sweden sent an army, and they beat them back. The
Europeans said, "Hey, this is enough," and they beat them back. These were
Turks and part of the Ottoman Empire, but descendants of Genghis Khan.
Anyway, so every ideal and new enthusiasm, I'd grab the stack of books and
read about them.

01-00:31:27

Burnett:

It's something that, for young people today with the Internet, they might
wonder like, if you were curious, what did you do, and if you were in a small
town somewhere, you might have a small library, or maybe no library at all,
but you were in New York City, in Washington Heights.

01-00:31:49

Ames:

But every summer, my family went up to a place called Warrensburg, which
was Upstate New York on Echo Lake, and there were all these houses for rent
around the lake, and so every year, my father would go to the same house, and
all his friends from previous years were there—they were all New York City
school teachers—and that was wonderful. There was the town library, and I'd
go and get out a stack of books on some subject or other, and read it, and was
playing around the lake and had friends, and collecting this animal or that
animal, whatever. My mother wasn't too happy with the snakes, but I could
get frogs and whatnot, and so, it was a wonderful place to spend the summer.

01-00:32:53

Burnett:

Did you try to keep the animals as pets, or were you observing them?

01-00:32:57

Ames:

I don't remember it all but I—
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01-00:33:01

Burnett:

So getting out in the country was restorative for the family. I imagine it's
pretty noisy in Washington Heights and you wanted to—

01-00:33:12

Ames:

And there was a farm nearby, and my mother would send me off on my
bicycle to buy some corn for the dinner, and the farmer would pick the corn,
and I'd rush back and it'd go into boiling water and it was just delicious,
because it was fresher before all the sugar went to carbohydrate. If you wait
too long, the corn doesn't taste as good.

01-00:33:35

Burnett:

No, yeah, right off the stalk.

01-00:33:37

Ames:

I remember that well. And then there were tennis courts. I must have been
born without a sports gene, because I was never interested in sports very
much.

01-00:33:53

Burnett:

But it gave you time. There was lots of time to play and to read.

01-00:33:57

Ames:

Yes, I did a lot of reading—

01-00:34:04

[break in audio]
01-00:34:09

Burnett:

Before we continue talking, I want to ask you a little bit more about your
youngest sister.

01-00:34:15

Ames:

Oh right, I got off onto a different subject. So she's a very lively person. I
think she has a little more of my mother in her, and she is an artist, and has
stopped making a living as an artist, but she did well, and she and her family
live in Arizona, and we all get together every once in a while.

01-00:34:47

Burnett:

Is she a painter? Is she a—

01-00:34:49

Ames:

Yeah.

01-00:34:50

Burnett:

Okay. That's great. So, we were talking about the war years, so there's a lot of
wrenching change around the world, and your experience of it was limited and
thankfully so, and—
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01-00:35:15

Ames:

I never, except for reading headlines—I learned a lot of geography, but I was
always marching to my own drummer.

01-00:35:28

Burnett:

So you weren't particularly worried about the outcome of it or anything. It
was—

01-00:35:35

Ames:

Don't remember thinking about that at all.

01-00:35:38

Burnett:

But you do arrive at Cornell. There's a lot of returning veterans, and that was
somewhat of a difficult adjustment for universities, so they're expanding to
accommodate these returning veterans, and tell me about Bruce Ames, the
student, at Cornell.

01-00:35:59

Ames:

Ah. Well, so I took all the biochemistry courses there, and I was always
interested in genetics so I took every genetics course I could get. I had lots of
bright friends, so they used to hang out at the music room, where there was
Beethoven going all the time or Mozart or something classical, so that's the
first time I really got interested in classical music. Had a friend who was
interested in that and played the piano. So it was a time of growth, and I had
the experience with folk dancing, so I joined the folk dance group at Cornell,
and met a lot of people that way.

01-00:36:55

Burnett:

So, it's often said that there's this connection between science and music, or
mathematics and music, at any rate. It was obviously cultural. I think music
had an important place in people's lives generally, but it's often said, when I
talk to scientists, that "music is a part of it." Was music interesting to you or
was it kind of peripheral? It sounds to me like it maybe was at first.

01-00:37:27

Ames:

It was a little more—

01-00:37:27

Burnett:

You didn't study an instrument.

01-00:37:28

Ames:

—peripheral, but I did get interested in classical music, so—

01-00:37:33

Burnett:

Did you play instruments, as a child?

01-00:37:35

Ames:

I played the recorder, or it's Blockflöte. I was never that good, but a few times,
we had groups get together and play.
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01-00:37:52

Burnett:

So you read music.

01-00:37:53

Ames:

Yeah.

01-00:37:54

Burnett:

Okay. So there must have been some kind of training in there at some point,
that—

01-00:37:58

Ames:

Never took any formal courses, but I did get lessons, and then I got a
secondhand clarinet and dabbled on that for a while. In fact, the guy who
played the clarinet very well, one of my friends, guy named Dick Silver—I
met him recently—he's a distinguished surgeon or doctor, anyway, and I
looked him up when I went to New York, and he had been deciding whether
to go to medical school, or become a professional clarinetist, and he ended up
going to medical school, but he was good enough to give clarinet lessons to
anybody that wanted, so I'd dabbled on the clarinet for a while. So I did
graduate from the recorder with a very limited thing to a really serious
instrument, but I was never passionate about it the way I was about other
things.

01-00:39:08

Burnett:

Yeah. So folk dancing. Literature.

01-00:39:13

Ames:

Folk dancing, I was always good at that.

01-00:39:22

Burnett:

And you got reinforcement from it and like people recognized it, or did you
just feel like, I'm good at it in terms of my own estimation?

01-00:39:34

Ames:

Yeah, and one would meet girls, and people. I was always sort of shy, so I
never had a permanent relation when I was in college.

01-00:39:54

Burnett:

So, it was an opportunity to bring you out of your shell?

01-00:39:58

Ames:

Yeah. And, I remember when I got to Caltech in 1950, that was a wonderful
time. At one point, I got invited to a party at Linus Pauling's house—I don't
remember why I was invited or how I got to know him, but anyway, he had a
house up at Altadena that overlooked all of Los Angeles, and there was a little
band there playing waltzes. I was a demon waltzer, so I picked the prettiest
girl in the room, who was Linda Pauling, and I was the only one who knew
how to really waltz well, so we spent the whole evening dancing, and I was
smitten, but nothing ever came of it.
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01-00:41:00

Burnett:

Wow, I didn't know about the important utility of folk dancing until now.
Ballroom dancing, I took ballroom dancing, if you can believe it, in the 1970s
as part of a school curriculum, so even then it was still kind of at the tail end
of that thing, but I think at the time, this was socialization, right? It's about
men and women, young men and women getting together and formally doing
a dance, and then there are everything that surrounds that, and it's a useful
skill to have especially if you're shy.

01-00:41:42

Ames:

Yeah, and I was good at it, so it was my entry into many of these things.

01-00:41:50

Burnett:

Absolutely. Talk to me a little bit about biochemistry and genetics around that
time. Some of the—

01-00:42:03

Ames:

So this was before molecular biology, but the geneticists were turning up all
these problems that they didn't know how to solve, and the biochemists didn't
know existed, and I was in the sweet spot because I knew both fields, and I
think that's a big advantage when you go into science. You don't want to
compete with ten thousand bright young guys. You want to be in an area that
you're opening up.

01-00:42:35

Burnett:

Being between things, I think, because disciplines—I mean, it literally means
"to follow," right? So to be in this path, and you've described yourself as
undisciplined with a different meaning, but maybe there's something there,
that you're interested in the interstices of formal bodies of knowledge.

01-00:43:00

Ames:

When the Watson-Crick paper came out about the structure of DNA, I
presented in our biochemistry journal club, and all these old famous
biochemists were saying, "Oh, it's very speculative," and finally I said, and I
was a young kid, basically, and I said, "Hey you guys, just keep quiet. This is
the paper of the century," and so I sort of shamed them into listening.

01-00:43:33

Burnett:

That's wonderful. Well, I'm really curious about scientific practice and your
undergraduate education. So you go to Cornell. What is it like? Are you in a
big lecture hall, where there's a professor at the front, and are there
demonstrations of experiments? Is it following a textbook?

01-00:43:59

Ames:

I say, I don't remember that well, but it was probably something like that.

01-00:44:04

Burnett:

Did you go to all your classes?
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01-00:44:08

Ames:

I would occasionally skip a class if it was boring, and if I was enthusiastic
about something and be reading up on something.

01-00:44:19

Burnett:

Talk to me about reading up. So, you had an assigned reading for each class.
When you would read up? Did you sometimes read outside of the class,
outside of what was required?

01-00:44:35

Ames:

I think so. I was always very curious, and interested in lots of things, so I had
a broad reading background, and knowing two fields, when I came out as a
professor at Berkeley, nobody knew any genetics, so I introduced genetics to
the biochemistry department, or introduced genetics to the old-line
biochemists, what does genetics have to do with biochemistry.

01-00:45:14

Burnett:

And it's you and a whole bunch of others are, they're reaching limits in these
fields, and they're realizing there's all these problems and they're beginning to
put together what becomes—there's the evolutionary synthesis; there's the
beginnings of molecular biology; and it's all happening, and it's a small
community. It's a fairly small world, isn't it?

01-00:45:43

Ames:

Yeah, everybody knew everybody.

01-00:45:45

Burnett:

It's amazing. So, I'm wondering if you could tell me about the professors at
Cornell, and talk about what Cornell was in terms of a—it's not just any
university. It's kind of a special place. Can you talk a little bit about Cornell
and some of the professors you met there that had an impression on you, and
on whom you had an impression?

01-00:46:11

Ames:

Well, I would say the most influential was a guy named Srb, S-r-b. I think he's
from the mountains of Montenegro, or something like that. Anyway, he was
interested in the interface between biochemistry and genetics, and wrote a
book on that in fact, and that was what I was interested in, so, I found it a very
exciting course, and it shaped my future career.

01-00:46:46

Burnett:

He was quite a polymath too. He was interested in all kinds of different things.
He did a degree in English literature.

01-00:46:53

Ames:

I didn't know that much about him, other than he was very sympathetic, and
he took a liking to me because I was passionate about the subject.
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01-00:47:04

Burnett:

I think he was from Nebraska, originally, and then he did his PhD at Stanford,
and he had worked for George Beadle at Caltech.

01-00:47:15

Ames:

Yeah, Beadle was from Nebraska.

01-00:47:17

Burnett:

And I don't want to foreshadow too much in this interview; he was working
under George Beadle on nutritional mutants of crop plants. So he was doing
experiments by adding vitamin B1 to crops to see how things changed.

01-00:47:35

Ames:

I didn't even remember that. No, Beadle was a pioneer in this whole area and
won a Nobel Prize in fact, and he was chairman of biology at Caltech when I
went there. Beadle was an interesting character. He was from Wahoo,
Nebraska, and whenever there was a group, he was the hick. That was his
mask, but he was always the smartest guy in the room.

01-00:48:05

Burnett:

So he played the role of the guy from a provincial backwater, with an accent.

01-00:48:12

Ames:

Just a farm boy from Nebraska, yeah.

01-00:48:20

Burnett:

That's interesting.

01-00:48:20

Ames:

But he was a very smart fellow.

01-00:48:22

Burnett:

Oh, of course. I just thought it was interesting that, you talked about your
early science experiment for a science fair, I guess, at Bronx High School,
where you were adding a hormone to the roots of a—and, so, my sort of basic
reading of early research in genetics, like the [Thomas Hunt] Morgan group
and in the plant group—Adrian Srb, he studied agronomy, so this is connected
to the larger project of agricultural improvement, in crop breeding and plant
breeding, that kind of thing.

01-00:49:06

Ames:

You know, Beadle made some important contributions to corn genetics.

01-00:49:13

Burnett:

Yeah, because there's the development of hybrid corn.

01-00:49:16

Ames:

Yeah, so they were all farm boys, so that's—
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01-00:49:20

Burnett:

That's interesting. So, as with your experiment with the tomato, and thinking
about Srb's work on adding vitamin B1, you're observing what happens by
kind of changing one variable at a time, and so you're adding vitamin B1—
what happens—provoking a kind of crisis in a life form, and seeing what
happens, can you generate mutations with radiation, that kind of thing. So, I'm
interested in what a scientist sees, in quotation marks, when you're doing
genetics research or you're doing biochemistry in the 1930s and forties. What
does a scientist, what does a researcher see? What are they looking for to learn
about the natural order? Can you think of some examples of kind of scientific
practice that you would do?

01-00:50:32

Ames:

Well, when I went to Caltech, I got a whole series of mutants requiring
histidine, one of the amino acids, for growth. So this mold would grow on a
simple medium, but if you mutated it, it wouldn't grow unless you gave it
histidine, and that came out of the whole Beadle-Tatum—in fact, they got a
Nobel Prize for it all, showing that you could make mutants in biochemical
pathways, and then [Norman] Horowitz, the "one gene, one enzyme" guy. He
was a professor there who was more theoretical. It was a great place to be.

01-00:51:34

Burnett:

Tell me, if you're working in biochemistry, there was an interest at that time,
and, so, distinguish that from say, genetics. What are you looking at when you
did biochemistry in those days?

01-00:51:58

Ames:

Well, I worked out the pathway of histidine biosynthesis, but when I got to
Caltech, [Herschel] Mitchell had mutants of Neurospora that required
histidine. I practically did my whole thesis my first year at Caltech. Histidine
has an imidazole ring on it, and some German had worked out some color
reaction for imidazoles, and I turned that into a spray reagent for paper
chromatograms. That's how you separated molecules in those days.

01-00:52:42

Burnett:

Well I want to talk about that in some detail in a next session if we can, but I
think you're so learned and you're into the details of how things work, but, so,
biosynthesis in general is this process by which the body takes simple
molecules—

01-00:53:10

Ames:

It converts sugar to an amino acid.

01-00:53:13

Burnett:

And it can make these larger, more complex molecules to do the work that the
body needs to do to sustain itself, and to grow, and so you're looking at almost
the mechanics of that—

01-00:53:30

Ames:

Right—
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01-00:53:30

Burnett:

—the chemical—

01-00:53:30

Ames:

—and the way to dissect it through the genetics, because a mutant is defective
in one step of this pathway, and so genetics is a terrific way of working out
pathways.

01-00:53:43

Burnett:

Yeah. So you break it, and to see how things operate; if you remove
something, what happens?

01-00:53:51

Ames:

Right.

01-00:53:52

Burnett:

So you had this influence from Adrian Srb. He eventually, I think, goes into
this one gene–one enzyme hypothesis work, but he was inspiring to you—

01-00:54:21

Ames:

Yeah, I think like, my grades weren't great. Again, they would tend to be B's
and B-pluses, occasionally. Srb, though, took a liking to me. I was turned
down by a few other schools, but I think the reason I was accepted to Caltech
is, Srb must have written an enthusiastic letter.

01-00:54:45

Burnett:

Yeah. So he saw—what do you think? I'll just ask you to guess. What do you
think he saw in you?

01-00:54:54

Ames:

Well, an enthusiasm, and curiosity.

01-00:55:00

Burnett:

By the time you're in your junior year, these are smaller classes? How big
were your classes?

01-00:55:09

Ames:

The Srb class was pretty small.

01-00:55:12

Burnett:

Like ten—

01-00:55:12

Ames:

I don't remember.

01-00:55:13

Burnett:

—ten people?

01-00:55:14

Ames:

Yeah, something like that.
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01-00:55:15

Burnett:

Okay. All right. So it's getting to be almost like a graduate seminar, at that
point, where you can really—

01-00:55:21

Ames:

And this was a specialized field, but somehow I felt that's the key to
understanding a lot.

01-00:55:29

Burnett:

Yeah. Well you were interested in, you were following both throughout, so
you studied. You took genetics courses and biochem courses together, and
that was unusual, people would just do either genetics and specialize?

01-00:55:44

Ames:

Right. So being between fields gives you enormous advantage as a scientist,
because you see the problems the geneticists turned up and didn't know how
to solve, and the biochemists didn't know existed, yeah.

01-00:56:00

Burnett:

And there's a lot of hopping around that's going there. Thomas Hunt Morgan
is the director of biology at Caltech in the thirties, and then George Beadle
replaces him. So that's like the old guard is—

01-00:56:18

Ames:

Morgan was a relative of J. P. Morgan, that big financier from a very
successful family out of Kentucky.

01-00:56:33

Burnett:

And he's on the ground floor of that early genetics revolution at the turn of the
century, and their model organism is Drosophila.

01-00:56:43

Ames:

Yes, the Drosophila eye is red, and they saw mutant Drosophila that had
white eyes, and that got them into figuring out about making eye color, and
mutants, and pathways.

01-00:57:00

Burnett:

Yeah, and that there is particulate inheritance, because at the turn of the
century, they were still thinking about, is it a blend? They weren't quite sure
what the unit of the gene was, and they were doing that research.

01-00:57:16

Ames:

Morgan was a great scientist, and Beadle was a great scientist, so they—

01-00:57:23

Burnett:

I think it was Delbrück—he's a biophysicist, so this is another case of
someone coming from another domain. He's coming from physics, and
developing an interest in biology, and as a physicist, he gets to Caltech, and
looks at the Morgan program and says, "Drosophila is hopelessly complex.
You need to go more basic," so that's where they start looking at bacteria as
the phage program.
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01-00:58:06

Ames:

So I think when Delbrück came as a young professor to Caltech, he went
around and talked to all the people, and there was a guy in the basement
working on bacteria, and bacterial viruses, and he figured that's something he
can dissect, as a physicist.

01-00:58:32

Burnett:

Right. So, I guess the point is that you're entering an area that is in formation.
It's multiple disciplines. People from multiple disciplines are coming together
and talking to one another, and they're realizing these deficits. They're
realizing that the experiments could be done differently—you could use a
different organism—and you're right there.

01-00:59:05

Ames:

Yeah, the model organism had a lot to do with what its advantages are, but
people settled on Drosophila, which was much better than breeding animals,
or mice, and then switched to Neurospora, this mold, and Neurospora, the
genetics was, you could do it but it was complicated, and then people went to
bacteria. All these had something to contribute.

01-00:59:35

Burnett:

Right. So you excel in a way, not on paper, but you excelled in that you
impressed a key figure, Srb, who knew other people at other institutions.

01-00:59:53

Ames:

Yeah. So he suggested I go to Caltech because that's where the new things
were happening.

01-01:00:02

Burnett:

Yeah. You must have been impressive, because I think that that's how top
people were identified, but it wasn't through grades. Can you talk a little bit
about how learning worked for you, because you were not motivated by
grades, it seems.

01-01:00:23

Ames:

Yes, I never cared too much about what my grades were, but what I learned,
so I was always going off in my own direction, and that, in a way, my career
has been made out of my creativity.

01-01:00:43

Burnett:

You must have demonstrated something like that. So, it would just be in class,
that you would talk to Adrian Srb? Did you ever talk to him outside of class?

01-01:00:52

Ames:

I think so. I don't remember very well. In fact, I should have looked him up,
but I never did, so, that's—

01-01:01:02

Burnett:

Oh, so he sort of made that recommendation, and then you went out West, and
you didn't keep in touch or anything.
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01-01:01:12

Ames:

No.

01-01:01:12

Burnett:

Yeah. It works that way sometimes.

01-01:01:17

Ames:

Feel a little badly about that, because he had a big influence on my life.

01-01:01:22

Burnett:

Well, he probably knew. Those people tend to follow, and see how people do.
So, your idea was to grow as a young man, right? You wanted to learn about
the world, and you developed strategies for engaging with people at different
levels, and folk dancing was a part of that, and you moved through the basic
courses, and by the end of it, you were doing almost these kind of small
seminars in your junior and senior year, and with that, you had this
recommendation, you think. You're not sure that you were recommended by
Srb.

01-01:02:14

Ames:

No, I don't know.

01-01:02:15

Burnett:

Right, but it seems likely.

01-01:02:17

Ames:

It might be in the Caltech archives, but I never had the—

01-01:02:21

Burnett:

We can find out. But yeah, you were turned down by the University of
Wisconsin, but to be accepted by Caltech with that, incredible — that's a
major center for what becomes the molecular biology revolution. Can you talk
about that move? You are accepted there. Your parents' reaction, did they
think—did you think you were going to become a scientist, at that point?

01-01:02:54

Ames:

Oh, I think from an early age I knew I was going in that direction, but Caltech,
I was only there three years and got my PhD, but it was really formative and
gave me the security that I could make it in science. But we'll talk about that
when we talk about—

01-01:03:17

Burnett:

Sure. Yeah, and so you graduate and you're twenty-one?

01-01:03:25

Ames:

Yeah, something like that, and I got my PhD at twenty-four.

01-01:03:32

Burnett:

Yeah, they're not accelerated. That's how long they took in those days, right?
It could take five years.
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01-01:03:46

Ames:

Yeah. And as I say, basically, I did my thesis in my first year and the rest was
just sort of mopping up.

01-01:03:57

Burnett:

Did you know who you were going to work with, when you—

01-01:04:01

Ames:

At Caltech?

01-01:04:02

Burnett:

Yeah.

01-01:04:03

Ames:

No, but when I talked to everybody, Mitchell was isolating mutants of
Neurospora, and doing the genetics, and then using that, so he was a very
good scientist, and he was the sort of guy who I'd go in and say, "Look, I
found this, I found that," and he was always very interested and supportive,
but he'd never tell me what to do—"that's up to you"—and that's just what I
needed, and—

01-01:04:36

Burnett:

The freedom to explore?

01-01:04:38

Ames:

Yeah.

01-01:04:40

Burnett:

But you had already, it sounds like, figured out what some of the problems
were, what some of the gaps were.

01-01:04:48

Ames:

Yeah. Well, I was lucky in that everything worked that first year and I cracked
the problem, and the rest was sort of mopping up.

01-01:05:01

Burnett:

Right. Can you talk a little bit about Mitchell?

01-01:05:05

Ames:

Yeah, Mitchell, he was a Midwesterner, and had done a PhD with Beadle and
Tatum, so he was into biochemical genetics right from the beginning, and very
supportive guy, and from my development, he was terrific in that he was
supportive, but he never told me any experiments to do, so, it was up to me to
figure, well—

01-01:05:43

Burnett:

Right. So, to get a sense of the environment, can you talk a little bit about
Max Delbrück, Max and Manny Delbrück?
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01-01:05:57

Ames:

Yeah. So somehow, Delbrück was this charming German who was trained as
a physicist, and he collected odd people around. He went to Vanderbilt first
when he came to the States, and picked up an American wife, who was very
gregarious, and they made a terrific team. They would have all these parties,
and the violinist on the symphony orchestra would be there. They had all these
odd friends, and somehow, they took a shine to me so I got invited to all their
parties. So even though I was working for Mitchell, I hung out with the
Delbrück crowd.

01-01:06:49

Burnett:

And it's Delbrück who settles on phages as the model organism, so that
replaces the—not replaces, but it's a new Drosophila. It's a new model
organism that becomes important, and Neurospora is kind of—

01-01:07:07

Ames:

And that was his mathematical background. Figured that that's something he
could handle; it wasn't too much biology in that, yeah.

01-01:07:16

Burnett:

So he's interested in standardizing things.

01-01:07:21

Ames:

Yes, and understanding, so one virus goes in and thirty come out, how does all
that work?

01-01:07:28

Burnett:

Right. Yeah. I understand that this becomes quite a research program, and I
think in '37 he's doing this, and by '44, he's proposed a "phage treaty," to
standardize research organisms and methods. So he felt like things were too
chaotic, and he wanted to make the data intercomparable.

01-01:07:57

Ames:

So they picked E. coli bacteria, and T4 phage, and anyway, he was good at
organizing things and all his students would work on that system, so that
moved ahead much more rapidly.

01-01:08:16

Burnett:

Were you aware of that research program, or was it just that he was this
charming figure who—

01-01:08:23

Ames:

I was aware of it. He was sort of an odd guy, obviously very bright, but a little
aloof.

01-01:08:43

Burnett:

But he was a kind of social node. He was bringing people together.

01-01:08:47

Ames:

Yes.
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01-01:08:49

Burnett:

He invited you to these parties.

01-01:08:53

Ames:

Yes. Again, there must have been something in me that—

01-01:09:01

Burnett:

Well is the community small? I think it must be, right?

01-01:09:06

Ames:

Yes.

01-01:09:07

Burnett:

So, it's a life sciences community, and people who were working. You weren't
working directly with that research program.

01-01:09:17

Ames:

Right. I didn't work with him, but I was much closer to him in some ways than
I was to Mitchell.

01-01:09:26

Burnett:

There's a lot of young people in this. This is a new area. I think a lot of even
the professors were quite young, is that right?

01-01:09:35

Ames:

Yes. So Seymour Benzer, who is a big star in that area, he came from a
physics background too and he and Delbrück were buddies. No, there were
small groups of people who interacted and moved some of the field forward.

01-01:10:04

Burnett:

Can you talk a little bit about Caltech, about how it was set up with respect to
the life sciences? What department you were working in? In Cornell, it was
kind of an ag [agricultural and mechanical] school, right, and there was this
interest in agronomy. How did it work at Caltech?

01-01:10:32

Ames:

Oh, it was much more fluid, so people interacted in all sorts of ways, and
through Beadle, they hired really good people, and so, Benzer was there, and
Delbrück, and the Neurospora people.

01-01:10:53

Burnett:

And all in the same space? Was it a single life sciences building, or—

01-01:10:57

Ames:

Yeah, all in the same building. So my friends, fellow graduate students, were
working on many different things, so you'd learn a little bit about who was
doing what.

01-01:11:10

Burnett:

Right. Now, were there formal opportunities for people to present work across
subfields? Was there a seminar or a workshop?
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01-01:11:23

Ames:

Yeah, there were lots of seminars.

01-01:11:30

Burnett:

So there was like both formal and informal pathways for communicating new
research.

01-01:11:39

Ames:

The Delbrücks were very social, a lot through Manny Delbrück, the wife, and
I remember once we took a trip to Mexico, and through the desert where the
flowers were blooming, and anyway, they had organized all this. At one point,
they stopped the car, and the men want to go out and pee, and there was a
cornfield there so we went out and peed in the cornfield, and suddenly, we
realized someone was shooting at us. Maybe the owner or somebody had a
rifle, and was shooting at us. So we, of course, got out of there in a hurry, but
it was very dramatic.

01-01:12:33

Burnett:

He thought you were there to steal their corn or something?

01-01:12:35

Ames:

Probably.

01-01:12:36

Burnett:

My goodness. That's a bit dramatic.

01-01:12:42

Ames:

Yeah. So, the Delbrücks would do things like that, and their people that hung
out at the Delbrücks' were very mixed group, as I say, the violinist on the
symphony and other people from different labs, and I don't know. I guess they
just had a liking to certain people, and the Delbrück crowd were a mix.

01-01:13:11

Burnett:

So it was kind of a salon atmosphere?

01-01:13:13

Ames:

Exactly.

01-01:13:14

Burnett:

Okay. So you had people in different areas and you would socialize, and—

01-01:13:19

Ames:

Yeah, so that was wonderful for me, because I was very young, and—

01-01:13:27

Burnett:

And, we talk about sort of culture, so you had the George Beadles who had
this kind of homespun persona, and it was a disarming persona that he was
able to use to effect.
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01-01:13:50

Ames:

He played the hick from Wahoo, Nebraska, but he was really smart, so, in
some meeting of different people, he'd always ask the key questions, and—

01-01:14:03

Burnett:

But you had others, like Delbrück who was German, and of course, the
American research university is influenced by German higher education
models, really comes out of that. Were there different styles of teaching?

01-01:14:32

Ames:

Oh yeah, every person was different.

01-01:14:37

Burnett:

Was it hierarchical, or was it relatively flat? Like once you became a graduate
student, were you seen as a clay to be molded, or were you seen as a peer to
exchange ideas with?

01-01:14:54

Ames:

Yeah, I always felt I could contribute when I could, and people would listen,
so it was fairly flat and everybody was interacting all the time.

01-01:15:06

Burnett:

Right. Well, we could talk a little bit about—

01-01:15:11

Ames:

Let's see. Have we finished Cornell?

01-01:15:14

Burnett:

Well, I don't know. Maybe we have not. Well, one thing I could ask you,
because we were on the subject of kind of passions, not necessarily associated
with science. So you also studied history. You read literature.

01-01:15:35

Ames:

Well, yeah. I had pretty broad interests, and I remember Marcham was a wellknown professor of history there, and I signed up for his history course, and it
was wonderful, because instead of just saying, "This happened and this
happened," he gave you the documents from some period, and they were all
somewhat contradictory. He said, "Here, as a historian, we have to figure out
what really happened," and it was fun. Not too many people teach a course
that way.

01-01:16:17

Burnett:

History courses could be a lot of rote learning, so you would just sort of,
"here's the textbook," and follow that. You were inspired by the critical
thinking that was involved in that course. It was already aligned with how you
liked to think, so—

01-01:16:42

Ames:

I always liked to read history, so I'm always reading some kind of history.
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01-01:16:51

Burnett:

So, the motto of the Royal Society of London is "Nullius in verba," which
very loosely translated is, "Don't take our word for it, find out for yourself,"
basically. So that was kind of your approach, like you didn't want to just
follow a path. You wanted to look at multiple research traditions, and soon
enough, you started to see that there were problems or unanswered questions
in particular areas.

01-01:17:31

Ames:

Yes, I would always see some connection—I don't know whether other people
had seen it—that opened up some area.

01-01:17:39

Burnett:

When you were at Cornell, was there talk about the limitations of disciplines,
or was it something you figured out after the fact?

01-01:17:50

Ames:

I don't think I ever studied any of that in a formal way.

01-01:17:54

Burnett:

Okay. So you were taking the classes, and you were enjoying what you were
learning in each path, and later on, it helped you.

01-01:18:04

Ames:

Yes.

01-01:18:05

Burnett:

Okay.

01-01:18:07

Ames:

Oh, Cornell was terrific, because it was my first time living alone, and running
your own life, and making friends.

01-01:18:19

Burnett:

Did you live in a dormitory, or in—

01-01:18:22

Ames:

No, somebody was renting some rooms in a building and I rented one.

01-01:18:30

Burnett:

Okay, so it was like a boarding house, basically, situation, and they had like a
dinner—

01-01:18:36

Ames:

No, I had to forage for food.

01-01:18:40

Burnett:

You had to forage for food? Okay. Did you have a favorite restaurant you
would go to, or—

01-01:18:44

Ames:

I forget that.
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01-01:18:46

Burnett:

So it had a kitchen in it? You could cook?

01-01:18:49

Ames:

I don't even remember that. I don't think so.

01-01:18:53

Burnett:

So Cornell is Upstate New York. It's pretty. It's—

01-01:18:57

Ames:

Isolated.

01-01:18:58

Burnett:

It's isolated, and so, the community is very tight?

01-01:19:04

Ames:

Yeah, so you learn a lot from the friends. I had a friend who played classical
music and got me into classical music, and another friend was interested in
this or that, and then, I hung out with the folk dance group.

01-01:19:27

Burnett:

Well it sounds like that was a really formative period for you. You're living on
your own, living without the kind of supervision or influence of your parents,
and you would go home to New York regularly?

01-01:19:43

Ames:

Yeah, on the holidays.

01-01:19:44

Burnett:

On the holidays.

01-01:19:47

Ames:

But some of them I stayed up there.
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Interview 2: September 25, 2019
02-00:00:12

Burnett:

This is Paul Burnett interviewing Dr. Bruce Ames for the University History
Series, and this is our second session, and it is September 25, 2019, and we're
here in Berkeley, California. Welcome back, Dr. Ames.

02-00:00:30

Ames:

I think you said February.

02-00:00:32

Burnett:

Did I say February?

02-00:00:34

Ames:

Did you say February? Or I'm—

02-00:00:36

Burnett:

You know, it's possible.

02-00:00:37

Ames:

Any way—

02-00:00:38

Burnett:

It's September, [laughs] twenty-fifth in 2019.

02-00:00:42

Ames:

I may have misheard it.

02-00:00:44

Burnett:

No, it's entirely possible I said February. So, it's definitely not February
because it's very warm outside, and we were last talking about your time at
Caltech and you described some of the people you were hanging out with,
Delbrück and his wife.

02-00:01:06

Ames:

After I got my bachelor's at Cornell, I applied to a number of places, and was
turned down by Wisconsin, which I think was my first, but, I also applied to
Caltech because they were sort of a central biochemical—genetics,
biochemistry and genetics, which turned into molecular biology, and, I got
accepted there, and that was really an exciting place. It's a relatively small
school, and the first chairman of biology was Thomas Hunt Morgan, who was,
I think, a cousin of J. P. Morgan, the big financier, and, he was an equally
distinguished man. [Ed. note: Morgan was great-grandson of millionaire John
Wesley Hunt, and his uncle was confederate general John Hunt Morgan.] He
was a pioneer in biology and Drosophila as a model organism, and did a lot of
some of the really good early work. Anyway, and then after he retired, they
hired George Beadle, who was a farm boy from Wahoo, Nebraska, and he
always played the hick, so there'd be a meeting of people, and "oh, he's just a
farm boy from Nebraska," but he was always the smartest guy in every room,
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and he won a Nobel Prize for his work on isolating mutants, and showing the
connection between genes and enzymes.
02-00:02:51

Burnett:

So, it was quite a unique place, not entirely unique—there were emerging
centers that would later become these nodes in the emerging molecularbiological paradigm.

02-00:03:05

Ames:

Right.

02-00:03:08

Burnett:

So, if you were starting out in a regular biochemistry program, what was
missing at say, Berkeley, for example? Wendell Stanley is there. He's doing
very advanced work in biochemistry, the tobacco mosaic virus is what he's
famous for.

02-00:03:29

Ames:

Yes, he was interested in viruses.

02-00:03:32

Burnett:

Right, and so, what was being done at Caltech that set it apart from other
institutions, in hindsight? You didn't know at the time. You had nothing to
compare it to really.

02-00:03:46

Ames:

Well, Morgan had hired lots of really good people, and there were people
working on bacterial viruses, which are easy to handle, and animal viruses.
Mitchell was looking at Neurospora. Several people had worked on
Neurospora including Beadle, the chairman, and it was just a humming place,
everything: lots of good people, lots of conversation; a small school, see, so
you got to know everybody.

02-00:04:23

Burnett:

Working on simpler organisms was better why?

02-00:04:29

Ames:

Well for some problems, if you're trying to understand how genes make
enzymes, you don't want to work in humans, you want to work in something
you can dissect, biochemically, and you can mutate an organism, like a mold,
Neurospora, and isolate mutants that won't grow on the simple medium
anymore. You have to add something, and so he isolated mutants that some
required vitamins and some required amino acids, and so Beadle and Tatum
got a Nobel Prize for all that work.

02-00:05:15

Burnett:

Oh, I was going to ask, is there something about the rate of generation that
makes it faster to get a mutant?
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02-00:05:24

Ames:

Oh Yes, it's much faster. You can get a cross to Drosophila and you get a new
generation in weeks, not years, so, and it's just, you can raise thousands of
Drosophila fairly cheaply and then the mold was even simpler.

02-00:05:51

Burnett:

Right, and faster, in its reproduction rate.

02-00:05:53

Ames:

I did my PhD with H.K. Mitchell with Neurospora. So that gave me a good
start because he had all these mutants that required the amino acid histidine,
which normally the mold could make, but now couldn't, and so that was a
wonderful problem, and in my first year at Caltech, I sort of cracked it. I
worked out the pathway, and using these mutants.

02-00:06:23

Burnett:

Right. So if they're unable to produce histidine, the experiment where you
cracked it, how did you show the pathway?

02-00:06:38

Ames:

So, in those days, to separate molecules, we used something called paper
chromatography. You had a sheet of Whatman filter paper, and you cut out a
square of it, and then staple where the two ends came together, so there's a
little space, and you put it in a big jar with some solvent on the bottom, and
the solvent slowly moves up the paper, and then when it's to the top, you pull
it out and hang it up to dry, and what I did is—the histidine is an amino acid
that has an imidazole ring. It's a five-membered ring with two nitrogens, and
it's not in very many things, so I thought, ah, that's the trick to go after it. I
found an old German paper that made a reagent that gave a red color when it
reacted with imidazole, of any kind. So I converted that to a spray, to use on
these paper chromatograms, and I ran all my mutants, and some of them didn't
have any red spots and some had one red spot or another red spot, so I had
four or five different spots that came up from the different mutants, and then I
could make double mutants, and work out which came first in the pathway.
And, so, if you take the mutant that doesn't produce any, and make a double
mutant with all these other ones that have different spots, they don't produce
any spots.
So it's when you have a pathway, that's the way, and also biochemically, the
first compound I identified was imidazole glycerol. It basically has a fivecarbon chain, and there's an imidazole ring on the top, and hydroxyl groups on
the three carbons sticking out, so that right away suggested a five-carbon
sugar, and I showed that it was ribose; these, the different sugars have diff—
and that there were spots that didn't move very much that were the actual
phosphate esters, so it turned out ribose phosphate was a precursor of the
whole pathway. Anyway, partly it was good intuition and partly it just all fell
right out in my first year at Caltech. So, basically, I did my thesis in the first
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year. There were courses I had to take. So I was twenty-one years old when I
got there and I left at age twenty-four with my PhD.
02-00:09:57

Burnett:

So, in layman's terms, the pathway, biochemically, is what? It is that the
sequence?

02-00:10:08

Ames:

Yes, ribose phosphate gets converted to imidazole glycerol phosphate, and
then the other compounds were the intermediates, and finally you get to
histidinol, and then you oxidized it to histidine. So there are ten steps in this
pathway, and the genes were different genes that were involved with the
different enzymes, that [H.K.] Mitchell and I said, lots of mutants, so I could
put them into categories, and depending on which step they were blocked in,
which gene was mutated.

02-00:10:58

Burnett:

This is very early and I want to come back to this later because I do want to
follow the chronology of your career, but I'll ask you this question and ask
you to store it for later: how this research in biochemistry does or does not fit
with what becomes the central dogma—

02-00:11:28

Ames:

So [Norman] Horowitz was one of the professors that was always saying, "A
gene is something that codes for an enzyme," and so people were thinking
along that line, and this fit perfectly with that, and—

02-00:11:50

Burnett:

Even though it was multiple genes participating.

02-00:11:53

Ames:

Yes, but they were all in the same pathway.

02-00:11:55

Burnett:

Ah. Okay. All right.

02-00:11:59

Ames:

And then I got into the regulation of histidine and all that later, when I was at
NIH (National Institutes of Health).

02-00:12:08

Burnett:

Right. So this forms the basis of your dissertation work, and some of the early
papers that you were doing in '51. This is really quite early, and paper
chromatography, is that supplanted by more advanced techniques much later.

02-00:12:31

Ames:

Yes, now they have HPLC, high-pressure liquid chromatography, and gas
chromatography, ways of getting much more resolution, helping to identify
the substances, but for the substance I was looking at, they were all phosphate
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esters or products of phosphate esters and they were easy to figure out what
they were, and—
02-00:13:00

Burnett:

And to make them kind of, not luminesce, but you'd be able to tag them with
chemicals—

02-00:13:05

Ames:

Yes with this red color, Yes.

02-00:13:08

Burnett:

Right. It's so physical [meaning tangible]. It's such physical research. You're
using, working with this paper, you're adding; you identify a chemical that
will allow this to emerge.

02-00:13:20

Ames:

Yes, and then the genetics fit with the biochemistry because you can make the
double mutants easily in Neurospora. So, anyway, I took both summers off
when I was at Caltech. I took [Cornelis B.] van Niel's course. He was a Dutch
bacteriologist who'd done very interesting things and he gave a course at
Woods Hole. Let's see, it was kind of little—

02-00:13:57

Burnett:

Oh, did you talk about this in the first session where you would take the
summers off and you would take these summer courses out East?

02-00:14:04

Ames:

Yes. One course was the physiology course. Maybe that was at Woods Hole,
and the other one was in California. I'm a little fuzzy on it right now, but I'll
look it up. And they're both terrific courses that broadened my knowledge
and—

02-00:14:33

Burnett:

Did you make connections with new, other professors and other scholars?

02-00:14:37

Ames:

I was just a graduate student at the time, but the people taking the courses
were all very bright, and yes, I always learned things and made friends.

02-00:14:50

Burnett:

So you've finished your PhD, and then you take a postdoc. Can you talk about
that?

02-00:14:59

Ames:

The convention in science is, after you get your PhD—and most people take
five years to finish a PhD, and I was very lucky, mine sort of broke right
away, and there were a certain number of courses you had to take. So,
anyway, they'd let me go when I was twenty-four, and I went to the National
Institutes of Health.
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02-00:15:31

Burnett:

Well, I've several questions. One is, it's a US Public Health Service postdoc,
and so, at this time, the NIH, I think, is being funded largely by the
Department of Defense and the Atomic Energy Commission. Is that right?

02-00:15:48

Ames:

I don't know all the sources, but that sounds about right, and, you could be a
commissioned officer, if you had a PhD there, and I think I was a lieutenant.
As to keep out of the draft, I became a commissioned officer in the Public
Health Service, which is the medical arm of the Coast Guard in time of war,
something weird, and I got a secondhand Navy uniform and the appropriate—

02-00:16:39

Burnett:

Insignia.

02-00:16:39

Ames:

—insignia and all of that and even hitchhiked from Norfolk, Virginia, which
was a big base, to Europe, when I was at NIH.

02-00:16:56

Burnett:

And the Public Health Service is this kind of military organization, right, but
it's also—

02-00:17:03

Ames:

Well, it really isn't military but they had military grades. You could go into a
civil service grade. You had a choice, but I figured it'd keep me out of any
war. The Second World War was just over, and—

02-00:17:22

Burnett:

And the Korean War was on.

02-00:17:24

Ames:

—Korean War was starting, and so I didn't want to get drafted. I wanted to
start my career, and, so it did keep me out of—

02-00:17:38

Burnett:

Out of trouble.

02-00:17:38

Ames:

It was a Navy rank, I think. Anyway—

02-00:17:44

Burnett:

So, to be precise, it wasn't that you got this fellowship to go to the NIH. You
were already in the US Public Health Service, before?

02-00:17:58

Ames:

Let's see. I had some fellowship when I was a graduate student, and—

02-00:18:14

Burnett:

So it may have been that, and that just continued? So it's not entirely, it's not
necessarily an important detail—
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02-00:18:21

Ames:

I can look all these up, but I don't remember all that very well.

02-00:18:26

Burnett:

So you went to NIH, and you worked with B. L. Horecker. It was like '53 to
'54.

Ames:

Yes, he was a well-known biochemist, and I had all these intermediates in the
pathway. I want to isolate the enzymes, and show that it really did all these
things, and so that was a good place to go, and there were lots of good people
around, so I'd learned a lot of enzymology there.

02-00:18:58

Burnett:

And I think we briefly talked last time about the [James] Watson and [Francis]
Crick and [Rosalind] Franklin discoveries in 1953. You were at the NIH at
that time.

02-00:19:10

Ames:

Yes, I had just come to the NIH, and we had a journal club where people
talked about interesting papers. Kornberg had started that particular
department. He later moved to Stanford and got a Nobel Prize.

02-00:19:28

Burnett:

Arthur Kornberg.

02-00:19:29

Ames:

Yes, and so I didn't meet, or I didn't know Kornberg well at that time. I think I
might have met him once. He had just left when I came, but the group I was
part of, Horecker and all of that, were all first-rate biochemists, but nobody
knew any genetics, and so when the Watson-Crick paper came out, I
explained all the reasons why this was wonderful.

02-00:20:04

Burnett:

And did it take immediately, or did it take a while?

02-00:20:12

Ames:

Oh, I had to convince them. They thought it was all very speculative, but—

02-00:20:17

Burnett:

So you're a kind of cultural ambassador between biochemistry and the more
theoretical geneticists, I suppose, in the time.

02-00:20:29

Ames:

Yes, when I got to Berkeley, it was in a biochemistry department, but nobody
knew any genetics, so I introduced genetics to the lab, to all sorts of things.

02-00:20:42

Burnett:

Wow. It tells you something about how formative those years were, that
things had not gelled. There weren't complete explanations at the end of that
period anyway, but there was so much that still had to be laid out. Can you
talk a little bit about the NIH? One thing that is striking about that period is
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how much it grows during the time you're there, because you were there for
the postdoc '53-'54, and then you stay there.
02-00:21:15

Ames:

I was there fifteen years.

02-00:21:17

Burnett:

Yes, and so you witnessed a huge transformation. Can you talk a little bit
about what changed at the NIH?

02-00:21:23

Ames:

Well it's a big place, and I made lots of really good friends there, and when
you meet a scientist friend, you learn all about what he's doing, or she, and a
lot of distinguished people were there.

02-00:21:42

Burnett:

When I talk to engineers and physicists, they often talk about Bell Labs as this
place, it's kind of a super- and supra- university where there's no teaching; it's
just research. It's this hundreds and even thousands of scientists working on
different problems, but coordinated in some fashion in small units.

02-00:22:08

Ames:

Yes, no, it had that reputation.

02-00:22:10

Burnett:

It had that reputation. It was a major center for research in the life sciences,
and its budget grows.

02-00:22:18

Ames:

Well, not only life sciences, physics, they were into a lot of things.

02-00:22:24

Burnett:

Well physicists enter into the life-science domain in a big way. In the early
fifties you have the cryptanalysis work, you have people like Leo Szilard and
Edward Teller. Were you aware of that research, or you, meaning, you and
your group of people?

02-00:22:44

Ames:

I knew Szilard fairly well—

02-00:22:46

Burnett:

Oh you knew him!

02-00:22:47

Ames:

Yes, but I didn't know Teller. Seymour Benzer was a physicist, and Max
Delbrück. I was lucky. The Delbrücks were a very interesting couple. She was
an American Southern lady, pretty blonde—

02-00:23:11

Burnett:

Manny Delbrück.
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02-00:23:12

Ames:

—Manny Delbrück, and Delbrück married her when he was at Vanderbilt. He
had come from Germany after he got his PhD. He's from a famous family in
Germany of intellectual people, and he met Manny there and married her, and
then he was offered a professorship at Caltech, and came out. He was a hard
man to get to know, very reserved, Germanic in some way, but really, really
smart, and so he started the bacteriophage school, and got everybody to work
on one bacteria and one virus that attacked them instead of twenty different
ones, and, anyway, somehow he took a shine to me, and he used to have all
these parties at their house, and he took a trip to Mexico with a lot of his
friends and hangers-on, and I was on that.

02-00:24:45

Burnett:

Well, I want to ask you about—we could talk about this the whole session, but
historians of these sciences in this time talk about the metaphors of
information, and coding, and decoding, and this becomes more and more
explicit. Initially, there's an effort—and this is where the physicists come in—
to really [shape the emerging discipline]: this is the source of life and heredity
is a code that can be cracked. Can you talk about your encounters with that
language?

02-00:25:39

Ames:

Well, biology is too complicated. I mean, it's an evolutionary thing. It's been
going on for billions of years, and it's hard to figure it out a priori. So people
were somewhat skeptical of physicists coming in, but Delbrück had such a
good brain, and he was very social in his Germanic way.

02-00:26:10

Burnett:

So he was, well he's really deeply involved. I think there were these separate
groups, in other institutions, that were really trying to use cybernetics to really
get at something.

02-00:26:27

Ames:

Well he was interested in using the simplest possible system to understand
viruses, and E. coli bacteria, and T4 phage. They had isolated a lot of different
phages. People settled on that, and the progress went very quickly.

02-00:26:47

Burnett:

So it's partly to set up—I think we talked about this last session—to set up a
system that was amenable to standardization, and inter-comparability, and you
can communicate with other research programs about it.

02-00:27:01

Ames:

And, people respected him very much because he was so bright.

02-00:27:09

Burnett:

Well, so that was at Caltech, but you've moved now to Bethesda. In, I guess in
1953, '54, you have what's just a one-year postdoc, I suppose, and then it
changes to, you are hired in '54?
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02-00:27:29

Ames:

So, let's see. We've left Caltech?

02-00:27:37

Burnett:

Well we don't have to.

02-00:27:39

Ames:

I can tell you a few anecdotes. So, a number of the graduate students got
together in the evening and had supper together, and the only thing for
cooking was some huge autoclave. The opening was that big. This is steam
under pressure. So you'd put a potato in, and it was raw at ten minutes, and
mush at fifteen or something like that. So anyway, we learned how to use the
autoclave for cooking dinner, and I bought a car from one of the departing
graduate students for a hundred bucks. It was a Ford, with a rumble seat—
have you ever seen a car with a rumble seat—anyway, a little seat in the back
that somebody could sit on. It was a two-seater, '32 Ford with a rumble seat,
and I bought it for a hundred dollars, and when I left Caltech, I think I sold it
for two hundred dollars or something like that. The dollar was worth a lot
more in those days.

02-00:28:51

Burnett:

And it must have been a wonderful time too. Did you travel locally when you
were there, because you were young at this point. You're really young, you
know, so, did you go to the ocean, and those places?

02-00:29:07

Ames:

Oh. Yes, I did some traveling, not a lot. No, it was a wonderful time for me,
and also because I was never a very top student—I was too undisciplined, but
I was very curious, and was always seeing connections that other people
didn't, because I read a lot, and the fact that my thesis went so quickly and so
well gave me the confidence where maybe I might make it in science.

02-00:29:52

Burnett:

So you weren't sure until then?

02-00:29:53

Ames:

Right, Yes.

02-00:29:54

Burnett:

Wow. So, it's good news for many graduate students that someone as
accomplished as yourself had some doubts even as a graduate student.

02-00:30:06

Ames:

Well, Bronx High School of Science had all the brightest kids in New York
City who were interested in science, and somehow all my friends were A or
A-plus students, but I never was focused enough. I get too interested in
something and read up on it.
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02-00:30:30

Burnett:

But that served you well. Well let's talk a little bit about work habits, and how
that maybe changed over time. For someone in biochemistry at that time— I
know in say, computing, in the old days, for example, a lot of people worked
at night, because that's when you could get time on the machine. Were there
similar constraints with the rhythms of the microorganisms that you're
working with? Do you have to work weekends, or do you have to work seven
days in a row because you're growing a culture? How does it work?

02-00:31:04

Ames:

Usually, most graduate students are working all the time, and one was friends
with all the other graduate students.

02-00:31:17

Burnett:

So you'd be there and it would be late at night, and you could finish and go
have a beer or something. [laughs]

02-00:31:26

Ames:

Yes. I remember, a South African guy was accepted to the biology graduate
program, and I was walking with him through Pasadena, and there was a
blinking light down ten blocks or so. He said, "Ah, a bar, let's"—he was a
tough guy. He had been in the British Army and was quite a bit older, and so
we finally got down to this blinking sign that said, "Jesus saves." [laughter]
That was his introduction to Pasadena. [laughter]

02-00:32:12

Burnett:

So, you had to crawl a little bit further to find the bar.

02-00:32:15

Ames:

Yes.

02-00:32:18

Burnett:

But it was formative for you and you felt that you had launched yourself as a
scientist, and you had some papers published.

02-00:32:26

Ames:

Yes, I had published a whole batch of papers out of all of that, and I figured
that, you know, I think that with my creativity and wide interests, that I can
make it in science.

02-00:32:42

Burnett:

Yes. So you arrive for the postdoc at the NIH, and this is Bethesda, Maryland,
so you move there more or less permanently, as far as you know.

02-00:32:55

Ames:

Yes.

02-00:32:56

Burnett:

You get an apartment, and this is now the mid-1950s, and this is a time when
historians are talking about the emergence of a new paradigm around genetics,
and I'm wondering if you could talk a little bit about your interactions with
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that. You were following it, but when was it clear that something was going
on with respect to different laboratories that were communicating with one
another, different groups of people that were working on the same idea?
02-00:33:48

Ames:

I met Watson at some point, and when his paper came out, I was hopping up
and down for weeks, because it was so important. Yes, there weren't too many
people who were interested. It was clear that DNA was making proteins, and
then there was all that biochemistry to sort out, and genes were coding for
enzymes, and I remember Horowitz at Caltech was always harping on that.

02-00:34:38

Burnett:

So towards the late 1950s, there are experiments that are being published,
signature ones, the [Arthur] Pardee, [François] Jacob and [Jacques] Monod
research, the experiments in 1958, and I understand that some of those folks
were coming through the NIH because it was this growing center for life
science research.

02-00:35:09

Ames:

I was a little miffed by Jacob and Monod because Monod came to NIH on a
visit from France, and he was interested in talking to me. I had been
publishing these papers about genes and enzymes, and so I told him
everything I knew, and then when I met Giovanna, my wife, in 1958, she had
just come over from Italy to Johns Hopkins, and there was a Hopkins-NIH
"enzyme club." We'd meet once every few months at some restaurant, either
in Baltimore or in Bethesda, and so I was giving a talk at one of them and she
came, and I got quite interested in her, and we got married in 1960, and then
Gordon Tomkins, did I give you—?

02-00:36:20

Burnett:

You did.

02-00:36:21

Ames:

He was one of the smartest guys I've ever met, and I've met a lot of smart
guys. He died tragically early. We just the other day had dinner with the wife,
Millicent Tomkins, who's still kicking, and, anyway, he could remember the
plot of movies he'd seen when he was thirteen, and he just had this
photographic memory, and he was brilliant. He spoke fluent French and
people didn't know he was an American. They thought he was a Frenchman of
some sort, and he played classical clarinet, and his wife, Millicent, is a painter.
I have some paintings by her around, and singer, and so, anyway, he was at
NIH. He had an MD and a PhD, and all the top guys there realized he was
something special, and so they put him as a laboratory chief, and he could
pick four or five people around at NIH who might want to come and be
section chiefs under him, and I was one of the people he picked. We had met
them early on after we got married and—

02-00:38:20

Burnett:

Oh, but that's in '62, right?
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02-00:38:22

Ames:

That was in, no, let's see. My wife came in '58, so it would have been between
'58 and '60, and then in '60, I was due for a sabbatical so we took off for a year
in Europe, in Crick's lab, for part of it, and in Jacob and Monod's lab in the
other part. So we were doing a lot of things relevant to Jacob and Monod's
ideas. We had a mutant that turned off the whole histidine operon in the
bacteria in Salmonella, which I switched to, because they had worked out a
genetic system in Salmonella, and using a bacteria phage, a virus to move
genes from one organism to another.
So it was a very good system to work on, and I had switched to Salmonella.
The same pathway was involved except all the genes were together, and Phil
Hartman at Johns Hopkins, who I collaborated with, had gotten involved in
Salmonella genetics early. He was more a geneticist, and when he saw that I
had worked out the pathway of histidine, he thought the histidine mutants
might be a good one, good set to look at, and he started working on that and
we started collaborating on those things. And so there was a mutant, a little
deletion of some of the DNA, right at the beginning of the histidine operon,
that turned off all the genes. The genes were there, they could function, but
they didn't work with this deletion, so that was the control region in all of that.

02-00:40:25

Burnett:

Can I interrupt you just for a moment? Am I right in suggesting that the use of
the term "operon" is a bit anachronistic? It was not used at the time. It was
coined to deal with the research that you're talking about. Is that right?

02-00:40:51

Ames:

I think Jacob and Monod—and then since I'd married a European and we
wanted to go to Europe, we spent part of it in France—they were happy to
have me come there, and I told them a lot of my ideas. They didn't even refer
to me when they published their paper. I thought I had contributed as much to
that area as they did, but that's water under the bridge.

02-00:41:23

Burnett:

Well, so this is what a historian of science says about that period, you might
be interested to know. She writes that "the NIH biochemists were mistrustful
of the high priests of molecular biology with their 'fast tricks.' They
remembered Monod's 1958 visit to NIH when Bruce Ames, who had recently
perceived histidine biosynthesis as the activation or de-repression of
coordinated genes, explained his ideas to Monod, thus both preempting and
inspiring the operon theory."

02-00:42:06

Ames:

Yes, well, I would say that, they had just two genes or three genes together,
and Monod named all sorts of things, and he's a very smart man, but he really
should have credited me for some things in that paper.
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02-00:42:33

Burnett:

Well, but the Pasteur Institute that he pulls together, it is so interesting
because it has such an American influence, beyond you. It has institutional
support. There wasn't a lot of enthusiasm for Monod's path in France, in
French science at the time. It was funded by Rockefeller. It was funded by
NIH, and so, a lot of folks, according to this author, a lot of American folks
felt there was an awful lot of American science—

02-00:43:11

Ames:

Yes, a lot of American scientists. Paris is a wonderful place, so a lot of
American scientists went to the Pasteur [Institute], and so I think it was
influenced by American science. Jacob was a hero in the resistance and all of
that. I liked him a little better than Monod.

02-00:43:40

Burnett:

Well you collaborated with Jacob on a paper. You co-wrote a paper together
in '62, I think. So, there is a time when your histidine research, you're
discovering something significant. Now, I'm going to need your help with
this, because this is very big picture. According to the historians of science,
there's a shift in the 1950s away from a notion of enzymatic adaptation, the
adaptation of organisms to an environment, to enzymatic induction; that is the
activation of preexisting information in an organism, and your research was
about how gene expression works through the repression, so something is
manifest because you cease to repress something, because the repression is a
normal part of the biosynthetic processes.

02-00:44:58

Ames:

Yes. We showed that the histidine would inhibit the first enzyme of the
pathway, so when you were making enough histidine, you didn't want to make
any more, and that was, it was feedback inhibition, so you could regulate how
much you made—you didn't want to make too much—and then we isolated all
sorts of mutants that made high levels of the histidine biosynthetic enzyme,
ten times normal, and figured out how to handle them and look at them, and
Bob Martin in my lab showed there was a single messenger RNA from all
these genes in Salmonella that was turned on or turned off by this regulation.
We did a lot of the early work in all of this.

02-00:45:56

Burnett:

And so that emerges and there's several labs. It's not just Monod's lab; it's
others, it's Nirenberg, right?

02-00:46:03

Ames:

Yes, in fact, Gordon Tomkins was a good friend, and he was a lab chief, and I
was a section chief under him, and when I became involved with Giovanna—
she was at Hopkins—I said, "Can she get a job in your group?" and he made a
place for her, and then when we got married and went off to Europe, he had
some space, so he hired Marshall Nirenberg to fill that gap.
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02-00:46:47

Burnett:

Wow.

02-00:46:48

Ames:

So I feel somewhat indirectly, I had something to do with all of that.

02-00:46:56

Burnett:

So, the problem with historians is that you go back, talking about this period
between '58 and '62, when so much comes together that is so consequential for
the history of biology, were you aware at the time of the significance of what
you were doing?

02-00:47:20

Ames:

Well I knew it was important, and people were interested in my papers, and so
my papers were very highly cited, and so I guess I knew it was important.

02-00:47:45

Burnett:

No, it's a very interesting period to kind of—

02-00:47:51

Ames:

And I do remember doing the Watson-Crick paper, and all these famous old
biochemists, I had to drag them through genes and enzymes and all. These big
macro molecules weren't something they were excited about.

02-00:48:15

Burnett:

But I mean even Wendell Stanley, by '57, is using the language of information
and coding, so a lot of the old guard really got moved into this, because it
must have spread so quickly among these leading institutions.

02-00:48:37

Ames:

Yes, Crick was wonderful, and he was a very charming fellow, and witty, and
so I really enjoyed working in his lab. When American scientists came there,
they did what they wanted, but it was kind of part of the atmosphere there.

02-00:49:04

Burnett:

So you would jump into what was going on, or you were just left to do
whatever you wanted to do?

02-00:49:11

Ames:

I was left to do whatever I wanted to do.

02-00:49:13

Burnett:

Right. But you could still communicate with them and share ideas and that
kind of thing.

02-00:49:19

Ames:

Oh yes. So Brenner was super smart and Crick was super smart, and they all
ended up with Nobel Prizes, deservedly so.
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02-00:49:28

Burnett:

Did the experience with Monod make you more circumspect, less willing to
talk freely about your ideas?

02-00:49:37

Ames:

Science is about talking about ideas. I've always been a bit of a blabbermouth
when I probably should have kept stuff quiet, but—

02-00:49:47

Burnett:

It's what makes you excited.

02-00:49:48

Ames:

But, one's always a year ahead of the competition, and so I didn't worry too
much.

02-00:50:00

Burnett:

Well, there's a lot going on here. I would like to just ask you about—you
had—correct me if I'm wrong—a scientific honeymoon. Is that right,
basically?

02-00:50:12

Ames:

Well, yes. We got married in 1960, I guess, and we spent a year in Europe,
and it was a year's honeymoon. I was in the Crick-Brenner lab, and was in
Jacob and Monod's lab, and there were lots of really bright scientists coming
through all the time, lots of Americans, and so it was a wonderful time.

02-00:50:49

Burnett:

And, then you also, but you also traveled to destinations.

Ames:

Oh yes, we went to Italy to meet all her family, and part of her family. Her
brother was a well-known physicist, and he was at CERN, the big particle
physics lab in Switzerland, so we'd visit him, and her other brother was one of
the chief engineers there, so, and her parents met in medical school.

02-00:51:17

Burnett:

So there's science in the family.

02-00:51:19

Ames:

Yes.

02-00:51:21

Burnett:

So I'm wondering about—I'm looking at the papers and the paper titles, so, for
1959 with B. Garry—

02-00:51:41

Ames:

Yes, she was a technician in my lab.

02-00:51:42

Burnett:

Oh okay. What's her first name?

02-00:51:44

Ames:

Barbara.
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02-00:51:45

Burnett:

Barbara Garry, "Coordinate Repression of the Synthesis of Four Histidine
Biosynthetic Enzymes by Histidine."

02-00:51:52

Ames:

Yes, so we showed the enzymes went up and down together in response to
signals.

02-00:51:58

Burnett:

Right, but that's also a crucial—there's an element of the Jacob-Monod theory,
but it's also a kind of challenge to it in some ways, is it not?

02-00:52:16

Ames:

No, it's—they're both bright people, and they were good at naming things,
and, so I don't know. I felt I had deserved as much credit as they did for these,
all this early work.

02-00:52:38

Burnett:

Well, one of the things that they name is the operon, and the operon is, well, if
you can describe it—

02-00:52:47

Ames:

But we showed there was a messenger RNA made from the whole cluster of
histidine enzymes, and Yanofsky at Stanford was working on tryptophan
genes and we were sort of friendly rivals. He would find out more about
tryptophan and I would find more about histidine.

02-00:53:08

Burnett:

And, so, the discovery of messenger RNA, this is something that happens at
that time. This is '62, speaking of the things that are named.

02-00:53:20

Ames:

Yes, well, Crick was a fountain of ideas, and Brenner, who just died, was
awfully smart.

02-00:53:33

Burnett:

Well, just to follow up on this question about the historians who were saying
biochemists had this attitude towards the molecular biologists with their "fast
tricks," or the geneticists with their "fast tricks"—

02-00:53:51

Ames:

Yes, well, it depends. I mean, the traditional biochemists, this was all new to
them, but I think people accepted the Watson and Crick, maybe with a little
push from here or there.

02-00:54:15

Burnett:

Yes. Is it fair to say though that the biochemists, it's kind of more obviously
an older, traditional discipline, and empirical, experimental?
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02-00:54:32

Ames:

Very experimental. At first, when you'd give a paper in the journal club,
people didn't want to hear the speculation, they wanted to look at the data
first, and so, it was a very experimentally based field.

02-00:54:47

Burnett:

Right.

02-00:54:48

Ames:

And so theory wasn't a big part of it.

02-00:54:51

Burnett:

Right. You want to really sound out the variations and the complexity of
nature to really understand how complicated it is, and to understand the
richness of it rather than reducing it to something extremely simple. Although
that was happening, I think, that biochemistry was moving in that direction.

02-00:55:22

Ames:

Yes. So—

02-00:55:24

Burnett:

Well perhaps we should take a break, and we'll return after we take a break.

02-00:55:30

Ames:

Okay.

02-00:55:31

Burnett:

Okay.

[break in audio]
02-00:55:36

Burnett:

And we're back, and you are returning from your grand tour, with visiting the
Crick lab, and Monod's lab at the Pasteur Institute, and you return to the NIH,
and it has just finished this incredible growth period. So, the budget at the
NIH quadrupled between the time it was founded in '47, until about 1963, so
that's right around the time you're coming back, and then it stabilizes at a 6
percent per year growth rate.

02-00:56:17

Ames:

Wow.

02-00:56:19

Burnett:

So, that gives you an idea of how—

02-00:56:21

Ames:

Yes, there were an awful lot of good scientists there.

02-00:56:28

Burnett:

And resources.
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02-00:56:30

Ames:

Yes, and it was right outside Washington, D.C., so there was a big city nearby.
We used to go to the opera, and all the usual art museums and things like that.

02-00:56:46

Burnett:

We're used to, in this day and age, thinking about biotechnology, and genetic
engineering, and that kind of thing. Was there ever talk about the implications
of understanding the mechanisms of heredity, and what that might mean for
the future?

02-00:57:13

Ames:

I think, in the beginning, it was very unusual for people to be at an interface
between two different disciplines, but I thought that was wonderful for science
because I had no competition. [laughter]

02-00:57:40

Burnett:

Well, isn't it stimulating, just to have people who are smart but who think
differently with a different tradition? Is that exciting?

02-00:57:52

Ames:

Yes, it is, and, anyway, I really liked it at NIH, and having a new wife, and we
had a couple of kids, it was just wonderful.

02-00:58:09

Burnett:

Wow.

02-00:58:09

Ames:

And Giovanna's a pretty smart cookie too.

02-00:58:13

Burnett:

Right, that's another bonus.

02-00:58:14

Ames:

She used to correct the English on all of the postdocs' papers, because she had
seven years of Latin or eight years of Latin in school, plus she speaks French
and Italian and Spanish and English, so it's—

02-00:58:38

Burnett:

So it's a mutual admiration society, between the two of you?

02-00:58:41

Ames:

Yes, well, we respect each other.

02-00:58:44

Burnett:

So, you wrote an autobiographical piece in 2003—

02-00:58:55

Ames:

Which one was that?

02-00:58:56

Burnett:

I don't have the actual title right with me, but you describe the community at
NIH, and you describe it in terms of people, and you said there's a great
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community there, and you mentioned these names, Gordon Tomkins, of
course, but I'm wondering if you could tell me just briefly about some of these
other people: Maxine Singer.
02-00:59:18

Ames:

Oh yes, she was a good friend of mine. She was from Yale, and a really smart
cookie. So we were quite friendly with them.

02-00:59:28

Burnett:

And, were these people you all worked with closely, or you just knew as part
of your environment.

02-00:59:34

Ames:

No, we were just friends.

02-00:59:35

Burnett:

Okay. Earl and Terry Stadtman.

02-00:59:38

Ames:

Stadtman, Yes, the Stadtmans were both really good scientists. Earl Stadtman
was a wonderful scientist, and he died recently and his wife, Terry Stadtman,
is still at NIH I think.

02-00:59:54

Burnett:

Oh my goodness. Wow, and Ira Pastan?

02-01:00:00

Ames:

Yes, Pastan [corrects pronunciation, stress on first syllable].

02-01:00:01

Burnett:

Pastan.

02-01:00:02

Ames:

Yes. He was a good friend, and the wife is a very good poet.

02-01:00:08

Burnett:

Herb and Celia Tabor.

02-01:00:11

Ames:

Yes, they were head of a group, one of the labs there. They were both good
scientists.

02-01:00:24

Burnett:

And I recognize this name: Leon Heppel.

02-01:00:26

Ames:

He was a very eccentric fellow, but everybody loved him.

02-01:00:33

Burnett:

David Davies?
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02-01:00:37

Ames:

Yes.

02-01:00:38

Burnett:

Another similar—

02-01:00:39

Ames:

Davies was an Englishman, X-ray crystallographer. Yes, I knew all those
people very well.

02-01:00:50

Burnett:

So there are a couple of names that were not mentioned, but they were there at
the time, and they're pretty big figures, so I wanted to ask you about them:
Arthur Kornberg and Marshall Nirenberg.

02-01:01:06

Ames:

Ah. Well Kornberg had just left, and Nirenberg was offered a job when we
left for a year, so, and when we came back, we knew him of course.

02-01:01:21

Burnett:

So he would have come in '61 then, around that time.

02-01:01:26

Ames:

Yes.

02-01:01:26

Burnett:

Okay.

02-01:01:27

Ames:

And Bob Martin, one of my first postdocs who was an independent scientist in
my lab, did a lot of the work to help Marshall do all the things he did. I
remember people around NIH said, "Hey, that's a wonderful discovery, let's
go and help him."

02-01:01:52

Burnett:

You did a paper with Martin. This is Robert G. Martin. You did a paper on
sucrose gradient centrifugation—

02-01:02:00

Ames:

Yes, that's one of the most cited papers in biochemistry.

02-01:02:03

Burnett:

And were you describing that in our first session, when you would get the
molecular weight of enzymes?

02-01:02:10

Ames:

Yes, so, when Bob Martin was a medical student at Harvard, and there was
some program where Harvard medical students could spend a summer at NIH,
and so one day, Tomkins or somebody came in with a stack of dossiers, and
they said, "Do you have room for a Harvard medical student? Pick one of
these." So I ruffled through, and Martin had had As or A-pluses in physics. I
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thought, that's unusual for a medical student, and he seemed very good, so I
took him, and he liked NIH so much and working in my lab, that he then came
and spent a year as a sort of postdoc after he got his MD. His wife was Judith
Martin, who is Miss Manners.
02-01:03:11

Burnett:

Right, okay.

02-01:03:13

Ames:

She got a job at the Washington Post and became Miss Manners.

02-01:03:19

Burnett:

So, as you return from this year, you return to NIH with Giovanna in 1961.
Several things: you've got a new job, right, and—

02-01:03:34

Ames:

I forgot when I became a section chief but—

02-01:03:39

Burnett:

It's then.

02-01:03:40

Ames:

Is it?

02-01:03:41

Burnett:

Yes, you were section chief of the new molecular biology lab under Gordon
Tomkins.

02-01:03:46

Ames:

Oh, okay, maybe—

02-01:03:47

Burnett:

And he was the director, from '61 to '69.

02-01:03:50

Ames:

Maybe it was then. I forget.

02-01:03:52

Burnett:

And so, then the other pieces of it are, as we were describing in the first part
of this session, the discovery and naming of messenger RNA, from multiple
sources. I'm not sure if that's entirely right, but Marshall Nirenberg and
Heinrich Matthaei?

02-01:04:22

Ames:

Heinrich was a student who came from Germany, and Marshall was just
building up his lab so he had a space for this guy, and they did that work on
poly-U, and I think Gordon Tomkins might have actually suggested that
experiment, just to take the poly-U and see what you get, and—
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02-01:04:53

Burnett:

So, a couple of things from this paper. Messenger RNA is required for protein
synthesis, and synthetic RNA preparations can be used to decipher various
aspects of the genetic code.

02-01:05:10

Ames:

Yes.

02-01:05:11

Burnett:

So does that set up a whole research program?

02-01:05:14

Ames:

Well that, Nirenberg first did that poly-U and got phenylalanine, and that was
the thing that started that whole business.

02-01:05:33

Burnett:

So it's a new toolkit. It's a new tool, not toolkit—

02-01:05:37

Ames:

Yes, people had made mixtures that would do protein synthesis, but putting in
a synthetic, known piece of DNA or RNA and see what comes out was the
breakthrough on the code, Yes, and everybody pitched in to help Marshall. He
was a young guy, and I remember Bob Martin did a lot of the key work on
that.

02-01:06:11

Burnett:

So is it analogous to, say, the development of CRISPR Cas9 here at Berkeley?

02-01:06:20

Ames:

Yes, that's a technical thing.

02-01:06:25

Burnett:

Well this is both conceptual and technical, that's what's beautiful about this
work.

02-01:06:31

Ames:

Yes, I know [Jennifer] Doudna. Berkeley was lucky to get her.

02-01:06:36

Burnett:

Yes.

02-01:06:38

Ames:

She'll get the Nobel Prize one of these years.

02-01:06:41

Burnett:

Yes, I'm sure. She's still quite young, isn't she? So there's probably more to
come. So, you're returning at the beginning of a tremendously fertile period,
and some could argue, this is the real dawn of molecular biology.

02-01:07:06

Ames:

Yes, I think that Watson-Crick paper gave a structure of DNA and we knew
that genes were made in DNA, and that opened up the whole area.
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02-01:07:25

Burnett:

Yes, but, understanding more about regulation, that's what was really key, and
transcription and that kind of thing, that's something that really follows. When
people talk about this molecular biology revolution, yes there's the 1953
discovery, but it's kind of capped—

02-01:07:52

Ames:

Yes, how it all worked, it kept on coming in in pieces from various labs.

02-01:07:57

Burnett:

Right, so it's a really exciting time. So you're the section chief at the new
molecular biology lab, and I think calling it the molecular biology lab is also
new, is that right?

02-01:08:13

Ames:

Yes, it was called biochemical genetics when I got into it, that was what
people called it. And then it switched to molecular biology, and that sort of
stuck.

02-01:08:31

Burnett:

Yes, and so in the early sixties, you're finding the institutional names now
bear "molecular biology," and it takes a while. I mean, Berkeley takes a long
time to modernize its nomenclature institutionally, but this is a sign of the
times, that it's maturing into this institutional structure. And, work with the
National Institute of Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases—

02-01:09:00

Ames:

The institutes at NIH had different philosophies. The Cancer Institute was
very set on cancer, and they didn't want people working on other things. I
remember some paper I wrote, or maybe I'd put in a grant for mutagenesis,
and some guy said, "Bacteria have nothing to teach us about cancer," when in
fact, all the theory came out of all this bacterial work.

02-01:09:47

Burnett:

Well, I was going to ask you about that, because there's one of your papers
from this period which has the word "neoplasia" in the title.

02-01:10:01

Ames:

I don't even remember that.

02-01:10:03

Burnett:

Well, let me just see if I can quickly find it. It is really in this period—1962.
It's not in the title of your paper. Your paper is with Phil Hartman, and it's
"Genes, Enzymes, and Control Mechanisms in Histidine Biosynthesis," in a
text called "The Molecular Basis of Neoplasia." And so, what you're saying is,
if cancer is about the runaway production of something—
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02-01:10:38

Ames:

Yes, it's about mutation. A lot of people early on thought mutagens had
something to do with cancer, and I was one of the people who showed that
most carcinogens were mutagens.

02-01:10:52

Burnett:

And there was also a search for viral cancers.

02-01:10:56

Ames:

Yes, and viruses could cause cancer, but viruses can also cause cell division
and cell killing and so that's involved with cancer too. Hormones can cause
cancer.

02-01:11:12

Burnett:

Right, absolutely.

02-01:11:15

Ames:

No, it was exciting living through all those times.

02-01:11:25

Burnett:

So, yes, one thing I had in my notes, and I'm not sure how to exactly describe
this, but there's a 1963 paper again with Phil Hartman, and according to this
Ames-Hartman paper, a kind of negative regulation could be done through
blocking protein synthesis, and it suggested in one of these histories that that
is a kind of challenge to the more simple Jacob-Monod theory.

02-01:12:06

Ames:

No, they were talking about repression of their genes, and induction. I didn't
feel it was a challenge to Monod and Jacob.

02-01:12:19

Burnett:

Okay, Yes, or perhaps it supported it, is the other possibility. But it was a
more sophisticated, empirical, let's say.

02-01:12:33

Ames:

I got interested in mutation, because of my interest in genetics, and mutagens,
and I became convinced that that's how carcinogens were working, and we
showed that you could show a lot of carcinogens, the active form were
mutagens. Other people had also come up with that idea.

02-01:12:58

Burnett:

So even at that time, there wasn't a consensus about the cause of cancer, that it
wasn't—because we know from radiation that radiation causes mutations and
radiation also causes cancer.

02-01:13:13

Ames:

Yes, but then viruses can cause cancer or hormones, so it was complicated,
but I think from the time of the Watson-Crick paper on, all that started
becoming much clearer. When Bob Martin came to my lab, I suggested he see
if he could figure out a way of determining the molecular weight of enzymes,
so he developed sucrose gradient centrifugation, and that technique was very
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widely used, but he also showed that there was a big messenger RNA from the
histidine operon, for all these genes, and we had previous shown the genes go
up and down together.
02-01:14:12

Burnett:

And this, the idea of the operon comes through your research, and sort of
coined by Monod—

02-01:14:20

Ames:

Monod came up with the name.

02-01:14:22

Burnett:

—but then this becomes a crucial element of understanding gene regulation,
the operon.

02-01:14:27

Ames:

Oh yes.

02-01:14:28

Burnett:

And in our conversations, it's something we talk about quite frequently.
There's something else that's happening at this time, although it really is a
story about the 1970s and we can leave it to then, but I was curious to read
something that you describe, a story about reading a list of ingredients on a
box of potato chips in 1964.

02-01:14:58

Ames:

Oh Yes. We had done some work on mutagens, and relation to carcinogens,
and I got interested in developing a test for mutagens. I think it was a list of all
the ingredients in potato chips. I think that's what got me—

02-01:15:19

Burnett:

Preservatives, and things like that.

02-01:15:21

Ames:

And so, I started working on that.

02-01:15:25

Burnett:

So that's 1964? That's early, I think, because you do publish a definitive test.
It's not really in the literature until the seventies, early seventies.

02-01:15:39

Ames:

Yes, so I kept on improving it, and then, human liver can convert chemicals to
all sorts of other things, and so, we used ground-up mouse liver or rat liver in
the tests, and that, some compounds that were known carcinogens turned out
to have an active form that's a mutagen, that you pick up by adding this liver.
Anyway, a lot of students worked on this over the years.

02-01:16:16

Burnett:

Well we're going to come back to that when we get to talking about the 1970s.
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02-01:16:19

Ames:

Yes, I started [this] when I was in NIH.

02-01:16:20

Burnett:

You started it in the early sixties, Yes. And, you have a number of postdocs
during this period.

02-01:16:32

Ames:

I've always had—

02-01:16:34

Burnett:

You always did, so even in the fifties.

02-01:16:36

Ames:

Yes, always. Once I had my own lab, I could hire postdocs. Graduate students
not so much, but postdocs, and people were eager to come to an American lab
from Europe, and so I had very good people.

02-01:16:58

Burnett:

And so, we've talked about Robert G. Martin. John Roth?

02-01:17:03

Ames:

Yes, he's a professor at Davis.

02-01:17:07

Burnett:

Yes.

02-01:17:08

Ames:

And Jerry Fink. My first three postdocs were all sensational: John Roth, Jerry
Fink, and Bob Martin, and they were all really bright and enthusiastic and—

02-01:17:22

Burnett:

But that is in the early sixties period, not the fifties.

02-01:17:26

Ames:

Yes, that's, I guess, when I was a section chief, so it must have been the early
six—no, in the—

02-01:17:35

Burnett:

Yes, that seems to be right.

02-01:17:37

Ames:

Yes, before I came to NIH.

02-01:17:40

Burnett:

Or Berkeley.

02-01:17:40

Ames:

Before I came to Berkeley.

02-01:17:42

Burnett:

Right. And you were working on transfer RNA?
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02-01:17:47

Ames:

On what?

02-01:17:48

Burnett:

On transfer RNA?

02-01:17:49

Ames:

Yes. So I picked up all sorts of mutants that had high levels of histidine
biosynthetic enzyme. The colony, when I got single colonies on a Petri plate,
if it was turned on for the histidine operon, and it was making a few percent of
the cells proteins as histidine biosynthetic enzymes, the colonies looked a little
different. They were sort of wrinkly, and I could see ones that were, and so if I
mutated bacteria and plated them and picked those kinds of colonies, a lot of
them turned out to have very high levels of histidine biosynthetic enzyme. So
it was a trick I used for working out a lot of this stuff, but transfer RNA
seemed to be important. We got one class of mutants that lacked a
pseudouridine, which is a uracil turned into this pseudouridine, and in transfer
RNA, and so I got very interested in the role of that in regulation, and in fact,
transfer RNA has a hundred different modified bases, and I think it all comes
from the RNA world before the DNA world, and that was their function.
Anyway, I've still been interested in that.

02-01:19:29

Burnett:

Do you ever get frustrated with the complexity? Did you hope, when you'd do
an experiment, that it would be something elegant and simple in nature that
would be, "ah, it's just a switch; it's on or off?"

02-01:19:44

Ames:

Nature is a product of millions of years of evolution. It's not simple.

02-01:19:55

Burnett:

And the environment is a factor too, that there's something epigenetic going
on as well, the temperature of the—

02-01:20:04

Ames:

Yes, and before DNA came along, there was an RNA world, and RNA was
doing everything, and DNA is much more stable, so, nature switched to DNA,
but the base pairing is the same—

02-01:20:20

Burnett:

Right. So, in the 1960s you're in Bethesda, Maryland. You've got young
children, at this point. When are your children born?

02-01:20:31

Ames:

Sixty-three and '64.

02-01:20:33

Burnett:

Sixty-three and '64, and so, that—

02-01:20:38

Ames:

The girl was '63 and the boy was '64.
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02-01:20:42

Burnett:

Great.

02-01:20:43

Ames:

I think they're about year and a half, or almost two years apart.

02-01:20:47

Burnett:

And so, you're raising a young family while you're section chief at NIH.

02-01:20:57

Ames:

Yes, and my wife got a job at NIH, so we were both working there, and we
hired a Spanish-speaking woman. We figured she'd teach the kids Spanish, but
in fact, they came out, they spoke broken English to her, and so my wife
speaks all these Romance languages, but our daughter, I think, can speak
Italian and some Spanish.

02-01:21:29

Burnett:

Did they get the science bug?

02-01:21:33

Ames:

No, neither one's in science.

02-01:21:35

Burnett:

No. Raising a young family, and leading the section in laboratory, can you
talk a little bit about what happens in say, 1967? There's a lot going on in the
world, and there's a lot going on in terms of your career. Can you talk about
'66, '67, were you looking for a new challenge, or—

02-01:22:14

Ames:

No, well, Gordon Tomkins was the chief of our lab, and he was a very
charismatic fellow, and he was starting to get job offers, and a very good
scientist, so he was getting job offers from medical schools, and biochemistry
departments, and genetic departments all over the country, and I figured, he's
going to leave at some point, and I had a very good friend in biochemistry at
Berkeley, and I figured our group was going to break up, because he was sort
of the glue of all that, and so I started looking around and I thought Berkeley
would be a nice place, and I let this friend at Berkeley know I might be in the
job market, and soon afterwards, I got a letter offering to come out and give a
talk at Berkeley, and when they offered me a professorship. So I actually left
before Tomkins, but he ended up at UCSF.

02-01:23:29

Burnett:

Wow! Okay, so you both relocated to the area.

02-01:23:32

Ames:

Yes, so we stayed friends all these years.

02-01:23:35

Burnett:

Wow. He's lab chief until '69, so he comes out just after you. Can you talk a
little bit, just an introduction to that about coming out to Berkeley? What kind
of transition was that?
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02-01:23:56

Ames:

Well, it went very smoothly. It's a nice place, and we had two salaries coming
in so we had saved up enough money to buy a house, and this was the second
house we looked at.

02-01:24:15

Burnett:

Really?

02-01:24:15

Ames:

It has a nice view of Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco, and so we said
we'd take it, and we figured, well, if it in a couple of years we found
something better, we'd change, but I'm happy here. I think I'm going to die
here.

02-01:24:32

Burnett:

That's fantastic. One thing that I imagine was different was that there's a
teaching element too?

02-01:24:41

Ames:

Yes, both Giovanna when she became a professor and myself, we always
taught the lab course, and we enjoyed doing that, and so, I found it's not so
much work, so I did my teaching and I thought I was pretty good at it.

02-01:25:06

Burnett:

So, the lab course—it's obviously not a lecture course; it's more hands-on with
the students?

02-01:25:13

Ames:

Yes.

02-01:25:14

Burnett:

So that's perfect for you, in that you've worked in a lab your whole career, and
so that's just, you're in your element.

02-01:25:21

Ames:

Yes, so, in fact, we had the students isolate mutants of E. coli, or
Salmonella—I forget which we used—that didn't grow on the minimal
medium but did grow on the complex medium, and they had to figure out
what pathway was damaged, and so, they could spot various vitamins or other
things. Anyway, we had some experiments where they had to do some
thinking.

02-01:25:54

Burnett:

Oh wow. So you set it up as—

02-01:25:58

Ames:

As a teaching—

02-01:25:59

Burnett:

—as a teaching tool, these standard experimental lessons, effectively.
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02-01:26:08

Ames:

Can't say I was wild about teaching. I preferred research, but I always did it
and I thought I did it well.

02-01:26:15

Burnett:

And so you had your own lab there?

02-01:26:20

Ames:

Yes.

02-01:26:20

Burnett:

Yes, so there's an Ames lab there. Now is Giovanna also hired at the same
time, or is it later?

02-01:26:27

Ames:

No, so she was raising the kids, and didn't feel she could work full time—but
she always had money for science, and was running her own science program
out of the corner of my lab. She was an expert on how substances are
transported into cells, and she did very well, and she became a pretty wellknown scientist, and eventually the department said, "Hey, we ought to hire
her as a professor," and they did.

02-01:27:08

Burnett:

Which wasn't all that common.

02-01:27:11

Ames:

There were very few women in science.

02-01:27:13

Burnett:

And often, you had couples where the male scientist had the job, and the
woman in the relationship was also a scientist, may have been at the same
caliber, but because of gender dynamics of the time—

02-01:27:31

Ames:

Yes, there was a lot of that, but Berkeley didn't care.

02-01:27:37

Burnett:

Yes, so she was able to afford her own career.

02-01:27:40

Ames:

Yes.

02-01:27:41

Burnett:

That's wonderful. Well, perhaps we should pause. We can continue talking if
you like for a few more minutes, or how are you feeling?

02-01:27:59

Ames:

No, I'm ready to stop.

02-01:28:01

Burnett:

Okay, great.
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Interview 3: November 14, 2019
03-00:00:12

Burnett:

This is Paul Burnett interviewing Dr. Bruce Ames for the University History
Series and we're here in Berkeley, California, and it's November 14, 2019.
Welcome Dr. Ames. Last time, we left off, you had just arrived in Berkeley
and had set up your lab and relocated. So, 1967, did you arrive in the Summer
of Love?

03-00:00:52

Ames:

There were all sorts of things going on. [laughter] But I was all taken up by
my science, so I tried to ignore all that.

03-00:01:01

Burnett:

[laughs] And the protests, there are protests against the Vietnam War and
protests that become violent.

03-00:01:12

Ames:

Yes.

03-00:01:14

Burnett:

And there's a lot of that. So, were there times when you could not come to
campus?

03-00:01:22

Ames:

Let's see, I think the students had taken over something or other but our
building was right on the edge of campus, so I could always get in and do my
thing.

03-00:01:33

Burnett:

Right, so you're on the periphery in this.

03-00:01:34

Ames:

Yes.

03-00:01:35

Burnett:

You were relatively unaffected by that. When you arrived, did you bring with
you talent or researchers that you had ongoing projects with or did you kind of
close off the NIH [National Institutes of Health] years and start anew at
[University of California] Berkeley?

03-00:02:01

Ames:

No, I don't remember whether anyone else came with me. I don't think so.

03-00:02:12

Burnett:

So, you start afresh.

03-00:02:14

Ames:

Yes.
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03-00:02:16

Burnett:

And you continue some of the research that you were doing, histidine is still
important to some degree.

03-00:02:24

Ames:

Yes, they put me in charge of undergraduate advising and I get to know all
these bright undergraduates. So, I convince a number of them to work in my
lab. I've always had undergraduates working in a lab and I had them
interview—I get a lot of requests from people around the world to be a
postdoc in my lab and so I always had quite a few postdocs and some graduate
students. I let the undergraduate students talk to everybody about what they
were doing and pick who they want to work with. And, of course, the graduate
student or the postdoc had to agree to that. But that worked out very well.

03-00:03:13

Burnett:

Wonderful.

03-00:03:13

Ames:

Not too many of the other professors bothered with the undergraduates. But I
thought it was partly my responsibility, and I loved having all these
enthusiastic young kids around.

03-00:03:26

Burnett:

Well, there is something that you wrote once about the fact that graduate
students were not as interested— I think this is right—are not as interested in
the work you were beginning to do in the early seventies because it was
considered too applied—

03-00:03:50

Ames:

Yeah, there was some—

03-00:03:50

Burnett:

—and that undergraduates were more enthusiastic.

03-00:03:53

Ames:

I could make the project sound exciting to them because it was exciting to me
and they were willing to try anything, [laughter] where graduate students—
"Well, can I get a PhD [Doctor of Philosophy] in four years" or whatever it
was and they were very much more interested in the project's practicability,
yeah.

03-00:04:23

Burnett:

Well, and they were interested—it needed to be basic biochemistry or basic
genetics.

03-00:04:30

Ames:

Yes

03-00:04:31

Burnett:

Were they biochemistry students, mostly?
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03-00:04:34

Ames:

Yes, well, I was in the biochemistry department, so most of them were
biochemistry students. But lots of them had broad views and interests in other
subjects, too, and so I had no complaint about the quality. And Berkeley got
very good graduate students.

03-00:04:56

Burnett:

Certainly, certainly. But I think that could be really crucial because you start
going down a path, as usual, that is not well trodden. [laughs]

03-00:05:16

Ames:

Yes, I hated competing with a thousand bright young people out there. So, I
always started new fields, which I was good at and enjoyed.

03-00:05:30

Burnett:

Right, right.

03-00:05:31

Ames:

If it got too crowded, [laughter] I didn't want the competition, so I went
someplace else.

03-00:05:37

Burnett:

Well, it seems that in the first couple of years, looking at your publication
record, I think there's one paper in 1969, right? And then, it ramps up. So, '71,
'72, '73, it's ten papers a year.

03-00:05:57

Ames:

Well, I got good postdocs from all over the world and I got all these terrific
undergraduates, really bright kids, and they were excited by doing research
rather than just sitting in the classroom. So, they'd really throw themselves
into the project and I don't think any of the other labs had as many. I always
had a half a dozen undergraduates in my lab.

03-00:06:25

Burnett:

Well, you mentioned you would get them excited about a project that you
were excited by.

03-00:06:33

Ames:

Yes.

03-00:06:34

Burnett:

So, what was exciting to you at that time at Berkeley?

03-00:06:39

Ames:

Well, being half a geneticist, I'd gotten interested in mutation and mutagens,
and later was selling the idea that mutation had something to do with cancer.
And so, those all had practical uses. I was always looking around to see if
there were practical applications for my basic science. I'd dive into that, too.
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03-00:07:14

Burnett:

Yes. This becomes really important and I'd like if you could parse out
mutagen, carcinogen, and teratogen. What is the difference and what were the
problems around defining what is a mutagen, what is a carcinogen, and what
is—a teratogen is fairly simple, I understand.

03-00:07:43

Ames:

I never got too interested in teratogens, if you look around what's causing
birth defects in people—when pregnant women drink, alcohol's quite a good
teratogen. So, people would get very excited about a part per billion in
something and I'd always compare it to something like alcohol or bad diets. It
was a drop in the bucket compared to that.

03-00:08:12

Burnett:

Right, absolutely.

03-00:08:18

Ames:

Anyway, being interested in mutagens, I'd keep my eyes open for things that
might damage DNA [deoxyribonucleic acid]. And so, we turned up lots of
mutagens and devised a test for mutagens. People didn't really focus on that
area very much.

03-00:08:42

Burnett:

Right, so cancer is seen through the biomedical lens when they're talking
about cancer and what is carcinogenic, they're not necessarily looking at
DNA.

03-00:08:58

Ames:

Yes, so I came in with a more mechanistic view of things. I was one of the
main people trying to sell the idea that mutagens are related to carcinogens.

03-00:09:19

Burnett:

And cancer research was in its infancy, I think it's fair to say, and it's about to
ramp up because there's [President Richard] Nixon's War on Cancer, right?

03-00:09:36

Ames:

Yes.

03-00:09:37

Burnett:

And so there's an institutional commitment, there's a National Cancer
Institute, and I think, in '71, it's a commitment, it is a massive investment. I
can't remember the full amount but I think it was $1.7 billion or something.

03-00:09:56

Ames:

That was a lot of money in those days.

03-00:09:58

Burnett:

Absolutely. And so, overnight, it creates this strong attraction for researchers.
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03-00:10:03

Ames:

Yes, but most of the people who were working in cancer were MDs or cancer
experts and I was sort of an odd fish in that pond. I remember somebody, I
forget who it was, said, "Oh, bacteria have nothing to teach us about cancer."
And I thought it was a very short-sighted idea. I was working on bacteria and
mutation in bacteria.

03-00:10:32

Burnett:

And so, their science, their way of looking at cancer, they're looking at
incidence of cancer, who gets cancer, where do people get cancer—

03-00:10:48

Ames:

Epidemiology and things like that, which is fine, but that wasn't my bag.

03-00:10:58

Burnett:

Yeah, yeah.

03-00:10:59

Ames:

Or shtick or whatever.

03-00:11:00

Burnett:

[laughs] I think you cheekily wrote in one paper, "Epidemiology is a powerful
science but you can have a phenomenon where they argue that in Florida—"
[laughs]

03-00:11:25

Ames:

Let's see, everybody's born Hispanic and dies Jewish. [laughs]

03-00:11:29

Burnett:

Right.

03-00:11:30

Ames:

That was my joke.

03-00:11:32

Burnett:

Right, and so it's a powerful tool, but looking at patterns doesn't necessarily
lead you to the mechanism or the mechanisms, and sorting out the causation
from the correlation is the challenge.

03-00:11:54

Ames:

Yes.

03-00:11:55

Burnett:

So, we started to talk about this but you told a story of the box of potato chips
[laughs] in 1964.

03-00:12:08

Ames:

So I got interested in: is there anything out there that's a mutagen? Nobody
had ever thought about testing that kind of thing and I was dealing with it all
the time. That's the genesis of the test for mutagens. I thought it would be
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useful. And also, companies are dealing with chemicals, and needed
something that could weed out the bad ones.
03-00:12:38

Burnett:

Can you walk me through, in the 1960s, how toxicity was measured and
understood?

03-00:12:49

Ames:

Well, there really wasn't a field of genetic toxicology, so I sort of—once I was
offered a toxicology professorship at Harvard or someplace like that and I
thought, ah, I'm a toxicologist now! [laughter]

03-00:13:07

Burnett:

When was that, roughly, do you remember?

03-00:13:09

Ames:

I don't—in the early days.

03-00:13:11

Burnett:

Okay, in the seventies?

03-00:13:13

Ames:

Yeah, it must have been in the seventies, yeah.

03-00:13:15

Burnett:

In the seventies, okay. But you decided to maintain your freedom to roam, I
suppose?

03-00:13:26

Ames:

Yeah, yeah. [laughter] No, I learned some toxicology. In particular, was one
of the founders of genetic toxicology.

03-00:13:35

Burnett:

Right. Well, there were chemicals that were deemed to be too toxic, and DDT
[dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane] is banned in 1972.

03-00:13:49

Ames:

Yeah.

03-00:13:49

Burnett:

What was the scientific basis for that claim, roughly?

03-00:13:54

Ames:

Well, people were scared stiff of synthetic chemicals. And so, a chemical, to
the average person, is something synthetic and bad.

03-00:14:08

Burnett:

Not in nature.
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03-00:14:10

Ames:

Not in nature, as if aflatoxin and all these nasty natural chemicals didn't exist.
And so, I thought that was sort of simple minded, so I wrote a few papers
trying to point out that nature's filled with toxic chemicals.

03-00:14:27

Burnett:

Right, well, that comes a bit later when you get polemical a bit. [laughs]

03-00:14:33

Ames:

Yes.

03-00:14:33

Burnett:

You've got a bit of a crusade to pursue.

03-00:14:38

Ames:

I didn't mind going against conventional wisdom.

03-00:14:43

Burnett:

So, I'm thinking of Rachel Carson's Silent Spring, which shows a connection
to ecological damage, and reproductive damage in birds and—

03-00:14:56

Ames:

Right, well, DDT, you have to remember, it saved millions and millions of
lives. So, you can't just demonize it. And the fact that it's synthetic doesn't—
the question is its toxicity. And it wasn't very immediately toxic. It was a very
long-range thing because chlorinated and brominated chemicals tend to hang
around forever and go up the food chain. So, it's sort of a special case.

03-00:15:31

Burnett:

It is, it is, and there was a move from persistent organochlorides to ones that
break down into relatively—

03-00:15:43

Ames:

Yes, and the public came to think, ah, these chlorinated chemicals are awful
and they associated that with man-made chemicals. And so, I was trying to put
a little more common sense into the whole thing. When I was at NIH, I was
getting interested in mutagens, and I'm not sure I was so interested in
carcinogens right then, but so when I got to Berkeley, that's one of the areas I
started working on.

03-00:16:29

Burnett:

On carcinogens.

03-00:16:30

Ames:

And also on tests, the test for mutagens.

03-00:16:36

Burnett:

So that early work in 1964, did that, was that what becomes known as the
Ames test?
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03-00:16:44

Ames:

Yes, eventually. That was a little later.

03-00:16:47

Burnett:

I think it's '73, you start announcing a test in papers. I mean, you're
announcing it in Proceedings of the National Academy and in Science and in
even more popular journal, in environmental toxicology. It's everywhere.

03-00:17:07

Ames:

Yeah, yeah, I was good at marketing. [laughter]

03-00:17:12

Burnett:

And this is germane, I think, to the institutional support story—a little bit
about your support? Where did you get funding to do this kind of research?

03-00:17:25

Ames:

When I first started applying for grants in the mutagen area, the Cancer
Institute wasn't interested. Bacteria had nothing to teach us about cancer.
Eventually, they came around but—

03-00:17:40

Burnett:

So, that statement, "bacteria have nothing to teach us about cancer," came
from the reviews on your applications to the National Cancer Institute?

03-00:17:48

Ames:

I don't remember where it came from or whether somebody just said it. But
anyway, that was the general attitude of the Cancer Institute. You had to be—I
wasn't—didn't know anything about cancer, really, except the mechanism. I
was thinking about mechanism. And so, the Cancer Institute was never
interested in this bacterial stuff. And then, I eventually got a grant. I tried
various things—from the Atomic Energy Commission because they were
interested in mutagens, because of radiation and atomic bombs and things like
that. And so, when I was a graduate student, I had a—Atomic Energy
Commission fellowship, I think, for some period of time. I remember some.
When I went to NIH, somehow the [United States] Navy was interested.

03-00:19:07

Burnett:

The Office of Naval Research?

03-00:19:08

Ames:

It was something like that. I don't remember exactly but some admiral wrote a
letter and it looked like if they didn't hire me, the country would fall apart. My
mother couldn't have written a better letter. [laughter]

03-00:19:21

Burnett:

This is a letter for the job at Berkeley?

03-00:19:24

Ames:

Yeah.
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03-00:19:25

Burnett:

Okay, so the ONR gave its stamp of approval.

03-00:19:28

Ames:

Yeah, no, it was a wonderful letter signed by some admiral.

03-00:19:33

Burnett:

Wow, that's interesting. Do you still have that letter? That would be fun to
include.

03-00:19:38

Ames:

Probably not but it [laughter] might be in some old papers.

03-00:19:43

Burnett:

Right. And so, it's interesting that you are doing work in, effectively,
biochemistry. It's part of the emerging field of molecular biology.

03-00:20:02

Ames:

Yes, which was a fusion of genetics and biochemistry.

03-00:20:06

Burnett:

Right, but it was still too outré for the National Cancer Institute.

03-00:20:13

Ames:

Yeah.

03-00:20:14

Burnett:

And that's, I think, striking to note.

03-00:20:15

Ames:

They were very conservative. I was convinced that a cure for cancer or
fundamental information about cancer would come out of some other institute.
The Arthritis Institute [National Institute of Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases]
was always looking for bright people and funding them and didn't care too
much whether they were interested in arthritis or not and the Cancer Institute
wanted you to really be a cancer guy.

03-00:20:43

Burnett:

If I recall, they were looking at or funding research into viruses that caused
cancer? So, they had a kind of germ theory that they were interested in.

03-00:20:58

Ames:

Yes.

03-00:20:58

Burnett:

And so, they were pursuing that avenue.

03-00:21:01

Ames:

Yes.

03-00:21:03

Burnett:

And that leads to all kinds of wonderful research.
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03-00:21:05

Ames:

I was not doing conventional things, so it was a little harder to get funded, but
I did, and was productive.

03-00:21:15

Burnett:

Yeah, and the Atomic Energy Commission could be interested because they
were funding long-range studies of Hiroshima victims, that kind of work. So,
it's applied science to the extent that they were trying to figure out what
radiation does, right?

03-00:21:33

Ames:

Yes.

03-00:21:33

Burnett:

So, if you could look at DNA damage, that fits right into the spot for them.
You can see where that would work. And so, in your local knowledge
ecosystem at Berkeley, you needed people who were enthusiastic about
working on this. And the graduate students had to be concerned, for their
careers, about doing something in straight-up biochem.

03-00:22:02

Ames:

Right, they were more concerned about doing something that was
conventional or they thought to be interesting, where the undergrads, it's—
would do whatever I asked them to do. I could always convince—and I had
some wonderful undergraduates in the lab.

03-00:22:18

Burnett:

Now, did some of them end up as authors on papers?

03-00:22:22

Ames:

Yes, practically every undergraduate in my lab has their name on the paper.

03-00:22:27

Burnett:

[laughs] That's fantastic! They're getting published in Science and in these top
journals.

03-00:22:34

Ames:

Yeah, yeah.

03-00:22:34

Burnett:

They're an author and they're not even in grad school yet.

03-00:22:37

Ames:

Yes, but they were really good people.

03-00:22:40

Burnett:

Can you talk about the development of the mature Ames test because there's
some ingredients that have to come in. It starts with—

03-00:22:56

Ames:

Mutants.
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03-00:22:56

Burnett:

—these salmonella mutants, is that right?

03-00:22:58

Ames:

Yeah, that I had. And Phil [E.] Hartman had made thousands of mutants that
required histidine for growth in salmonella. And we would collaborate. He
was a geneticist and when I had worked out the pathway, he thought that was
a good system to work on. And we became friends and collaborators and I
soon learned the genetics I needed and so we didn't—in later days, we didn't
collaborate so much but he was a very good scientist, yeah.

03-00:23:42

Burnett:

And so, you have thousands of mutants of salmonella that you've developed
with Phil Harman.

03-00:23:52

Ames:

He developed and I used, yeah.

03-00:23:53

Burnett:

He developed and you used.

03-00:23:54

Ames:

In fact, one particular one was important in my theoretical development. He
had isolated a small deletion that was at one end of the histidine operon and it
shut off the whole operon. The genes were there; you could recover them in
crosses, and they were active when you recovered them. But when there was
that mutation at the front end of this operon, nothing worked. And so, that got
me thinking about regulatory sites and all of that.

03-00:24:36

Burnett:

I mean, we talked a little bit about that session, that in the last session, but that
is really the takeoff point for research in gene regulatory networks.

03-00:24:51

Ames:

Yeah, yeah.

03-00:24:51

Burnett:

You were there at the birth of the thing called the operon.

03-00:24:55

Ames:

Yeah, yeah. [laughter]

03-00:24:56

Burnett:

It's—[laughs] that's what's important to know about that research.

03-00:25:01

Ames:

[Francois] Jacob and [Jacques] Monod were good at naming things, but I did a
lot of the work on the operon.
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03-00:25:10

Burnett:

Yeah, and they were not working on histidine. They used—they did
something else.

03-00:25:13

Ames:

No, they had a small cluster of genes, maybe galactosidase and so—

03-00:25:22

Burnett:

But the operon role was crystal clear in your work. It shut off all the genes. It
was on or off—

03-00:25:30

Ames:

Yeah, yeah, and then Bob Martin in my lab showed there was a single
messenger RNA [ribonucleic acid] from all the genes. So, we got into this
regulatory bit and I could—when you made—I made mutants that had all the
histidine genes turned on, so about maximum two percent of the cell protein,
it's histidine biosynthetic enzymes, some huge amount, and one day, I noticed
that the colonies of these bacteria that were turned on were all wrinkled, I
could spot them on a plate, compared to all the others—and then I had a tool
for isolating mutants like this. And so, we isolated a lot of mutants that were
derepressed or—anyway, just making lots of histidine biosynthetic enzymes.

03-00:26:27

Burnett:

And there's a piece of if that becomes useful for the test, there—the
spontaneous mutation rate for each strain is relatively constant and this is what
you write in a retrospective piece called "Reflections" in The Journal of
Biological Chemistry in 2003. "The spontaneous mutation rate for each strain
is relatively constant. However, when a mutagen is added to assay mixture,
there is an increase in the number of histidine independent colonies and a dose
response curve can be obtained." Now, does that—is that the kind of—the
crucial piece of the test that is important, that you got some kind of stability in
the mutation rate and when you introduce a mutation, a mutagen, it disturbs
that rate and you can measure the disturbance in the relatively constant rate, is
that roughly right?

03-00:27:30

Ames:

Yes, some mutagens do that. You get a higher mutation rate when you have a
mutagen in there.

03-00:27:38

Burnett:

And a dose-response curve is—shows you the sensitivity of the—so, if you
add—you can track whether it's a linear—if you increase it one—by one
mutagen—

03-00:27:54

Ames:

Yeah, yeah.

03-00:27:54

Burnett:

—you get that much more?
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03-00:27:55

Ames:

Yeah, yeah, you could get those with some of the—now, eventually, you kill
all the bacteria but in between you can get a nice, linear increase.

03-00:28:07

Burnett:

Yeah. So, someone comes along and before this test is fully mature someone
comes along and says, "Well, that's salmonella, you know, what does that
have to do with—"

03-00:28:19

Ames:

Yeah, well, but I took all the known carcinogens and we showed that they
were mutagens. And so, I went into that whole area of showing mutagens
really are carcinogens and carcinogens are mutagens.

03-00:28:36

Burnett:

Now, there's an addition to the test, an additional piece of it that comes in in
the early seventies, and it has something to do with the fact that enzymes in
mammals, for example, are a factor in the mutation.

03-00:28:57

Ames:

Well, when you get a chemical into you, the body sends it to the liver. and it's
detoxified. Molecules are attached to it, a glycoside or glucuronic acid, that
enable a body to get rid of it. So there's a whole system for detoxifying
foreign molecules. Cytochrome P450s oxidized chemicals to make them more
water soluble so you can get rid of them. And so I thought I ought to have
some mammalian metabolism in there, so I ground up some rat liver and
figured out how to add it to my test. And then I knocked out one of the main
DNA repair enzymes, so the test became more sensitive. Anyway, it was all
little improvements coming along.

03-00:30:05

Burnett:

I feel like we could write a whole book on, "I figured out a way to add it to the
test."

03-00:30:10

Ames:

Yeah. [laughter] Yeah, yeah.

03-00:30:12

Burnett:

—because that seems like an extraordinary innovation, right? Were you
mindful of the fact that to increase its explanatory power to others, you needed
to have the rat ground-up mixture in there to have that enzymatic response?
Or did you just think it was the science?

03-00:30:41

Ames:

I just was thinking of it as science but I wanted to make the test simple and
cheap to do so that everybody would use it. And so, I worked out all the bugs
and—

03-00:30:58

Burnett:

So, let's do a comparison.
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03-00:31:03

Ames:

Yeah.

03-00:31:05

Burnett:

The existing way of measuring carcinogenicity is with—

03-00:31:13

Ames:

Fifty male mice, fifty female mice. You give them the maximum tolerated
dose for some chemical and then you look at the mice: do they get cancer? So,
was a very long-term thing. It would take a year or so and it was very
expensive to do. A different way of looking at it was to see if a chemical is a
mutagen. And if it was a mutagen, it was likely to be a carcinogen, so you
didn't want to use it. And every company in the world wrote me for the tester
strains because people thought, ah, companies are going to kill us with all
these mutagens, but it was in the company's self-interest to weed out bad
chemicals. They didn't want to get sued. In fact, the regulatory agencies are
very conservative monopolies and it took years for them to adopt it.

03-00:32:22

Burnett:

The companies adopted it much faster.

03-00:32:24

Ames:

Oh, much faster because they had a huge self-interest in doing that.

03-00:32:29

Burnett:

Well this is—

03-00:32:20

Ames:

And I didn't charge for it. I'd just send it free to three thousand labs around the
world.

03-00:32:36

Burnett:

Yeah, so—

03-00:32:38

Ames:

So, I'm more of a free market guy. And that convinced me that you can't
always rely on the government.

03-00:32:50

Burnett:

Well, we're going to talk about this.

03-00:32:51

Ames:

Yes.

03-00:32:52

Burnett:

[laughs] We're going to talk about this in some detail.

03-00:32:54

Ames:

Yes.

03-00:32:54

Burnett:

You're a free market guy who does things for free.
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03-00:33:01

Ames:

Yes, I wasn't out to make money out of it, then people thought, oh, I'm just
selling it to further my own interests, so—it was part of my marketing scheme
that I didn't do any consulting for industry or anything like that because all the
lefties thought that if I got money from industry, then I was corrupt. And I
wanted people to believe in all this. I thought it was the reality. So, I've never
done any consulting—.

03-00:33:38

Burnett:

So, ironically, you're operating on other than market incentives. You want to
establish the truth of your science.

03-00:33:45

Ames:

Yeah, exactly.

03-00:33:47

Burnett:

And your credibility was your coin.

03-00:33:51

Ames:

Right, yeah. You can say I was altruistic but it was self-interest.

03-00:34:01

Burnett:

Yeah, I mean, there's scientific credit, right?

03-00:34:05

Ames:

Yeah.

03-00:34:05

Burnett:

There's scientific capital.

03-00:34:06

Ames:

Yeah.

03-00:34:06

Burnett:

Scientists earn a salary with a university, you're at a public university, you
were at the NIH. You have worked, apart from CHORI [Children's Hospital of
Oakland Research Institute] you've worked with the government and then
CHORI receives funding, as well, from the government. You've worked for
the government your whole life.

03-00:34:22

Ames:

Yeah. [laughter] But I'm very suspicious. Government monopolies, I soon
learned, are very inefficient. And so, I didn't want the government to do
everything, I wanted the market to do it, but I wasn't out to make money out
of anything.

03-00:34:44

Burnett:

That's interesting. Well, we're going to talk about that more because I think it
comes in more strongly later, kind of your interest. You know, you said you
have these catholic interests in science, but your interests range widely outside
of science to the social sciences, to—
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03-00:35:07

Ames:

Oh, yeah.

03-00:35:08

Burnett:

—humanities.

03-00:35:09

Ames:

Yeah.

03-00:35:09

Burnett:

The big questions you're interested in.

03-00:35:11

Ames:

Yeah, but at least in my dealings with government, I thought it was a pretty
big, inefficient monopoly and markets, every company in the world wanted to
use my test. I didn't charge for it but I just thought, ah, they're on top of things
and they're working for their own self-interest and there's competition, which
drives knowledge.

03-00:35:38

Burnett:

Right. So—

03-00:35:41

Ames:

In Berkeley, I was a bit of a mutant.

03-00:35:44

Burnett:

You were a bit of a mutant from the Berkeley type.

03-00:35:44

Ames:

I was always skeptical of the left [laughter] and—

03-00:35:49

Burnett:

When did that start for you? Well, first of all, the—

03-00:35:52

Ames:

I'm not sure.

03-00:35:53

Burnett:

Let me ask it this way: at one point did the left earn your skepticism? Did the
left change or did you change? Or was it always a problem for you?

03-00:36:09

Ames:

Well, my family had a couple of uncles who were communists and my parents
were mildly socialist and—but somehow, I never bought into all of that. I
don't know why. Maybe just my experience in dealing with government and
dealing with industry.

03-00:36:38

Burnett:

So, it's your lived experience that leads you to these conclusions.

03-00:36:44

Ames:

Yes.
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03-00:36:46

Burnett:

And so, you were a Berkeley mutant, you were—

03-00:36:49

Ames:

I was very skeptical of all these leftist ideas. They were going to change the
world and I just thought it was all very naïve.

03-00:37:02

Burnett:

Well, it's something that comes to the fore. I think we talked a little bit about
this last session—

03-00:37:07

Ames:

Yes.

03-00:37:08

Burnett:

—but it's the early 1970s when you're developing the mature version of what
comes to be known as the Ames test. And the EPA [Environmental Protection
Agency] is founded in 1970 or thereabouts.

03-00:37:25

Ames:

Right.

03-00:37:25

Burnett:

The Clean Water Act, the Clean Air Act, or—

03-00:37:26

Ames:

Yeah, yeah.

03-00:37:27

Burnett:

—early, earlier antecedents going back to the early sixties—

03-00:37:30

Ames:

Yeah.

03-00:37:30

Burnett:

—but it's 1972 when that stuff acquires real teeth.

03-00:37:34

Ames:

Yeah.

03-00:37:36

Burnett:

And there were complaints about the regulatory regimes to start with and one
of the complaints was that there was a zero tolerance policy: something is
either allowed or disallowed and that's something that plays into your design
of this test and your—and the criticisms that you were getting.

03-00:38:01

Ames:

Yeah.

03-00:38:03

Burnett:

So—
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03-00:38:07

Ames:

Yeah, it's, in my view, that the government was spending way too much
money on minor hypothetical risks and not enough on the big risks out there
which were people eating bad diets and smoking. And those are the big things.
And so, this all seemed like a bit of a distraction. So, it's fine to weed out bad
chemicals before they're put on the market but I didn't think we should put so
much money in what seemed to me to be a distraction, a part per billion of
something, and I wrote papers about the fact that every plant makes fifty or a
hundred chemicals to kill you, that all plant evolution is chemical warfare, so
the plants are filled with these chemicals that are pretty nasty, to kill any
animal that wants to eat it. And I wrote a few papers on that, that nature isn't
benign, there are all these nasty things out there and we're eating 10,000 more
of nature's pesticides that plants are making than we are of manmade
pesticides, which are—parts per billion or something.

03-00:39:29

Burnett:

Well, I guess there were cases—

03-00:39:31

Ames:

So—

03-00:39:31

Burnett:

—sorry, go ahead—

03-00:39:32

Ames:

So you don't want to let every chemical company dump their garbage out the
back door into the local river. You need some rules but you don't want to go
overboard on them.

03-00:39:45

Burnett:

Right, and it was becoming overboard for you.

03-00:39:47

Ames:

Oh, yeah, I thought it went way overboard.

03-00:39:53

Burnett:

Right, so there were cases that captured the public imagination: the
thalidomide babies, for example.

03-00:40:00

Ames:

Oh, yeah, yeah.

03-00:40:01

Burnett:

And that plays into the prospective preventive impetus behind a lot of this
stuff that becomes a problem for you because—I think there's a phrase that
you use, that if we're too focused on what could potentially happen in the
future—

03-00:40:27

Ames:

Yeah.
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03-00:40:28

Burnett:

—it's a kind of civilizational paralysis. I think there was a term you used—
you said if you're waiting for data to definitively come in on this or that
chemical, it's an invitation to paralysis, I think was what you said.

03-00:40:44

Ames:

I don't remember. But anyway—

03-00:40:46

Burnett:

But there was thalidomide and DDT, you know, a lot of these things were
really promising as helpful solutions—

03-00:40:58

Ames:

Yes.

03-00:40:58

Burnett:

—and alternatives to more toxic variants in the past, like arsenic [laughs] in—

03-00:41:03

Ames:

Yeah, yeah.

03-00:41:04

Burnett:

—as a pesticide.

03-00:41:05

Ames:

So, life is complicated, and nobody could think of all these things in advance,
but it was useful to have—see something like—useful in the scientific sense.
It gave people a warning, that people realized that the thalidomide's out there
and other nasty kind of things out there. But it doesn't mean you want to go
overboard.

03-00:41:34

Burnett:

Right, so getting back to the Ames test, you provided it for free to anyone who
wanted to use it.

03-00:41:44

Ames:

Yeah.

03-00:41:45

Burnett:

But it did cost something. Can you talk about how much it cost to do one
Ames test versus one of the old rat tests?

03-00:41:53

Ames:

Oh, if you're testing something in mice and rats, it's millions of dollars and
takes years, whereas I designed the bacterial test so you could do it overnight,
you can get an answer and it was very cheap to do.

03-00:42:11

Burnett:

Right, so a few hundred dollars or something like that.

03-00:42:15

Ames:

Or whatever it is.
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03-00:42:16

Burnett:

Way less than billions.

03-00:42:18

Ames:

Yeah.

03-00:42:19

Burnett:

So it's a cheaper test but there's a scientific argument about why this test, to
you, is better.

03-00:42:32

Ames:

It's not the perfect model of a human—nothing—neither is a mouse or a rat.

03-00:42:39

Burnett:

Right. You wrote at some length about what's wrong with rat models and
there's just a kind of a list of problems with it.

03-00:42:53

Ames:

Well, in terms of carcinogens, they gave the maximum tolerated dose to a rat,
just under the level that would kill them, and they gave it every day of their
lifetime, this huge dose. And what I put out is that half the chemicals they've
ever tested turned out to be carcinogens. Something was fishy and what it is,
when you get a maximum tolerated dose, you get cell killing and cell division,
which in itself can cause cancer. So, I pointed out some of the problems with
animal cancer tests. So, nothing's perfect.

03-00:43:35

Burnett:

So, cell killing kills—if you have an oncogene, which, in these earlier times,
was not known, but later on—

03-00:43:46

Ames:

So, when you get cell killing, you get inflammation and your body puts out a
lot of mutagens as part of that and you get cell division. That all gives you
tumors. So, I was a bit of a skeptic on a lot of these things.

03-00:44:10

Burnett:

And you were skeptical, too, about the maximum tolerated dose standing in
for very small exposure to small—or very short exposure or long exposure to
tiny doses of bad chemicals.

03-00:44:28

Ames:

Yes.

03-00:44:29

Burnett:

And so, with the rat models, the mistake they were potentially making, and I
think you were, you know, fairly generous there, they were potentially making
a mistake in making extrapolations.

03-00:44:44

Ames:

Right.
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03-00:44:45

Burnett:

And your position is you don't know what kind of curve you've got. It might
be zero toxicity below a certain threshold—

03-00:44:55

Ames:

Yes.

03-00:44:55

Burnett:

—but below the noise of all the other carcinogens.

03-00:44:58

Ames:

Your body's making byproducts of just living—you're making oxidants that
are mutagens—and plants have nasty chemicals, so you have to look at a big
picture and not worry about trivia.

03-00:45:16

Burnett:

Right.

03-00:45:18

Ames:

So, that was a little bit against the current thinking.

03-00:45:25

Burnett:

When was the first reaction or response to the publication of this test? I mean,
it comes, like, '73, in '74, you're coming out with papers on this. Do you
remember a particular response from—because what I know in the literature is
that [laughs] you're getting a lot of letters, or the journal Science or the
Proceedings of the National Academy—

03-00:45:53

Ames:

Yes.

03-00:45:53

Burnett:

—they're getting letters.

03-00:45:54

Ames:

—and I'd write a response.

03-00:45:55

Burnett:

And you'd write a response.

03-00:45:57

Ames:

I didn't let all the stuff go unanswered. Well, I think there was a whole group
of people, the Sam Epsteins and company, who were coming from the left and
they thought industry's awful and they're going to poison their grandmother if
they're allowed and so they were extremely—they wanted to blame industry
for all our cancer and they didn't like me because I was more nuanced about
all these things and thought that was a counterproductive argument. Anyway,
so they attacked me.

03-00:46:45

Burnett:

How did you know they were from the left?
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03-00:46:51

Ames:

I just knew that and maybe the left became my demon. I [laughter] just
thought they were exaggerating things and taking one aspect and blowing it up
out of proportion.

03-00:47:06

Burnett:

So, it was kind of an inference. You noted their arguments are—

03-00:47:11

Ames:

Well, and also I knew that they were leftists.

03-00:47:15

Burnett:

Oh, okay, okay, so this is a—

03-00:47:18

Ames:

Yes.

03-00:47:19

Burnett:

—so, this is a bit of a small world. You sort of know—

03-00:47:22

Ames:

Yeah, yeah.

03-00:47:22

Burnett:

—so you'd be at conferences and you'd get to talking?

03-00:47:27

Ames:

So, I don't know, it happened gradually, I think, that I thought these guys were
exaggerating things, that industry wasn't the villain. Of course, there were
some industries that you need regulation so they don't dump out toxic
chemicals out the back door into the local river. But blaming parts of a billion
and things for all the cancer in the country just seemed crazy to me.

03-00:47:58

Burnett:

Yeah, yeah, it was above the background noise of all of the other craziness—

03-00:48:04

Ames:

Yeah, so I—

03-00:48:05

Burnett:

—in your body and outside.

03-00:48:06

Ames:

I didn't think they saw the big picture. They were focused on capitalism as the
villain.

03-00:48:16

Burnett:

Right, okay, so what I saw of Samuel Epstein is—say, to '87, so that's already
almost fifteen years later that I found. Was it earlier? Did you get criticism
from Sam Epstein earlier than that?
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03-00:48:43

Ames:

I don't remember the time period.

03-00:48:46

Burnett:

This is already a long time ago.

03-00:48:47

Ames:

But he was a very verbal guy and he never really accomplished any science as
far as I could understand but he had this kind of one thing explained
everything, it was capitalism that was killing you. And I had visited the Soviet
Union, I thought it was awful, and somehow I wasn't in that mindset.

03-00:49:19

Burnett:

Yeah. When did you visit the Soviet Union? Did you tell me?

03-00:49:22

Ames:

I don't remember. They asked me to give a talk once and I went there.

03-00:49:25

Burnett:

Oh, it, oh, think it was in the sixties?

03-00:49:29

Ames:

I don't remember.

03-00:49:30

Burnett:

But we can find that.

03-00:49:32

Ames:

Yeah.

03-00:49:34

Burnett:

So, there was a letters exchange in 1988 in Science, in the journal Science
with Samuel S. Epstein of the University of Illinois Medical Center.

03-00:49:42

Ames:

Yeah.

03-00:49:44

Burnett:

And also signing on that letter was Joel Swartz at the University of Quebec in
Montreal—

03-00:49:50

Ames:

Yeah.

03-00:49:50

Burnett:

—and then a list of cosigners. So, it was almost a cross between a letter and a
petition. [laughs]

03-00:49:58

Ames:

And none of them had done any real science as far as I was concerned.
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03-00:50:04

Burnett:

Well, there's one person who's representing the National Resources Defense
Council, and so I guess that's the other sort of activist.

03-00:50:11

Ames:

Yeah, that was an activist organization.

03-00:50:19

Burnett:

And then Devra Lee Davis—

03-00:50:22

Ames:

She was an activist, again, concerned that this parts per billion of synthetic
chemicals was what's doing us in, it's all nasty industry. And so, I was always
pro markets, so I sort of liked the idea of industry. I never took any money
from them but—and the guys I dealt with at these companies were all very
smart and reasonable people.

03-00:50:53

Burnett:

Well, these were the people who requested the test?

03-00:50:58

Ames:

Well, yes, or they'd call me up for advice on something. So, one guy once
called me up and said, "You know, this important chemical we have shows up
as a mutagen in your test but it's very slight. We have to use a ton of it to get
it." And I said, "You know, it might be an impurity. Why don't you run
chromatography and look at all the things in that mixture and see if it's an
impurity, which you can easily get rid of. And the guy said, "Oh, that's a good
idea, I'll try it." And, in fact, it was an impurity and he was very happy that I'd
given him good advice.

03-00:51:49

Burnett:

In interviews I've had with folks in the mining industry, that were in the steel
industry, for example—when there's no conversation, that's, I think, what's
most difficult for them. They're willing to talk about regulation, but if
someone has a position of zero tolerance for any amount of something.

03-00:52:15

Ames:

Yes, that's—

03-00:52:17

Burnett:

So there were things about—

03-00:52:20

Ames:

I don't say every industry was like that. But in my experience, most of the
people were. They had to hire smart people and I had my doubts about some
of these critics. And they were trying to do the right thing, and so I was
impressed with that. Maybe I was just more favorably inclined to industry
than all the leftists, but that was my experience.

03-00:52:55

Burnett:

That's your life experience.
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03-00:52:56

Ames:

Yes.

03-00:52:56

Burnett:

That's what you know. You'd seen the Soviet Union, you had worked with
people in industry, and when you work with people, you're less inclined to
demonize, so I suppose that's part of it. Now, in the background is
epidemiology. So, for example, when you're talking about cancer, a huge
figure in this is Richard Doll, I suppose.

03-00:53:24

Ames:

Yes, he was a terrific guy.

03-00:53:27

Burnett:

Oh, so you knew him? You worked with Richard—

03-00:53:30

Ames:

Peto, yeah.

03-00:53:32

Burnett:

And he co-wrote Causes of Cancer with Richard Doll, Richard Peto and—

03-00:53:37

Ames:

Yes, he was a protégé of Sir Richard Doll and he was a really smart fellow.
He was one of the smartest guys I've ever met. And I liked him and valued his
intelligence and we were good friends.

03-00:53:54

Burnett:

So that's the careful research that began all of this in the 1950s that leads to
the first surgeon general's warning, this revelation—I guess it takes a while in
the [United] States for it to take root—but by the early 1960s, there's this
conclusion that smoking's not super-good for you and has this carcinogenic
effect.

03-00:54:20

Ames:

Yes, and diet. I mean, your diet is full of mutagens from plants and other
things. And I became much more interested in what in your diet is causing
things and I came to the conclusion it's what you're leaving out of your diet
that's really important, when you don't get a vitamin, it ages you faster and
you're causing mutations in all sorts of other things.

03-00:54:50

Burnett:

So there's nutrition science, there's—

03-00:54:54

Ames:

Yes, so I've dabbled in that.

03-00:54:56

Burnett:

Yes, and we're going to talk a lot about that later.
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03-00:55:00

Ames:

Okay.

03-00:55:02

Burnett:

But this notion that there are much, much greater problems that humans face
that have to do with a lot of the choices that humans make or the choices that
they're offered—

03-00:55:20

Ames:

Yeah.

03-00:55:22

Burnett:

—that require attention. When did you apply the Ames test to plants? Or did
you just know already that that was the case?

03-00:55:33

Ames:

Well, everybody was using it. I was the person sending out the strain, so
everybody would tell me what they found. And people started finding
mutagens in plants, in edible plants, even.

03-00:55:49

Burnett:

So, you didn't do that research initially? Other people did?

03-00:55:52

Ames:

Yes.

03-00:55:52

Burnett:

—and they would tell you.

03-00:55:54

Ames:

Yes.

03-00:55:54

Burnett:

Did you ask them, as a condition of giving them the test for free, did you say,
"By the way, if you find anything, can you tell me?" Did you ask them?

03-00:56:02

Ames:

No, no.

03-00:56:03

Burnett:

They just did it, spontaneously?

03-00:56:04

Ames:

Yes. Not everybody, they'd publish it and send me their papers. Then I
realized that cabbage has 100 toxic chemicals in it to kill you and the beetles
that are munching on it, and lots of them were mutagens. So the world became
much more complicated.

03-00:56:33

Burnett:

Yes, and maybe we want to save this for another session or at least later in this
session, the antioxidant properties of foods. Was that also known at the time
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to you? In the sequence of things, first you are appreciating the
carcinogenicity of the chemicals in plants—
03-00:57:10

Ames:

Yes.

03-00:57:10

Burnett:

—and then you discover the antioxidant properties after—

03-00:57:14

Ames:

Yeah, that oxidants are mutagens. So, radiation is an oxidant, so you get
superoxide and hydrogen peroxide and all these things, and we're making
them in our own body. And then, we have all sorts of antioxidants to defend
ourselves. So, you don't want to be without your vitamin C and your vitamin
E. I started thinking about vitamins and what they're doing. I got a broader
view of reality.

03-00:57:52

Burnett:

The first paper that I could find on antioxidants—I think it's the uric acid
paper in '81? Does that sound right to you?

03-00:58:08

Ames:

Yes, that was in the early days.

03-00:58:14

Burnett:

So, in the sequence of things, you develop the Ames test, the mature version
with the rat-microsomal material.

03-00:58:24

Ames:

Yes.

03-00:58:24

Burnett:

—and that gets sent out and papers flourish around this, research flourishes,
private industry but also other academics.

03-00:58:33

Ames:

Yes, yeah.

03-00:58:35

Burnett:

And you're learning about the toxicity of plants and then you learn about
antioxidants and antioxidant effects.

03-00:58:47

Ames:

Yeah, all that developed slowly.

03-00:58:51

Burnett:

Can you use the Ames test to show indirectly the effect of antioxidants or is
that a different kind of test?
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03-00:59:02

Ames:

No, in fact, as I was building those tester strains, I picked a strain that
responded to oxidants. That was before I got really interested, I think. I don't
know why I did that, but anyway, [laughs] maybe intuition.

03-00:59:24

Burnett:

Did that then lead to work on antioxidants?

03-00:59:28

Ames:

I don't know whether it led to it but I got interested in the whole oxidation/
antioxidant business and went to the meetings of the Oxygen Society, which
were interested in these kinds of things.

03-00:59:43

Burnett:

So, early on. It's '73, the papers come out—there might be earlier ones but it
picks up in '73, that you're publishing about this test.

03-00:59:52

Ames:

Yeah, I'm very fuzzy on the times on these things.

03-00:59:55

Burnett:

That's okay, that's my obsession. Don't worry about it. [laughs]

03-00:59:58

Ames:

Yeah.

03-00:59:58

Burnett:

But I'm just trying to get the sequence of things and the change over time.
And so, in '73, these papers come out and then in '74, you use the Ames test
on cigarette smoke and that version of it.

03-01:00:15

Ames:

Now smoke, when you burn anything, you get nitrogen oxide, which is an
oxidizing mutagen and you're filling your lungs with this stuff. Just from first
principles, getting a gram of all this dirt from this smoking has to be bad for
you. It's coating your lungs and all that. And everybody knew smoking was a
carcinogen, so I thought I'll just try it and see if it's a mutagen. It was. And
then, I fished out mutagens from the urine of smokers, which I thought was a
neat thing.

03-01:01:02

Burnett:

Absolutely. So, it was known that cigarette smoke, from an epidemiological
perspective, caused cancer.

03-01:01:23

Ames:

Yeah, Doll had done some of the pioneering work on that.

03-01:01:26

Burnett:

Right, in the fifties and then confirmed by the early sixties. It's now about ten,
fifteen years later, and you're providing the first evidence that it does damage
to the DNA—
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03-01:01:40

Ames:

Yes.

03-01:01:40

Burnett:

—and that's a major factor in the cancer-causing agency of cigarette smoke.

03-01:01:45

Ames:

Yes, people had shown that thousands of chemicals, when you burn
something—and I knew the nitrogen oxides were nasty. And it was all just,
well, someone ought to do that, and I just did it.

03-01:02:03

Burnett:

Well, why don't we take a break right now and we'll come back and finish up.

03-01:02:05

Ames:

Good. [break in audio]

03-01:02:08

Burnett:

Okay, so we're talking about the research that you were doing in the 1970s at
Berkeley and a key feature of this research program was the use of
undergraduates, as well as graduate students and postdocs, of course.

03-01:02:28

Ames:

Yes.

03-01:02:30

Burnett:

And there were some people who were really important in this research.

03-01:02:35

Ames:

Bill Durston and Frank Lee were two wonderful undergraduate students who
really did the Ames test. They worked out all the details.

03-01:02:47

Burnett:

Oh, they just had a knack for it and they—

03-01:02:51

Ames:

Well, they were very bright and I managed to get the straight-A students to
work with me. And it was a more applied thing, so graduate students really
weren't that interested. They didn't think it was basic research. It was more an
applied thing. But these were just sensational students and they both went on
to have good careers.

03-01:03:18

Burnett:

So, did you pitch them on the development of this test and get them excited
about it, saying this is something that's going to go out there and is going to
help people?

03-01:03:26

Ames:

Yes.
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03-01:03:27

Burnett:

So there's a service element to this. And you had to write up protocols around
how to do it, and the details, then—

03-01:03:41

Ames:

Yes, but they were smart enough, they could keep on improving things. So, I
was lucky to get two such bright kids.

03-01:03:52

Burnett:

Yeah, because it's not just that you're "selling" the Ames test, in quotation
marks, to all these different journals. The papers identify improvements, these
incremental improvements that you're—

03-01:04:07

Ames:

Yes. I think they were on all the papers.

03-01:04:10

Burnett:

And there are graduate students and postdocs in this early period?

03-01:04:23

Ames:

Yes, later, but they were involved in developing the test.

03-01:04:30

Burnett:

Right, and so that would be David Levin, for example?

03-01:04:36

Ames:

Yes, he was a graduate student later on.

03-01:04:38

Burnett:

Okay, and Joyce McCann?

03-01:04:41

Ames:

Yes, Joyce was great. So, I like to have smart people around the lab. I tend to
fly off up into the stratosphere sometimes, and I like smart people who are
going to dot the Is and cross the Ts. And Joyce McCann was a brilliant gal.
She came as a postdoc and stayed on. And later, Lois Gold did the same kind
of thing with me. So, I like to have really smart people who are—say, "No,
that's wrong," or who keep me on the straight and narrow.

03-01:05:30

Burnett:

[laughs] Well, there's an important—there's a lab technician, I think that's
right to call her that, Edith Yamasaki?

03-01:05:38

Ames:

Yes, she was great and—

03-01:05:40

Burnett:

She's on the papers, in fact, right?

03-01:05:41

Ames:

Yes, oh, yeah. She was a Japanese American. I think her parents had come
over from Japan and they lived up in the foothills of the Sierras [Sierra
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Nevada Mountains]. And her father was a gardener when he came from Japan.
And they did well. And she was smart and she'd stay all night if something
needed to be done. And so, I just thought she was wonderful. She was about
five foot tall and had long black hair. And once I got interested in hair dyes, I
sent her out with a hundred dollar bill or something like that to buy all the
permanent hair dyes because we found they were mutagenic. And so, here's
this little black-haired Japanese woman buying a hundred dollars' worth of
hair dyes and they all thought—"What's this lady doing?" [laughs] Anyway—
03-01:06:46

Burnett:

Well, so, this speaks, I think, to your approach to working with people. There
doesn't seem to be a lot of hierarchy in your work. You're interested in
undergraduates, graduate students, postdocs, lab techs—

03-01:07:05

Ames:

Yes, I just looked for smart people and I didn't care too much about their
background, but everybody brought in their own talents and I had wonderful
technicians over my career. And I gave them a lot of independence.

03-01:07:28

Burnett:

Well, one in particular is interesting, too: Lois Gold, who you mentioned just
now.

03-01:07:33

Ames:

Oh, yeah, now Lois was a bit of a—so, one day, she knocked on my door and
came in. I had appeared in the San Francisco Chronicle about something,
maybe about the Ames test—I forget what. And she wanted to find out more
about it, and so she started asking me questions and she was obviously a very
smart cookie. And she spent an hour quizzing me about all sorts of things and
then I asked her what was her background? She had a PhD in political science
from Stanford [University] and she had a very stellar academic background
and I hired her on the spot. I said, "Do you have any time you want to work?"
And she said, "Sure, I'm raising a young child but I have lots of time." And I
said, "I'll hire you for whatever time you want to work." And she was really
smart, and she would go over all my scientific papers and correct the English
and make things tighter and she wrote wonderfully well. And so, I liked to
have people like that around the lab. And she stayed on and eventually I put
her on full salary when she could.

03-01:09:02

Burnett:

So, when you think about a lab, you're thinking about complementary talent,
is that right?

03-01:09:08

Ames:

Exactly, yes.

03-01:09:09

Burnett:

Because you've got your skills and you mentioned you like to be in the
stratosphere. [laughs]
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03-01:09:13

Ames:

Yeah, well, I sometimes need somebody to say, "Hey, you've gone overboard
here," or dot the Is and cross the Ts. And both Lois did that wonderfully well
and Joyce McCann was a tiger, too, on getting things right and digging out
could it be wrong and all of that.

03-01:09:41

Burnett:

So, really, just not just the presentation and the argument but thinking
critically about the experiments.

03-01:09:50

Ames:

Exactly. They were both very critical thinkers and Joyce actually didn't like
doing experimental work but she was wonderful on theoretical things. She'd
go like a steamroller through a field. She was wonderfully smart and—both of
them were, yeah.

03-01:10:12

Burnett:

So, you've got a great, evolving team in the 1970s.

03-01:10:21

Ames:

Yeah, let's see. Lois was later, I think, I feel—

03-01:10:23

Burnett:

Lois, yes, she is: late 1970s.

03-01:10:29

Ames:

Yeah.

03-01:10:31

Burnett:

And you mentioned the slow adoption of the Ames test by regulatory
agencies.

03-01:10:37

Ames:

Yes.

03-01:10:37

Burnett:

But the corporate world took them up immediately.

03-01:10:38

Ames:

Oh, they lapped it up. See, that strengthened my more libertarian instincts
[laughter] because industry had a big incentive on weeding out toxic
chemicals and regulatory agencies are monopolies and they move very slowly
and so—the monopolies. And so, that was one of the things that hardened all
my views on—

03-01:11:11

Burnett:

Well, I think that's very timely because it's now mid-seventies and there is the
rise of a robust, market-oriented intellectual culture, let's say, spearheaded
largely by Milton Friedman.
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03-01:11:31

Ames:

He was a friend of mine, actually. He'd been over for dinner a number of
times with his wife and so we liked each other.

03-01:11:41

Burnett:

But when did you first meet him?

03-01:11:46

Ames:

I had hired someone who knew him. And anyway, I don't remember the date
but I met him and we liked each other.

03-01:11:56

Burnett:

In the 1970s, you met him?

03-01:11:58

Ames:

I don't remember, but I'd been to his house for dinner or Giovanna [FerroLuzzi Ames] and I, and so—

03-01:12:06

Burnett:

Did you talk about markets and—

03-01:12:09

Ames:

I think when I first met him, he said, "I think they should abolish the EPA, the
FDA, and government funding of science." I said, "Milton, I might argue
about the last one but I'm not going to argue about the first two."

03-01:12:25

Burnett:

That was your first conversation with him?

03-01:12:27

Ames:

Yeah, yeah, [laughter] he was a fun guy. He didn't take himself too seriously
but he was really smart and I like people like that who challenge all your
assumptions.

03-01:12:43

Burnett:

Well, he probably was stimulated by knowing you, as well.

03-01:12:48

Ames:

Yeah.

03-01:12:48

Burnett:

So, you're moving through a world of changing times and that notion of a
robust intellectual defense of the market was fairly fresh in 1970.

03-01:13:08

Ames:

Yes, he was a pioneer in lot of that.

03-01:13:10

Burnett:

Absolutely. So, it's interesting that that's in the mix right when you're doing
this work.
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03-01:13:17

Ames:

Yes. He was good at marketing, too. He wrote very well and could speak very
well and—

03-01:13:23

Burnett:

He was a public intellectual.

03-01:13:25

Ames:

Yes.

03-01:13:25

Burnett:

Now, are you a public intellectual?

03-01:13:30

Ames:

Well, I'm not sure. Well, in some sense, maybe.

03-01:13:35

Burnett:

I wonder, because you were talking about the slow uptake of the regulatory
agencies and I could find one instance where you were an author on a
National Academy of Sciences report on pesticides, in 1975, and it's called
"Contemporary Pest Control Practices" and it was about the latest wisdom
about this.

03-01:14:06

Ames:

Yes, pesticides were the big villain in the country and people had gone
overboard. You know, pesticides are useful. They lower the cost of your food
and your food keeps cancer from the door, if you eat your veggies.

03-01:14:27

Burnett:

You did make this argument and it's clearly articulated later, but the gist of it
is that an excessive and expensive concern for these minute quantities of
chemicals in the diet or what have you, or in the air, for example, can really be
uneconomic or a disservice to the public health.

03-01:14:58

Ames:

Yes, I had a sort of economist's view of things. If you spend your time on a
thousand hypothetical risks, you're lost, because you have to find out what's
important and go after those. And that seems obvious to me but it is thinking
more like an economist.

03-01:15:26

Burnett:

Well, certainly when the resources of public health are very limited you have
to pick your—

03-01:15:35

Ames:

Targets, yeah, yeah.

03-01:15:36

Burnett:

—targets, absolutely. And Richard Doll did that and Richard Doll was a
socialist.
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03-01:15:41

Ames:

Yeah!

03-01:15:41

Burnett:

So, it doesn't necessarily track that, I think you have to have an eye for the
most significant, the biggest bang for your buck.

03-01:15:51

Ames:

Exactly, and I've always sort of had that in mind in doing science. You want
to go after really important things. So, always had four or five projects going
on in the lab, but which one was going to have the biggest bang for the buck?

03-01:16:07

Burnett:

Right, exactly. So, once the Ames test is out there, there's a raft of
publications of—you're investigating—you mentioned hair dyes.

03-01:16:20

Ames:

Yes.

03-01:16:21

Burnett:

But flame retardants as well.

03-01:16:24

Ames:

Yes.

03-01:16:25

Burnett:

Was that inspired by Lois Gold?

03-01:16:30

Ames:

I remember the hair dyes. I used to teach a course and I'd have the students
bring in something to test on the mutagenicity test. And one kid brought in his
girlfriend's hair dye and it was really mutagenic. So, that's when I sent Edie
[Edith] Yamasaki out to the store to buy every permanent hair dye. With
permanent hair dyes, there are little openings in the hair follicle so these small
molecules could get in and then if they could react with each other or with
hydrogen peroxide and make a color dye that was too big to get out, that was a
permanent hair dye. And that was the chemistry behind this thing. So, I had to
read up on the principles of hair dyes and what was in them and why. They
were using aromatic amines, a lot of which are carcinogens, and a little
hydrogen peroxide. And you did all the chemistry inside the hair follicles and
the big dye molecules couldn't get out. It was a clever thing that the permanent
hair dye people had come up with, except some of their amines were
carcinogens, so I wrote a paper and, as I remember, sent it out to all the hair
dye companies and said, "You guys better shape up," and they did. They
found some amines that could make good colors—so, I wasn't about to
publish a paper and bring down all the hair dye companies because women
wanted to use hair dyes. So, anyway, I was happy with all of that.
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03-01:18:29

Burnett:

So, again, your approach was to just communicate, and if you give people an
opportunity to do something, they would do it—and they did it.

03-01:18:37

Ames:

Yes, and I didn't get any money from them or anything. I didn't want to get
into conflicts of interest. Let's see, that was hair dyes. Now, the other one was
flame retardants.

03-01:18:59

Burnett:

Yeah, in children's pajamas.

03-01:19:01

Ames:

Oh, I remember. So, the government had passed some rule that cotton pajamas
couldn't be sold—they had to be flame proof. And you put a blowtorch on the
cotton for I don't recall how many seconds, and if it didn't go up in flames, it
was all right. But no fabric passed their test, so the fabric industry got a big
shock. They looked around—what could they add to the cotton that wouldn't
go up in flames? And there were all these brominated and chlorinated
chemicals that some chemical company was selling as flame retardants, and
that's what they used. But I went right out and tested all this and said that's
crazy, putting some unknown chlorinated, brominated chemicals in pajamas
where you're treating fifty million kids—rubbing on their skin, and it was all
being oversold. So, I just decided that was not a thing you wanted to do and so
I tackled that problem.

03-01:20:11

Burnett:

That is something that you published on, though.

03-01:20:13

Ames:

So we published that some of these chlorinated and brominated chemicals are
mutagens and they're metabolized to other mutagens and it's not a good thing.
I mean, you might save a dozen kids from burning up when their cigarettesmoking father falls asleep on the couch and sets the house on fire, but it
wasn't reasonable to treat it to harm 50 million kids. So, I was attacking this
government agency and they fought back. Government agencies don't change
things very easily. And I showed that their urine was full of mutagens and so I
eventually won the battle, but it was a long fight.

03-01:21:03

Burnett:

The urine of people who were wearing the flame-retardant pajamas? Really?

03-01:21:09

Ames:

Yes, that's how I won the battle, finally. I found some kids wearing it—and
my kids, we bought our pajamas in Europe, so they didn't have flameretardant, -resistant pajamas. And I got urine and I could show that there were
mutagens in the urine of the people with the treated pajamas but not with
ordinary pajamas and that did them in, so I finally won the battle.
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03-01:21:35

Burnett:

Oh, my goodness.

03-01:21:40

Ames:

So, again, that soured me a little on government agencies which weren't
willing to change.

03-01:21:47

Burnett:

Right, or listen to the science that was part of that. And saccharine and
ethylene dichloride, you did research on that, as well.

03-01:22:00

Ames:

Yes, there were two sweeteners and the Canadians used one and outlawed the
other and the Americans used the other one and outlawed the one the
Canadians were using, which was sort of amusing in an odd way.

03-01:22:20

Burnett:

It's a good experiment.

03-01:22:22

Ames:

Yes.

03-01:22:22

Burnett:

[laughs] And so one flame retardant chemical was tris-BP [2,3-dibromopropyl
phosphate]?

03-01:22:30

Ames:

Yes.

03-01:22:33

Ames:

It was full of chlorinated chemicals and it got metabolized to a few mutagens.
Or maybe I showed tris was a mutagen, I don't remember.

03-01:22:43

Burnett:

Right. So, I think the first paper that you write suggesting that the alarm over
toxins may be excessive was in '79, and you wrote it for the EPA Journal. So,
it's another instance where you were trying to engage in a conversation with
the regulatory agencies.

03-01:23:05

Ames:

Yes, I wanted to get it out of there and convince them that this wasn't a
reasonable regulation.

03-01:23:13

Burnett:

So, getting into the eighties, you are continuing to attempt to make the testing
of carcinogens or likely carcinogens or possible carcinogens more scientific.
And you team up with Richard Peto—

03-01:23:38

Ames:

Yes.
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03-01:23:39

Burnett:

—in '84 and that's for Environmental Health Perspectives—it's caused "A
Proposed Convention for Carcinogenic Potency of Chemicals in Chronic
Exposure Animal Experiments." So, you really want to revise how these
experiments are done.

03-01:23:58

Ames:

He was really smart, that Richard Peto. I liked him and he had a very good
mathematical mind and that's a weak point with me. I'm not so good at doing
all those kinds of calculations. So, we made a good team.

03-01:24:15

Burnett:

And you were thinking about—there's the standard lethal dose, it's LD50, it's
how much of a chemical it takes for half of the sample population to die, and
so—

03-01:24:33

Ames:

Yes, so they found the level that would give half the animals cancer [and
killing them]. But they were giving these huge levels, and so I tackled animal
cancer tests and eventually I got them to change the way they did things.

03-01:24:51

Burnett:

So, you and Peto propose the TD50, which is the "tumorigenic dose, fifty."

03-01:25:02

Ames:

Yes, that was just some math: how do you rate these things?

03-01:25:09

Burnett:

But this, then—eventually, you are successful in getting a change in the
animal tests for tumors, is that right?

03-01:25:22

Ames:

Well, yeah, I think they realized that Lois Gold and I'd point out half of all the
chemicals they've ever tested were carcinogens and that seemed like too high
a number to deal with. It's one thing if carcinogens are rare, but if everything
you test comes out positive, including some natural things, then—

03-01:25:51

Burnett:

Well, that becomes a part of this next set of papers in the mid-eighties I would
like to talk about.

03-01:25:58

Ames:

Okay.

03-01:26:00

Burnett:

But first, I think you need to help us understand HERP, the Human Exposure/
Rodent Potency index.

03-01:26:10

Ames:

Yes, so people were worried about all these synthetic chemicals and there was
a lot of trivia in there. So, I came up with this idea that the carcinogenicity
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was related to the dose. If you get this huge dose, you're going to get cancer.
And everything, you can feed it a high dose, you have a high chance of getting
cancer. And so, I thought an easy way to do that is look at how potent the
chemical is in killing animals and that was related to a high dose causing
cancer and how carcinogenic it was. So, anyway, it was just a way people
could screen out the unimportant thing from the important thing. I'm not sure
it was ever adopted very much, but—
03-01:27:16

Burnett:

Well, it's quite a paper. So there is this index. And some of—

03-01:27:25

Ames:

Let's see, was Lois Gold on that?

03-01:27:28

Burnett:

Yes, I think she's involved in that. I'm not sure if she's actually—this is a
paper from the 17th of April, '87, "Ranking Carcinogenic Effects." And it's for
a special issue of Science on risk assessment, and so there's a lot of attention
to this particular issue of the journal. And you propose this HERP index and
in the argument, I think this drew out a lot of people. What this index shows in
the rankings is quite striking. There had been a number of contaminated water
issues that I know the EPA was involved in. Woburn, Massachusetts was a
well-known case with some of these carcinogenic chemicals in the water as
well as Santa Clara, [California], which had been a center of the electronics
industry, and so on. So you ranked the potency of various chemicals and you
concluded that the contaminated water from the shut-down wells in Santa
Clara or Woburn, Massachusetts have orders of magnitude lower HERP
values than that of Coca-Cola, beer, wine, [laughter] a peanut-butter
sandwich, all of which are three times higher than chlorinated tap water.

03-01:29:03

Ames:

Yes, so, I was trying to put things in balance.

03-01:29:08

Burnett:

You were trying to ruffle some feathers, I think.

03-01:29:10

Ames:

Well, alcohol, when you think of how much people get into them, and
alcohol's really potent, so when I put things in a beer index, something was
equivalent to drinking a beer every five hundred years or something like that.
[laughter]

03-01:29:30

Burnett:

So, the idea behind this was to develop a critical approach to the conventional
wisdom surrounding the testing of carcinogens.

03-01:29:37

Ames:

Right, yeah, so I was pretty good at marketing and getting these things out
there in a way people could understand.
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03-01:29:46

Burnett:

So, this addresses head on what you saw as the problems with the rat model of
testing. And this is already '87, so some time has passed where you have been
identifying that the way the existing approach is complicated and
compromised in some important ways. And we've talked about some of them
already.

03-01:30:21

Ames:

Yes, I was attacked by being a tool of the industry, which was a funny attack
in my mind because I'm not a socialist, and who wouldn't—industry's useful
to the country.

03-01:30:36

Burnett:

Were you being attacked in the letters [sections] in the science journals or was
it outside? Was it in the [broader] public sphere?

03-01:30:43

Ames:

Well, someone like [Samuel] Epstein was a fierce socialist, so he was
attacking me from the left for supporting industry, which I thought was really
not science.

03-01:30:58

Burnett:

But was he doing that in science journals or was he doing that in the press? Or
both?

03-01:31:05

Ames:

I think both. It's all a little hazy now.

03-01:31:08

Burnett:

Yes I did look at the letters, which is really interesting. So, you're just
addressing the problems with the rat model. I mean, you were trying to say it's
basically more complicated than you think.

03-01:31:23

Ames:

Right.

03-01:23:24

Burnett:

You weren't saying don't pay attention to these problems.

03-01:31:26

Ames:

Right.

03-01:31:27

Burnett:

But let's have some perspective.

03-01:31:29

Ames:

Yeah.

03-01:31:30

Burnett:

So, the rat model's based on the maximum tolerated dose rather than the
effects of lower doses, which is what we ought to be concerned with.
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03-01:31:37

Ames:

Yes, except that, practically, it's expensive enough doing the maximum
tolerated dose. If you want to use low doses, you have to use huge numbers of
animals and it wasn't too practical. But still, I thought they were going off the
deep end with these huge doses.

03-01:31:58

Burnett:

With the Ames test—and I think I've asked this before but I'm not entirely
clear—the one advantage of the Ames test, primitive though it is—

03-01:32:09

Ames:

Yes.

03-01:32:08

Burnett:

—as in, it's not a perfect reflection of the natural world, but the power of the
Ames test lies in the dose-response curve, that you can actually see—never
mind a maximum tolerated dose, that you can see the range of effect of dosing
of a mutagen. Is that how it—

03-01:32:33

Ames:

Yes, well, there is a background level, and you don't want to worry about
trivia. And so, just theoretically, you have to put things in perspective. Do you
worry about a part per billion or something? And then, if you look at alcohol,
it's off the charts in everything and we know alcohol kills people, but I have
my glass of wine with dinner and—

03-01:33:03

Burnett:

You also point out, in the animal models, not just rat models, species variation
in cancer rates is important.

03-01:33:10

Ames:

Yes.

03-01:33:10

Burnett:

So, you can give a dose to a mouse and it gets cancer and the same dose to a
rat and it doesn't get cancer, of the same weight, so—

03-01:33:15

Ames:

So I used a lot of those arguments and Lois Gold was a big help on that
because she's had a good math background and she would do the nitty-gritty
on all of this.

03-01:33:32

Burnett:

Okay, interesting. So, she has a degree in political science, so she was doing
international relations?

03-01:33:40

Ames:

I turned her into a toxicologist. And I remember once she went to—so,
everybody knew her as a toxicologist, because she was publishing all these
papers. And one meeting, someone had gotten a hold of her CV [Curriculum
Vitae] and they saw pol-sci. She had abbreviated political science as her PhD
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in pol-sci. And one of the guys said, "Oh, I didn't know you got a PhD in
poultry science." [laughter]
03-01:34:18

Burnett:

It's an interesting abbreviation.

03-01:34:19

Ames:

Pol-sci wasn't in their—

03-01:34:21

Burnett:

Right, they just didn't imagine—I think what's strong about this paper, looking
back on it, is the argument that it's difficult to extrapolate to humans and that
cancer is the result of multiple stages of malfunction.

03-01:34:40

Ames:

Yes.

03-01:34:41

Burnett:

So, which stage is the mutagen acting on?

03-01:34:45

Ames:

Yeah, so if you get cell division, that'll give you cancer because mutations can
express themselves, and so it's all complicated.

03-01:34:55

Burnett:

Cell killing can remove the cells that suppress oncogenes. So, it's just that
there's a native carcinogenic—

03-01:35:01

Ames:

Well, cell killing causes the neighboring cells to divide and fill in, so you're
getting cell division, which is a risk factor for cancer, plus the high dose might
be causing inflammation, which gives you mutagens. And anyway, it's all
pretty complicated.

03-01:35:21

Burnett:

It is pretty complicated. And now, the letters come in and it goes into 1988.
So, the paper's in April of '87 and there are letters still appearing in 1988
about the paper that you publish.

03-01:35:38

Ames:

Let's see, a few were in support, most of them were attacking, I think.

03-01:35:42

Burnett:

[laughs] Actually, one was interesting. So, in the case of Samuel Epstein and
Joel Swarz, the argument was that there're overwhelming data on the
incremental exposure to industrial carcinogens.

03-01:36:00

Ames:

Yeah, I saw that.
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03-01:36:01

Burnett:

That the important distinction is not between natural or synthetic carcinogens
but between preventable and non-preventable cancers. Fair, I suppose. But
Ellen Silbergeld—

03-01:36:14

Ames:

Yeah, she was another leftie who got into this fight and—

03-01:36:18

Burnett:

Well, she said the HERP study ignores the absence of reliable data on
exposure, which is the weakest link in epidemiology. So, she was actually
pointing in a different direction which was helpful, I think, not an attack on
your research.

03-01:36:37

Ames:

Right, yes.

03-01:36:38

Burnett:

So, you're not content to rest on that. We have to go back a bit in the
chronology and we'll just end today by beginning to talk a little bit about the
other discovery or interest that is cultivated in you in antioxidants, with the
antioxidant properties of the body and the antioxidant properties of materials
that people ingest.

03-01:37:12

Ames:

I guess I got interested in oxidants and then antioxidants.

03-01:37:18

Burnett:

That's when you—

03-01:37:19

Ames:

And spent a number of years on that.

03-01:37:21

Burnett:

So it's quite early that you looked at oxidants.

03-01:37:26

Ames:

Yes.

03-01:37:28

Burnett:

And then that kind of naturally leads to antioxidants. It's actually in the
criticism and in the response that you gave in this 1988 exchange. Devra Lee
Davis argues that cooking removes much of the carcinogenicity of plant
material and the things that we eat and points out that—

03-01:37:53

Ames:

No, I'm not sure that's true, but anyway—

03-01:37:55

Burnett:

Well, you responded to it and you responded to every point very, very
thoroughly.
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03-01:38:03

Ames:

Cooking removes bacteria, I think is its main utility. But anyway, I guess I
just don't remember all these exchanges.

03-01:38:18

Burnett:

But it's interesting to me because she makes a case that there are protective
elements in the food that cancel out the carcinogenic aspects. So, there's a net
benefit from eating healthy foods and you responded you didn't disagree with
that. You were already thinking, in other words about the antioxidant
properties of foodstuffs. So, that's an interesting marker.

03-01:39:00

Ames:

Yes.

03-01:39:00

Burnett:

And you had published, five years earlier, on uric acid. And this is a 1983
paper with R. Cathcart, E. Schwiers, and P. Hochstein, "Uric Acid in
Antioxidant Defense in Humans Against Oxidant and Radical-Cased Aging
and Cancer," and that's in the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences.

03-01:39:24

Ames:

Yes, I was elected to the National Academy, I think, in the early seventies and
was still pretty young. And members of the National Academy could send in
papers, so I thought that was convenient. And so, I published a lot of papers.

03-01:39:47

Burnett:

Well, certainly. I think it's instructive that you are thinking about what people
eat as being more important, much more important, than the trace elements of,
let's say, chemical pesticides and things like that.

03-01:40:06

Ames:

Yes, and then I started thinking about what you're leaving out of your diet,
because Americans are eating terrible diets because they're not getting their
vitamins and that just leads to all sorts of nasty things.

03-01:40:22

Burnett:

There's a great phrase that you have, I think it sums up a lot of this because
there's another—there's arguments about the Paleolithic diet—

03-01:40:32

Ames:

Yes.

03-01:40:32

Burnett:

And that's something that's still around today, and has even grown in the
public sphere, conversations about it, anyway. In 1990, you used the phrase
"comparative toxicology," so that we need to be thinking critically about how
we measure the natural world and we're not doing a good enough job with it.
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03-01:40:58

Ames:

Yes, people automatically think danger is man-made danger and they don't
think about it: nature's good and man is evil.

03-01:41:11

Burnett:

[laughs] Do you want to talk about the Oxy-R regulatory protein or should we
save that for another time?

03-01:41:25

Ames:

Yeah, we could save that. I got into the basic science of protection and the
whole oxygen radical field. Went to all the meetings and pretty soon, I started
getting invited to all the meetings about oxidants and antioxidants.

03-01:41:50

Burnett:

Does it follow naturally from the research that was being undertaken—so, let
me ask this: where is the epicenter for the research into antioxidants? Where
are the drivers? Is it coming out of medical research?

03-01:42:11

Ames:

There were lots of good people working in that field, and it became clear that
that's a major contributor to normal aging. When you oxidize your food—so,
when you eat sugar, you oxidize it—other molecules when you eat other
things. And there's a side stream of oxidants coming out of all this. And I
became more and more convinced that that is a major contributor to aging, so
I got into the whole aging field.

03-01:42:53

Burnett:

So it's home is not in biochemistry, the central home of research on
antioxidants and aging, for example.

03-01:43:10

Ames:

Yes.

03-01:43:11

Burnett:

It already sounds too applied to be—

03-01:43:14

Ames:

Yes, I had to learn some chemistry. A lot of the chemists had gone into this or
the radiation people, that's an oxidative mutagen. They moved from that
into—we add four electrons to oxygen when we're digesting food. And if you
add them one at a time, you make hydrogen peroxide and superoxide and
things like that, so a lot of the people from radiation biology got into the field.

03-01:43:55

Burnett:

So, I remember there were recommendations in [the event of] a nuclear attack
that you would take iodine pills.

03-01:44:04

Ames:

Yes.
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03-01:44:04

Burnett:

Right? So, to protect you from some of the oxidative damage—

03-01:44:08

Ames:

Yes.

03-01:44:08

Burnett:

—that was being done by the radiation. So, there was already a kind of
tradition of research coming out of that field.

03-01:44:14

Ames:

Yes.

03-01:44:16

Burnett:

But nutrition, were people doing it there? Are they doing—or is it medical,
biomedical research, so you have doctors in hospitals doing studies of this? Or
is it mostly chemistry?

03-01:44:30

Ames:

I think a lot of chemists got into the field and I had to—I'm always learning
new fields. If I get a postdoc who knows about all these things, then I try and
learn from them.

03-01:44:43

Burnett:

And then there's the folk/ grassroots tradition, left or not, let's say it's the
organic food movement, which really comes into being in the fifties, after—

03-01:44:54

Ames:

Yes.

03-01:44:54

Burnett:

—you know, it had other antecedents before it was—

03-01:44:55

Ames:

Yes, so pesticides became the big villain and—

03-01:44:58

Burnett:

So, farming organic, but there were raw food people and so on, although
there's problems with that, but there is a popular interest and a growing
industry around the consumption of healthy food—

03-01:45:16

Ames:

Yes.

03-01:45:18

Burnett:

—that's not processed. And I think that's where you would be absolutely in
accord with them, that highly processed, denatured food, if you eat just that,
eating a vitamin is not going to—

03-01:45:31

Ames:

—unbalanced diets.
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03-01:45:34

Burnett:

Right, so that's something—

03-01:45:36

Ames:

Yes.

03-01:45:36

Burnett:

—so, it's both the academic domain and stimulated, in part, by some of this
popular grassroots stuff.

03-01:45:46

Ames:

So I wasn't afraid to get into the public fights and things.

03-01:45:52

Burnett:

Absolutely. And I think it was well received. I mean, the papers have a lot of
citations and there's a lot of the different ones.

03-01:46:09

Ames:

Yes, I tried to keep to the science in my argument.

03-01:46:12

Burnett:

Yes, and some of them, you know, took a while to have some uptake but I've
noticed—

03-01:46:19

Ames:

I think I'm one of the most highly cited scientists. Somewhere, someone told
me that.

03-01:46:26

Burnett:

And this OxyR paper, which is from 1990, initially it didn't get that many
[citations], but it's just gotten more and more traction. It's highly cited into the
2000s. So, that's also a bit uncommon.

03-01:46:40

Ames:

Well, I was saying there's a whole network of enzymes designed to protect
you against oxidants. And we induce that when we get challenged. That's how
it works. And so, those were interesting ideas.

03-01:47:01

Burnett:

I was reading about that and it got me thinking about the immune system and
if you have a really aseptic environment for a child, they can actually be more
vulnerable to infections. Is it something like that, that we need—

03-01:47:20

Ames:

The body is full of defenses. You get a mutagen to start damaging DNA, you
induce all sorts of DNA repair enzymes and protective systems so that we're
very well defended—and it's not particularly about one particular structure.
It's about general structures. So, I got a better appreciation of that.
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03-01:47:52

Burnett:

Can it be like a rain barrel hypothesis where the body is stimulated, can
defend itself up to a certain point, and eventually the rain barrel fills and starts
to overflow?

03-01:48:06

Ames:

Sure. If there a little bit of oxidative damage, you can induce enzymes to
defend. But if you get irradiated, you're just overwhelming all your defenses.

03-01:48:22

Burnett:

Right. Well, let's take a break for now and we'll come back next session to talk
about that and many other things in more detail.

03-01:48:30

Ames:

Okay, good.
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Interview 4: December 6, 2019
04-00:00:00

Burnett:

This is Paul Burnett interviewing Dr. Bruce Ames for the University History
Series. This is our fourth session, and it's December 6, 2019. Welcome back,
Dr. Ames. We're here in Berkeley–north Berkeley. So last time, we were
talking about your work and research in the 1970s, and into the early eighties.
And we talked about your work as a kind of public intellectual, where you
wanted to convince as many different public groups as possible about a more
balanced approach to understanding the carcinogenicity of natural plants that
we ingest, as well as the chemicals that we produce. And I wanted to ask you
about science and politics, because you did become interested in explaining
your kind of philosophy–with respect to the governance of scientific
institutions, for example–and I came across an article that you had written
for–it came out in 1989, but it's based on a commencement address that you
apparently gave to UC San Francisco in 1985.

04-00:02:07

Ames:

I don't remember whether it was UCSF or another university that sounds
somewhat like it.

04-00:02:19

Burnett:

Or the University of San Francisco?

04-00:02:21

Ames:

Yeah. I don't remember which it was.

04-00:02:24

Burnett:

Okay. And it's called, "Science, Economics, and the Spontaneous Order." I'm
wondering if you could talk a little bit about your wide interests, and the fact
that you're not just moving from scientific field to scientific field, but that
you're also interested in the world around you, and philosophy, and
economics, and more. In this paper, you were just talking about how science
works in the United States, and how science works in different countries, and
your approach to understanding institutions, and how science works best. Can
you talk about your philosophy of how science works best?

04-00:03:28

Ames:

Well, my family tends to be on the left, but my parents were not particularly
interested in politics. My father was a schoolteacher. Did I talk about my
father before?

04-00:03:57

Burnett:

Yes, a little bit.

04-00:03:58

Ames:

He was very bright, and got a doctorate in law and a master's in chemistry–
which was an odd combination–but he skipped every other grade, I think,
going through school. But he never wanted to try new things too much. But I
knew their sympathies were always more on the left. And I had two uncles
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who were communists–one I liked, and one I didn't like. But anyway, that
was–
04-00:04:50

Burnett:

And that was in those days.

04-00:04:53

Ames:

That was in those days when it was still possible to believe in that. But
because I was interested in mutagens and damage to DNA, I became more and
more involved with DNA toxicology. I was one of the founders of that field.
And the country seemed to be spending all of its money on trivia, I thought–
that is, a part-per-billion of some chemical in the water–which seemed, when
you compared it to the smokers, and people eating bad diets–I became more
and more interested in nutrition, because normal metabolism was oxidizing
sugar, and fat, and these things, to get energy out of them, and the byproducts
were superoxide, and hydrogen peroxide, and other mutagens. So I started,
more and more, getting interested in what's built in, and Vitamin C and
Vitamin E helped counteract that. And when our DNA starts getting damaged,
you induce the fifty different DNA repair systems that are proteins cruising
along the DNA, looking for some bump that shouldn't be there, and clipping it
out, and putting in the right base across the double helix.
And so maybe it was just built into me. I had a somewhat economic view of
things. You have to work on the important things, and you can spend–they
were spending–tens of billions of dollars chasing after this part-per-billion,
which mainly seemed a distraction to me. Now, the environmentalists tended
to come from the left. They were very agitated; they thought the companies
were going to poison their grandmothers if they could, in the name of profit,
and they wanted the government to run everything. But my experience with
the government is, it was hugely inefficient. And every company in the world
wrote me for my strains, and I was giving them away free to thousands of
people, and so I got to talking to these people. I never took a penny from
industry, because otherwise I'd be tarred and feathered, and driven out of
town. And we had two salaries, so we lived well, and I was more interested in
science than money.
But I got to fighting with a lot of those environmentalists who thought, "Oh,
all our cancer is coming from these chemicals that industry is feeding the
population," and that just didn't seem right to me, and I was willing to defend
industry, because that's where the wealth in the country is coming from. So
anyway, I did get a bit into that aspect of politics, and things.

04-00:08:23

Burnett:

But it derives in part from your knowledge of genetics, in the sense that–

04-00:08:30

Ames:

Yes, it came out of my science.
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04-00:08:33

Burnett:

In the sense that your understanding of damage to the body has more to do
with the choices that people make. Is that right?

04-00:08:43

Ames:

Yes.

04-00:08:44

Burnett:

Because the regulatory response is that we need to forbid the production of
certain chemicals, and control the market such that people are not exposed,
and people are protected from damaging chemicals.

04-00:09:00

Ames:

You don't want chemical companies dumping all the waste out into the local
river. I mean, that's obvious. And you do need rules, but at least my
interaction–every company in the world was using our test, and they'd call me
up, and "Oh, we have this really important chemical–and useful–but if you use
a large amount of it, we get some mutagenic activity, and we've done it over
and over again, and we're sort of torn, because we don't want to put a mutagen
out there." But I said, "Try to see if there's an impurity in there, because most
chemicals have a few percent impurities. Maybe you have an impurity that's
mutagenic." "That's a good idea. We'll go do it." And he called back, "Hey, it
was the impurity. We're very grateful to you." But I didn't charge anybody
anything for free advice.

04-00:10:06

Burnett:

I think you also write, at least in this paper and elsewhere, about the way in
which your understanding of biology can inform your understanding of
political order, or even institutional order.

04-00:10:27

Ames:

So I had a friend at Berkeley who was a fierce libertarian, and he had read
Hayek and Mises, and all the great economists on the libertarian side, and
Milton Friedman. In fact, he introduced me to Milton Friedman. We became
friends, so he came to dinner here a couple of times, and he invited us to
dinner a few times. And I liked him. When I first met Friedman, he said,
"They should abolish the EPA, the FDA, and government funding of science."
I said, "Milton, I won't argue with you about the first two things. They do
spend a lot of money and get relatively minor benefit, but government funding
of science really benefits the country." So anyways, we argued a bit about
that, but he was a very pleasant guy, and very smart, and didn't mind being
criticized.

04-00:11:46

Burnett:

And a provocateur. I mean, there's some of that. He would go to the limit, and
see how far he could push something. [laughter]

04-00:11:55

Ames:

Yes, he was like that.
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I always have some people in my lab who want every i dotted and every t
crossed, and I tend to get enthusiastic about things, and maybe go overboard
once in a while, and I like people who would come to me and say, "Bruce, you
have to change that. That's too strong."
04-00:12:17

Burnett:

[laughter] Well yeah, I think one of your students described you as being
almost like this force of gravity of persuasion.

04-00:12:29

Ames:

Anyway, I had two people who were terrific at that–Lois Gold, in more recent
years, and Joyce McCann, who came as a postdoc and then stayed on. They're
both really smart, and both write very well. And so I'd love to get their
comments on every paper. They were both extraordinarily critical and
intelligent.

04-00:12:54

Burnett:

So they would refine your arguments, as well as the writing?

04-00:13:00

Ames:

Lois–I had a paper–let's see, I think it was about flame retardants, or
something like that.

04-00:13:13

Burnett:

We did talk about that last session, yeah.

04-00:13:17

Ames:

Anyway, she died recently, but she was really smart.

04-00:13:23

Burnett:

So I wanted to ask you about the actual institutional structures around science,
that produce scientific knowledge. And so in this paper, "Science and the
Spontaneous Order" –and "scientific order" is sort of Friedrich Hayek's
adaptation of evolutionary ideas to the political realm. And you kind of agree
with that, and you're talking about your experience in government. So can you
talk about the optimal institutional structure or support around science?

04-00:14:09

Ames:

I was at NIH fifteen years, and there was a National Cancer Institute, but they
were, in my view, sort of narrow in their approach, and I was more interested
in the mechanism, and mutagens–which I wandered into–and then showing
them that carcinogens were mutagens. So you don't want the administrators
telling you what to do, because it's the person who thinks differently that
changes the direction of science. I wasn't afraid to go out there and say, "No,
that's wrong." So that disillusioned me a bit about government. I mean, you
need government, but it's a monopoly, and the reason–so I gradually went
from slightly left to slightly right, or wherever you want to put people with
libertarian instincts.
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04-00:15:22

Burnett:

Well, the idea, I guess, of a marketplace of ideas–that if there's support of
something, you want to support the freedom of inquiry of the scientists to–

04-00:15:42

Ames:

Of the institutes, the [National] Cancer Institute, I felt, was too heavily topdown. But the Arthritis Institute [National Arthritis Institute and Metabolism,
and Digestive Diseases, its name in the 1970s]–which I ended up in–they
didn't mind me working on cancer, though I was in the Arthritis Institute. So
that's a pretty good degree of freedom. And they just tried to hire the best
scientists around who did have a more biological view, I thought.

04-00:16:10

Burnett:

You had the evolutionary-economic perspective of von Mises and Friedman,
but especially Hayek, I think.

04-00:16:19

Ames:

Yeah. I really got turned on to Hayek. This friend of mine said, "Hey, you
should read Hayek." And I went through a lot of Hayek's books, and he sent
me vibrating at the right frequency.

04-00:16:37

Burnett:

[laughter] So you just get captivated by new knowledge–a new domain–and
you just dive in, because it excites you?

04-00:16:45

Ames:

Yeah, I guess. I was always a bit of an enthusiast. And I never was terribly
good at school because I was too distractable. I would get B-pluses, and all
my friends were getting A-pluses.

04-00:16:59

Burnett:

And I think that, in the early nineties, you and Lois Gold are writing a number
of articles–

04-00:17:16

Ames:

[We were trying to reorient priorities] We didn't win the war, but I just wanted
to get my view out there, that we're wasting lots of money, and not attacking
the right things. Now, I'm more and more into nutrition. Have I talked about
that?

04-00:17:38

Burnett:

Well, we're going to.

04-00:17:40

Ames:

That's my current enthusiasm.

04-00:17:41

Burnett:

Well, we'll have a whole session on that, hopefully. But in the early nineties,
you write about "cancer prevention and the environmental chemical
distraction." So that was your description of it. And there are other people too,
in the early nineties, who are beginning to react to what they see as an
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incursion of the people in the humanities and the social sciences, who are
studying science as a social and political phenomenon, and they start to push
back. And so I think you wrote an article for a book that was called Phantom
Risk, and it had contributions from a number of scientists, about this type of
problem–or what you saw as a problem. And I think you update some of your
critiques with Lois Gold–and you published something called "Paracelsus to
Parascience."
04-00:18:47

Ames:

I wasn't afraid to attack conventional wisdom. Lois tamed me down a bit on
all those things.

04-00:18:54

Burnett:

But you can see the economic rationale coming out. So in this article, you're
talking about–cooking foods produces 2,000 milligrams a day of burnt
material that's carcinogenic. The hormone panic–there were scientists and
activists drawing attention to the presence of hormone disruptors, I suppose,
in things like shampoo.

04-00:19:19

Ames:

But again, it was tiny amounts of hormones, compared to–and also
teratogens–alcohol is a terrific teratogen. We know you can get all sorts of
birth defects. And people were blaming chemicals without putting it into
perspective, I thought.

04-00:19:45

Burnett:

Right. One sentence I'll read to you from this "Paracelsus to Parascience:"
"Because there is no risk-free world, and resources are limited, society must
set priorities based on cost-effectiveness in order to save lives."

04-00:20:02

Ames:

That sounds like an economist.

04-00:20:04

Burnett:

It does. [laughter] So you're being influenced by these sort of other social
sciences, and you're reading widely. That all informs your work.

04-00:20:18

Ames:

Yes. I think I've done pretty well, even though I didn't have a great memory,
and wasn't a star student. But I was always very original, and not afraid to
learn something new.

04-00:20:32

Burnett:

Well, that's a good segue to something new. And I'm wondering, now that
we're into the 1980s, let's return to your straight-up science research. And I'm
wondering if you could talk about oxidation a little bit, and the fact that this
becomes a really important part of your research.
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04-00:21:06

Ames:

I became more and more convinced that nutrition was important, because I
published a paper back in 2006, or something like that, on triage theory. So
what I postulated is this. There were thirty known vitamins and minerals at
that time. I've added another eleven that I think should be on that list. So you
need these forty substances to run your metabolism. Right now, I'm all excited
about Vitamin D, [which we make in our own skin from UV light from the
sun]. And people are eating horrible diets, so they're not getting these
vitamins, and it does them in. I mean, you get more DNA damage, and knock
out repair systems, or all these things, if you don't eat a perfect diet. And that
means eating a balanced diet–which the nutritionist people are telling us–
except they hate pills. They tell people how to eat a good diet, but people don't
change their diet easily, and I think pills are part of the solution, and
fortification. I was tackling the nutrition community as well–or at least saying
that I thought pills were part of the solution.

04-00:22:38

Burnett:

Well, I do want to save these stories for later, to preserve the chronology a
little bit, but I think starting with the research you were doing in the eighties,
about oxidative stress.

04-00:22:55

Ames:

So I was interested in anything that damaged DNA. And it's clear that when
you metabolize your food, you're creating oxidants–byproducts of adding four
electrons to oxygen, to make water. One electron is superoxide, and two
electrons is hydrogen peroxide. So you're making all these nasty oxidants in
your normal metabolism in making energy.

04-00:23:27

Burnett:

Just living.

04-00:23:29

Ames:

Just living. And we started measuring how much damage you're getting, so
when you repair out a damaged DNA base, it goes into the urine. So we
started looking in the urine, whether all these things were coming out of
people, and they were. I got all involved with flame retardants.

04-00:24:01

Burnett:

You did, and we did talk about that last day.

04-00:24:04

Ames:

And also hair dyes. And I didn't think–I thought there should be government
rules, but they were focusing on the wrong things, because you have to look at
the big picture. Where is your DNA damage coming from? And most of it, I
think, is from smoking and bad diets, because when you eat a bad diet, it
doesn't give you all these forty substances you need. You're disabling DNA
repair enzymes–fifty enzymes that are cruising along the DNA, looking for
trouble. And when they see a bump–a methyl group or something that
shouldn't be there, they clip out that strand, and copy the other strand. So there
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are fifty different DNA repair enzymes, and they all require magnesium, and
seventy-five percent of the country is short of magnesium. I mean, that's what
we should be worrying about. [Magnesium is in the center of chlorophyll, so
eat your greens!]
04-00:25:08

Burnett:

Well, you wrote a paper that was very highly-cited about the history of the
free radical theory–this notion that oxidation causes all kinds of health
problems.

04-00:25:21

Ames:

Yes. Kenny Beckman was a very bright postdoc who came to my lab. I get
these wonderful students, and I learn something every time a really bright
student comes in. They know about some field that I don't, and I always learn
things. Anyway, he was one of them.

04-00:25:41

Burnett:

And he was the coauthor on that, I think.

04-00:25:42

Ames:

Yeah, I think he wrote the first draft of that.

04-00:25:45

Burnett:

Yeah, and it's a great history of it, and it goes back to this Denham character.

04-00:25:51

Ames:

[Denham] Harman. He was another guy who was off the beaten track, but he
started a new field [about the oxidative damage of DNA, because he knew
radiation damage is about DNA oxidation].

04-00:26:01

Burnett:

Right, and this was back in the fifties. But I think what begins to happen–and
correct me if I'm wrong–is that part of it is a new way of looking at this
problem, and part of it is new technology–higher technology. And I think in
one paper, you describe, through a combination of liquid chromatography and
electrochemical analysis, you're able to achieve a resolution to detect DNA
damage 10,000 times more sensitive than optical measurement.

04-00:26:44

Ames:

Yes, because the minute you have a company making a machine, and making
money out of it, there are competitors, and the guy who figures out a more
sensitive way of doing things will sell more machines. So I became enamored
of all these new wonderful machines that made science better, because we
could use them to do interesting things.

04-00:27:09

Burnett:

So you have an enthusiasm for the new–new ideas, new techniques, new
technology. All this stuff costs money. Well, the new idea doesn't cost [as
much] money, I suppose.
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04-00:27:28

Ames:

Oh no, science is expensive. I wrote lots of grants. All scientists had to do that
to get money to hire people, and work on new things, and I used to know how
much it cost me each year to run my lab. But it was an appreciable amount of
money. And so we have to be entrepreneurs to raise the money, and so I
applied to the Cancer Institute, and they turned me down flat. I was working
on bacteria at the time. "Bacteria have nothing to teach us about cancer"—
and that was just when the field of molecular biology was booming, most of it
done in viruses and bacteria.

04-00:28:18

Burnett:

But that was in the sixties, and maybe early seventies. By the early eighties,
you got a National Cancer Institute Extraordinary Investigator Grant?

04-00:28:31

Ames:

It was something called an Outstanding Investigator Grant, where they gave
me lots of money for five years, and I could do what I want, and that was
perfect for me.

04-00:28:45

Burnett:

And that was the National Cancer Institute, so they–

04-00:28:47

Ames:

Was it?

04-00:28:48

Burnett:

Yeah, it was. Well, I don't know if that particular one, but I'm referring to the
papers that you were coauthoring in the 1980s. Many of them came out of an
Extraordinary Investigator Grant–I can get the exact phrase–from the National
Cancer Institute. So they came around. [laughter] [Several articles from the
1980s cite the NCI's Outstanding Investigator Grant and an Environmental
Health Sciences Grant to Bruce Ames.]

04-00:29:11

Ames:

It was an Outstanding Investigator Grant, which was nice, because you didn't
have to spend half your time writing grants, which nobody enjoyed.

04-00:29:27

Burnett:

And takes all of your time.

04-00:29:30

Ames:

Yes. In that sense, I've been on the government–

04-00:29:41

Burnett:

Not "dole." [laughter]

04-00:29:44

Ames:

"Tit," or whatever you want to call it, for a long time. So I'm not antigovernment, I just want them to do the right thing. And bureaucracies have a
lot of trouble, because their incentives are a bit perverse. If the incentives are
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right, people will adapt, but if they're not right–so incentives in a bureaucracy
are all to building a bigger bureaucracy and getting a higher salary.
04-00:30:16

Burnett:

So you're talking in part about the growth in the institution itself, for its own
sake. But another effect of that can be that it slows things down. Is that part of
it for you?

04-00:30:40

Ames:

Yes, I think so. You want an Environmental Protection Agency, but–and their
incentive is to worry about parts-per-thousand, and parts-per-million, partsper-billion amounts of chemicals, but I don't think they're very important. So
do you want to shut the agency down, or do you want to reorient it? And in a
way, they eventually come around.

04-00:31:11

Burnett:

But it's slow.

04-00:31:12

Ames:

It's slow, and companies will go out of business. They'll all lose their jobs if
they don't keep ahead of the field.

04-00:31:28

Burnett:

Well, science occurs inside of a society, and you see which parts of society
work best for the work that you're doing.

04-00:31:36

Ames:

And people tend to spend their life knowing more and more about less and
less. I don't think that's an original phrase. I read that somewhere, and it's true.
I'm trying to be a generalist, because I can make the most progress that way.

04-00:31:58

Burnett:

And is that advice that you give others, or do you recognize that everyone is
special, and has strengths, and some people are–

04-00:32:06

Ames:

Yes, everybody has different strengths.

04-00:32:11

Burnett:

You know the story The Fox and the Hedgehog, from Antiquity.

04-00:32:16

Ames:

Yes, I read it a long time ago.

04-00:32:20

Burnett:

So the hedgehog knows one big thing–

04-00:32:25

Ames:

And the fox knows little bits about many things. No, that's true.
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04-00:32:32

Burnett:

So coming to oxidative damage, can you talk a little bit about–because one of
the things that becomes clear to me–and it's connected also to your research
on carcinogenicity of plants in the 1970s–is that you talk about the
phenomenological approach to understanding the problem. And by that, you
are referring to in vivo–as opposed to in vitro–studies. Can you talk about why
it's important to study biochemical processes in the body?

04-00:33:14

Ames:

The human being is a very complex organism, and if you can show that the
DNA is getting damaged in the person, it's stronger evidence than just doing
epidemiology–which is useful–but my joke was, "Miami is a weird place.
Everybody's born Hispanic and dies Jewish." So epidemiology's a really tough
field. You have to be careful, and something else is going on. And the good
epidemiologists are very strict about evidence.

04-00:34:09

Burnett:

But that is a problem with the body, as opposed to an experiment of the
reaction of two chemicals in a test tube.

04-00:34:16

Ames:

Well, so did I talk to you about my struggle with the Consumer Products
Safety Commission about flame retardants.

04-00:34:31

Burnett:

You did. Maybe talk to me a little bit about your detective work with
oxidative damage, and the body's defenses. So it can be a problem. How do
you know? If you have an increase in some sort of biomarker of DNA
damage–is it the body that's taking care of things, which means it's working
well, or is it under attack by all of these damaging things? And how do you
know?

04-00:35:12

Ames:

It's complicated. I became interested in looking directly in higher organisms,
not just in bacteria. You can show something's a mutagen, but can we deal
with it? And then that got me into nutrition, because Vitamin C and Vitamin E
seem very important as antioxidants, and clearly we have all kinds of defense
systems, and you don't want to disable them.

04-00:35:48

Burnett:

Right. Absolutely. Some of the people that you were working with in the
1980s–these are postdocs, graduate students, fellow scholars at Berkeley?

04-00:36:06

Ames:

All of them. I had people who came and spent a sabbatical year at my lab, and
I always enjoyed that. And then postdocs, I'd pick maybe one in five of the
people who wrote me. I mean, I always like good postdocs, but I was always
very selective, and if someone really didn't have it, I would not keep them
around too long. And then undergraduates–I think I recognized that we had all
these bright undergraduates, and they wanted to get their hands into science–
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not only their minds–and so they put me in charge of undergraduate advising,
and I knew who all the best students were, and if they were interested in
working in my lab, I'd have them talk to all the people in the lab and see
which project they liked, and let them work with that postdoc, or that graduate
student. And that worked very well, because they were enthusiastic about the
project, and I'd explain why it was interesting. And so I had wonderful people
working in my lab.
04-00:37:24

Burnett:

Sometimes you'd help people even when they weren't your students. There
was a story that many of your former students tell, that there could be
someone who needed help with something, and you'd help them out. You had
no official connection to them, but they asked you. One graduate student had
an idea for a project, and his advisor would not pay the $1,100 to produce the
compound that they needed to do the research.

04-00:38:04

Ames:

Money was tight in science, and you had to think about that.

04-00:38:08

Burnett:

Well, he wrote to you and said, "You're famous. Can you help me decide what
to do about this?" And you said, and this was while you were at the NIH –
"Well, why don't you come here? You can make it in our lab, and you give us
half of it, and you can have that half for free." I don't know if we can tell that
story now, if the statute of limitations has run out on that– [laughter]

04-00:38:35

Ames:

That was that recent letter from Gerry Fink. My first three postdocs were all
sensational. Gerry Fink made a big name in science, and he's a professor at
MIT, I think [The Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research, which is
affiliated with MIT. Dr. Fink's PhD was from Yale]. And John Roth also was
wonderful. He became a professor at Berkeley, and then went to other places.

04-00:38:58

Burnett:

[UC] Davis, I think.

04-00:39:01

Ames:

And now he's at Davis, yeah. And then Bob Martin. At one point, the head of
the lab, a guy named Gordon Tomkins, came around with a stack of dossiers.
And these were Harvard students wanting to spend a summer doing research,
and he said, "Pick one. These are the guys who want to come to NIH and do
science." And I went through them, and Bob Martin had an A-plus in physics,
and I think he was a medical student then, and I thought that was unusual.
And he was obviously a very smart guy, so I said, "Come." And his wife, Judy
Martin, became Miss Manners. She got a job at The Washington Post.

04-00:40:03

Ames:

So anyway, recently, Gerry Fink wrote this story that I'd completely forgotten
about, that I worked out the pathway of histidine biosynthesis. I think there
are ten steps or something like that, so it's complicated. And histidine has an
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imidazole ring, so it's a cyclic ring with three carbons and two nitrogens. And
I figured out how it was made, using mutants of Neurospora, which is a mold.
Gerry Fink was a leader in yeast as a model organism.
04-00:40:41

Burnett:

Well, in the eighties–can you talk a little bit about the work and the
collaborations? Because there's people here–I don't know if you can talk about
them–R. Cathcart?–is it Robert Cathcart?

04-00:40:54

Ames:

Cathcart?

04-00:40:56

Burnett:

Cathcart. He was there very briefly, I think. And R.L. Saul?

04-00:41:03

Ames:

Yes, Bob Saul's a Canadian who came to my lab, and was very bright. And he
ended up going into business, and he and his family live in the Bay Area.

04-00:41:25

Burnett:

So this is about this work with those two, and, I'm sure many others. You're
working on and learning about DNA repair enzymes.

04-00:41:36

Ames:

Yes, well, I didn't know much about that, but some of the students were
experts in that, and so I learned that field–or enough to help me decide what to
work on.

04-00:41:50

Burnett:

Right. And can you walk me through just a little bit about antioxidant
defenses? The body has them, and then also you ingest them, as well. There
are nutrients you can get, but how–

04-00:42:03

Ames:

So just as part of living and metabolizing your food, you're making dangerous
oxidants–hydrogen peroxide, superoxide–and so they got me into nutrition,
but also into how you measure things in people and how you need evidence
from many different sources.

04-00:42:30

Burnett:

And so there's the body's defenses–there's this S.O.D.

04-00:42:37

Ames:

Superoxide dismutase will destroy superoxide, and then catalase destroys
hydrogen peroxide. So we have defenses, and there are a large number of
enzymes that are induced. We showed in bacteria that some gene called OxyR
is the key trigger for inducing antioxidant defenses. And so we worked out a
lot of that in bacteria, and then of course higher organisms have it, too.
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04-00:43:18

Burnett:

Some people wonder why scientists bother studying things like fruit flies.
"What does that have to do with—" [laughter]

04-00:43:39

Ames:

Well, it's just easier to work out fundamental mechanisms in Drosophila than
in people.

04-00:43:47

Burnett:

And we share some fundamental genes. Many, right?

04-00:43:50

Ames:

Oh yeah. So you don't mind killing Drosophila–this little fly–or yeast–you can
kill yeast and you don't feel bad. And mice. We kill mice. You might feel bad
when you do that, but it's needed, so all the new drugs in people are tested in
rats and mice.

04-00:44:15

Burnett:

But if you also have those fundamental genes in zebra fish, and things like
that, you can then test how the pathways work, and scale it up in order to
understand how it works in the human body.

04-00:44:33

Ames:

Model organisms have been tremendously useful. So E. coli, we worked on
Salmonella, which is a related organism, and Drosophila–a fruit fly–and yeast.
So yeast is a higher organism compared to bacteria. It has mitochondria, and
bacteria don't.

04-00:45:05

Burnett:

And you need to work out, when the cells get more sophisticated, because
oxidation works differently on mitochondrial DNA, as opposed to–right? So
that's another part of the story. But some of your collaborations are really
long-lasting. You've worked with people–Lois Gold is a long collaboration.

04-00:45:30

Ames:

Yeah, Lois got a degree from Stanford in political science, and I had some
paper about flame retardants in kids' pajamas, I think it was.

04-00:45:43

Burnett:

Yeah, we talked about that.

04-00:45:46

Ames:

So she peppered me with questions for an hour, and she was obviously a very
smart cookie. And I like people like that around me. I said, "Can I hire you?"
and she said, "Sure. I'm raising a kid, but I have lots of extra time." I said,
"You can work whatever hours you want to, and as much as you want to, and
I'll pay you." And so I like smart people around me. Her background in
political science wasn't too useful, but she was just smart enough that she
became a toxicologist, basically.
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04-00:46:27

Burnett:

Right. Well, there a couple of figures here in the early nineties: Mark
Shigenaga?

04-00:46:32

Ames:

Yes, he's still with me.

04-00:46:36

Burnett:

Yes, that's a long collaboration.

04-00:46:37

Ames:

He's just retiring. He's a Japanese American from San Francisco, and he was a
wonderful experimentalist. And so when you do experiments, he'd always
think of some control nobody else thought of, and so I was happy. And I
thought he was a really good scientist, but he was somewhat shy, and didn't
want to go out and carve his own career out. I treated him well, and so he just
hung around.

04-00:47:13

Burnett:

Okay. But he was a coauthor, and authoring these papers. Lots of papers,
yeah. And Tory Hagen–

04-00:47:21

Ames:

Tory Hagen, yes. He was very bright, and he knew a lot about things that I
didn't, and so he worked as a postdoc in my lab, but his car was hit by
somebody going really fast, and he battered up his back, and so he was sort of
half-crippled. He got somewhat better over the years, but he's had a lot of
medical problems. And he eventually became a professor up in Oregon, at
Corvallis.

04-00:48:08

Burnett:

Okay. So there's a lot of work on understanding how the body repairs DNA.

04-00:48:27

Ames:

That's been a big field. The Atomic Energy Commission funded some of that.

04-00:48:27

Burnett:

And then this leads into the vitamin research. You're looking at what enters
the body, or what the body can use from what you ingest.

04-00:48:46

Ames:

Yes, and repair systems. So our liver is a wonderful detoxifying system. You
get a foreign chemical in you, and if it's a mutagen–mutagens tend to be
electrophiles, and they'll damage DNA which is nucleophilic. And you need
magnesium from the DNA repair enzymes, and you need other coenzymes to
work all these things. So enzymes are proteins with a certain shape, that can
do catalytic work, and some of them need cofactors. And those are the
vitamins and essential minerals. And if you're not getting one, you're disabling
a whole area of metabolism. Zinc is in 2,000 enzymes. You don't have zinc,
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these don't work, and it messes up your metabolism. And a lot of that is
defense systems. So that got me into nutrition, yeah.
04-00:49:53

Burnett:

Does that explain why people now recommend zinc if you're getting a cold–its
function in an immune system?

04-00:50:03

Ames:

I don't know that.

04-00:50:05

Burnett:

So there was an article in The New England Journal of Medicine, a study that
showed that–just as you're getting a cold–a high dose of zinc can either
prevent the cold from taking root, or can reduce the severity.

04-00:50:25

Ames:

Well, when you have inflammation, that's really bad for you, because you're
trying to kill invading bacteria, and to kill them, you're pouring out oxidants.
That's one of the defenses you use. And zinc is important as an antioxidant
defense. Anyway, it's all very complicated.

04-00:50:51

Burnett:

So I mean, this was known as folk wisdom forever, that injury, for example,
can weaken the body, and that there was a relationship between getting a
severe injury and then getting cancer afterwards. Chronic inflammation, these
kinds of things, that these are comorbid. So you get one of these things, and
it's more likely that you can end up getting cancer. And you and your
colleagues, and your students, and your postdocs are uncovering the
mechanisms.

04-00:51:36

Ames:

So being half a biochemist and half a geneticist, I was always interested in
mechanism. And when you have inflammation, that's a risk factor for cancer.
They were doing all these animal cancer tests at the maximum tolerated dose,
just under the level that would kill the animal, and feeding him every day of
their lifetime. And half the chemicals were coming out causing cancer. I said,
"Something's fishy. If half of all chemicals are carcinogens–"

04-00:52:12

Burnett:

We should all be dead. [laughter]

04-00:52:16

Ames:

And you want to make sure your defense systems are working.

04-00:52:24

Burnett:

So this work is being undertaken in the 1980s and into the 1990s. In the
1980s, couple of things. One is, you are department chair.

04-00:52:37

Ames:

Yeah, I avoided that at all costs.
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04-00:52:40

Burnett:

They finally got you, though. [laughter]

04-00:52:41

Ames:

I hate administration, because I'm not a very good administrator. And we'll
have a meeting, and I'll start thinking about my experiments. And anyway, I
didn't want to be chair, but our department had a rotating chairmanship, and it
was really my turn to do that. And I did it on the condition I have a vice chair,
who could handle a lot of the things.

04-00:53:08

Burnett:

Well, the life sciences at Berkeley undergo a tremendous transformation. They
were a bit behind institutionally, in terms of structure, than a lot of the other
top universities in the United States. You still had the old divisions of
paleontology, and botany, and zoology, and that kind of thing.

04-00:53:35

Ames:

Yes, Dan Koshland had a lot to do with reforming that.

04-00:53:39

Burnett:

So how did that affect your department, and were you involved in those
conversations at all?

04-00:53:49

Ames:

I tried to avoid university politics. And there were people who liked to do that,
and I didn't.

04-00:54:04

Burnett:

But molecular biology becomes the fulcrum for the life sciences in the new
integrative biology at University of California, Berkeley.

04-00:54:15

Ames:

I was a molecular biologist before the term was coined because I was always
interested in genetics. And you look at things slightly differently from an
evolutionary point of view.

04-00:54:32

Burnett:

Yes, well, the whole question of antioxidants and oxidants is a question of our
success as a species. We live past the age at which we reproduce, and so the
evolutionary advantage of our genetic code, and our phenotype, is undermined
the older we get. Right?

04-00:54:59

Ames:

Yes, except our brain is–you're protecting your brain also, because that's
useful.

04-00:55:09

Burnett:

So your training and your way of seeing things allowed you to understand not
just what's happening in the body, but what's happening to the body, and the
way in which society structures health advantages or disadvantages for
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people. And so that explains, I think, why you're thinking about society and
the body at the same time.
04-00:55:42

Ames:

I always had a practical interest. If you discover something, what are the
practical uses for that? So I told a story about hair dyes, I guess, and flame
retardants. That was a big battle. They were putting all these chlorinated and
brominated chemicals in kids' cotton pajamas, because it was too flammable,
and a couple of dozen kids die each year because the house goes up on fire
because the parents are smoking. But putting chlorinated and brominated
chemicals on the skin of 50 million children didn't seem like a very good idea
to me. And we bought our cotton pajamas in Europe when we went there. And
so I got interested in that enough to spend part of my time battling Consumer
Product Safety Commission, which is set up to increase the health of
consumers, which is a reasonable thing, but you don't want to go overboard.
And when we showed that there were mutagens in the urine of people wearing
these pajamas, and not my kids–who weren't wearing the treated pajamas–I
published all that, and finally won the battle.

04-00:57:16

Burnett:

Though you were still at it, even in the 1990s, talking about the misallocation
of resources, I suppose, in the fight to protect people from cancer. Well, let's
take a break and we'll come back in a few minutes.

04-00:57:34

Ames:

Okay.

[Break in audio]
04-00:57:37

Burnett:

So we're back. And we were talking about oxidants in the body–both ones that
are produced in the normal course of living your life, and in the course of
harmful toxins, which you ingest or inhale, or absorb through the skin. And
that's kind of how you got interested in it, was through your research in toxins.

04-00:58:05

Ames:

Yeah, I mean, when you think of smoking, you get black lungs. Each cigarette
has thousands of parts-per-million of nitrogen oxides, which are pretty nasty,
and plus a whole slew of toxic chemicals when you burn things. And it just
sounds from the start that it oughtn't to be very good for you.

04-00:58:34

Burnett:

And yet this is a choice that people are making, and it's a question of a choice
because people become addicted, so whether you're choosing or not kind of
goes out the window when you become addicted, and so this becomes a
serious public health problem.
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04-00:58:49

Ames:

But on the other hand, banning alcohol turned out to be a disaster in
Prohibition.

04-00:58:55

Burnett:

Right, because people will find their–well, I don't know. I mean, I think that
the approach of public health over the decades–you're not–I don't know if
you're a libertarian. You're not a pure libertarian.

04-00:59:15

Ames:

In good part, I don't know what I am.

04-00:59:17

Burnett:

You're interested by those ideas, but you're more inclined–

04-00:59:24

Ames:

To let people do what they want to do.

04-00:59:27

Burnett:

Right, but you believe in persuasion, because you're a persuasive person. And
so over time, public health can advance by laying out the facts about the
dangers.

04-00:59:42

Ames:

And get the science right. Then you can defend it. The trouble is, too many
people are out there, who just think industry's bad, and ready to believe
anything bad from industry. And I'm perfectly okay–if they're dumping their
garbage out into the local river, you stop them. You make a law, but you don't
want to go overboard on these things.

04-01:00:18

Burnett:

Right. So we were talking about oxidants and antioxidants, and the research
that went into that. Can you talk about some of the research that was
surprising, or really astonishing to you, that you didn't expect, that came out
of that? Maybe none of it was surprising. [laughter]

04-01:00:47

Ames:

Well, hair dyes was just some undergraduate biochemistry lab, and I had the
kids do our mutagenicity test for one experiment, and bring something in to
test. Well, one kid brought in his girlfriend's hair dye, which was a mutagen,
and so that prompted me to send my technician with $100 to buy $100 worth
of hair dyes, and we just went through them all. But the flame retardants–it
just didn't sit right with me. That seemed like a stupid idea. I mean, cotton
isn't so bad. I mean, there were some fabrics– spun rayon or something like
that–you brush it up against a cigarette, the thing would go up in flames.
That's kind of stupid, so you don't want those around.

04-01:01:51

Burnett:

Right. Well, talk to me a little bit about the research on aging.
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04-01:01:57

Ames:

On what?

04-01:01:57

Burnett:

On aging.

04-01:01:59

Ames:

Aging, ah. Well, I'm in my nineties, so– [laughter]

04-01:02:04

Burnett:

You have some firsthand experience.

04-01:02:05

Ames:

I'll be ninety-one in two weeks. Anyway, I got more and more interested in
aging as I got older, and I seem to be doing well, because a lot of my friends
are dead by now. And life expectancy is about eighty, and so I'm ahead of the
game, and I still have my dear wife, so that helps a lot. And Giovanna was
also a professor at Berkeley, and she's very smart and organized. And I'm
fairly disorganized and wander around a lot, so we sort of make a good pair.

04-01:02:50

Burnett:

You're a complementary unit.

04-01:02:55

Ames:

Yes, but there's so much luck in life.

04-01:02:58

Burnett:

Yes, that's very true. That's very true, but–we were talking about this off
camera, I think–there are choices that people make. And some choice is
limited, because of culture, and what you're exposed to, and that kind of thing,
but you never, ever smoked.

04-01:03:51

Ames:

No. It just didn't seem a sensible thing to do. There were already numbers
coming out that it's eight years off your life, or nine years, or whatever it is,
and that didn't seem a good thing to do.

04-01:03:37

Burnett:

Well, you could've been exposed as a young boy. You know, eighty years ago,
there was no concept of–doctors were promoting it as healthful.

04-01:03:48

Ames:

Neither of my parents smoked, and that helped.

04-01:03:51

Burnett:

Interesting. But alcohol–things like that–for health.

04-01:03:57

Ames:

I've always enjoyed a glass of wine.
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04-01:04:04

Burnett:

So the research on aging–a part of these papers–one of the things that's
happening is that people are understanding that aging past forty or fifty, for
the human being, is kind of an evolutionary fluke. We're not supposed to live
that long.

04-01:04:31

Ames:

Well, males still are fertile. The sperm is still active, even when you're old,
But women certainly–

04-01:04:40

Burnett:

Certainly there's a time limit on the reproducing age–but I think that, going
back to the papers that were coming out, very few organisms die of old age,
right? They're taken out, they're eaten, they're parasitized. [laughter] There are
all these different ways that people and other organisms go. So you're into this
territory, where you're trying to understand that aging is bad for your health,
right? And there are these graphs showing rat models and human models. But
again, getting back to choices, there are things that could be done to reduce
the oxidative stress.

04-01:05:35

Ames:

Well, I think fortification is a good idea. Now, that's coercive, but as long as
it's done right, then–

04-01:05:48

Burnett:

By "fortification," you mean impregnating foods that people buy with
vitamins, and water supply, things like that?

04-01:05:57

Ames:

Yes. They add Vitamin D to milk, because it's lipid-soluble. And I think that's
a good idea. Now, they're not adding enough. The paper I'm writing now is
about "latitude mismatch." Ultraviolet light will burn you. So if you put an
Irishman in Africa, they're burnt toast in ten minutes; and if you put an
African American in a northern latitude, they're really in trouble [from
vitamin deficiency]. And I'm trying to get all the African Americans to take a
Vitamin D pill, because Vitamin D is like a steroid hormone. It binds to a
protein, and you can look in the human genome, and there are thousands of
sites where Vitamin D and its receptor protein bind, and either turn the gene
on or turn the gene off! It's coded in that fifteen-base sequence, thousands of
them. And they've shown at least 5,000 are functional. Maybe all are
functional. So it's hugely important.
We wrote a couple of papers recently, showing that Vitamin D is controlling
serotonin, and it's controlling oxytocin, and so it's a very important hormone,
because it's controlling hormones and thousands of genes. I think now, we
should up the Vitamin D [recommended daily intake]. And it's not hard to
take, though you can take too much. But reasonable amounts aren't going to
hurt you. There's lots of studies on that. So I'm trying to get all the darkskinned folks in the country to take Vitamin D.
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04-01:09:13

Ames:

Ultraviolet light coming straight down is really strong in the Tropics, and you
have to have a dark skin, where in northern latitudes, you have to have a white
skin, because you need that ultraviolet light to convert 7-dehydrocholesterol to
Vitamin D. And people can understand that. It's nobody's fault. Well, slavery
was people's fault–bringing dark-skinned people to a northern latitude–but it's
a latitude mismatch. And there's a simple solution: a three-cent pill every
morning, or every week, or whatever you want to do.

04-01:09:52

Burnett:

Conversely, what about oxidative damage to fair-skinned people from the
sun? Of course, you protect yourself from the sun by using sunscreen. Are
there antioxidants that help with the oxidative damage from the sun?

04-01:10:09

Ames:

Rhonda Patrick showed that Vitamin D does control serotonin, which is a
really important hormone controlling autism, [schizophrenia] and bipolar
[disorder], and all these things. Rhonda Patrick was a wonderful postdoc in
my lab. She has a blog with 200,000 or so followers all around the world.
Have you ever listened to her?

04-01:10:33

Burnett:

I haven't, but I should.

04-01:10:35

Ames:

You should sometime, because she's really terrific. Anyway, she was a force
of nature. One of the people in my lab said, "You know, there's one thing
wrong about Rhonda: she doesn't have a pause button." She's just going 100
miles an hour through life.

04-01:10:52

Burnett:

So she's ideal for podcasting–

04-01:10:56

Ames:

Well, she just had a kid, so that's slowing her down a bit.

04-01:11:01

Burnett:

[laughter] Wonderful. So what you're working on in these papers in the
eighties, and into the nineties, is that you're beginning to understand more
about what people can do to combat the long-term effects of being alive,
basically.

04-01:11:24

Ames:

It's subtle. See, all the damage–if you're knocking out some enzymes that
protecting you against cancer, you're not going to find it out, because it'll
show up in fifty years. And it's accumulated DNA damage. Getting sunburnt
is an immediate effect. So people go out on the beach, they protect themselves
with some sunscreen or whatever, because they know that getting burnt isn't
useful.
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04-01:11:55

Burnett:

Right, but there might be–because of our busy lifestyles, we eat processed
foods, we eat lots of sugar, and we don't eat fruits and vegetables.

04-01:12:09

Ames:

Well, we do, because my wife gives me Italian-style food.

04-01:12:14

Burnett:

So are you a proponent of the Mediterranean diet, as an antioxidant diet?

04-01:12:21

Ames:

Well, it is a good diet. Right now, I'm collaborating with Walter Willett, who's
a professor at Harvard, who comes from five generations of Wisconsin dairy
farmers. And he gave a lecture recently, and he said, "The best thing to do
with a cow is to take it for a walk." So he wasn't strong on milk as a nutrient
source.

04-01:12:59

Burnett:

[laughter] That's interesting. So there is this interest in the biochemical
pathways in the body. You're always very concerned–

04-01:13:15

Ames:

Yeah, I'm interested in prevention. Chemotherapy, I don't know much about,
except it's pretty nasty. If you can prevent cancer, then you're ahead of the
game.

04-01:13:28

Burnett:

So this is chemoprevention?

04-01:13:31

Ames:

Well, it's, how do you get people to stop smoking? Vaping nicotine really
helps, because it may not be perfectly safe, but it's a lot safer than smoking. In
fact, Giovanni smoked a bit, and then he went to vaping. And then when all
these stories about vaping killed some people, he went back to smoking. And I
was trying to convince him that smoking is really bad for you. Anyway.

04-01:14:04

Burnett:

So you worked on a number of papers about the effects of oxidation on
different processes in the body. Can you talk about some of them, and some of
the work that you did?

04-01:14:21

Ames:

When you smoke, you are inhaling huge amounts of nitrogen oxide
molecules. They're dangerous, and they're oxidizing your protein, and your
DNA, and your lipids. So it's not a good thing, and you can see from first
principles that it is dangerous. And when they find thousands of sites in the
genome, you know it's controlling a lot of your genes, and so I feel everybody
ought to be up to snuff on Vitamin D.
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04-01:15:01

Burnett:

And so the question of teasing apart the regular, benign oxidations from the
introduced, unnecessary oxidations. Regular metabolism is oxidative, and
something–

04-01:15:20

Ames:

So that's a side product of living. And when you run a marathon, you're
adapting. The body adapts when it gets more oxidative damage, and turns on
your defenses. And so we're pretty adaptable on a lot of things.

04-01:15:52

Burnett:

I may have asked this last session. I'm still curious about this. There are all
kinds of mechanisms in the body that require stimulation, even if they're doing
some kind of repairing action. So, for example, the stem cells in your knee
joints–you need to stand, and walk, and run, because it stimulates the stem
cells to continue to produce that lining that keeps your bones from grinding
against each other.

04-01:16:29

Ames:

Yes, the body has innumerable protective systems that get induced when you
start damaging. And the skin is the same. You get tanned, and so–

04-01:16:45

Burnett:

And there is a benefit from Vitamin D. Vitamin D is produced–or it's
synthesized–in the body by–

04-01:16:56

Ames:

Ultraviolet light.

04-01:16:56

Burnett:

–ultraviolet light. And so we need some of these things because we've evolved
in a dangerous environment, and our mechanisms function in that dangerous
environment.

04-01:17:09

Ames:

Yes. I am proud of that paper on pesticides. Ninety-nine-point-nine percent
are all natural. When you think about it, every plant has to defend itself. It
can't run away. So the beetles are trying to eat it, and humans are eating it, and
what the plant does is make newer and better toxins. So every plant has fifty
or a hundred chemicals to kill you with, and that's why you just can't go out
and eat the shrubbery.

04-01:17:36

Burnett:

Right, and mushrooms and things like that can have all kinds of untoward
effects.

04-01:17:42

Ames:

So I guess I've more and more gotten into the prevention field. But I'm not so
good at selling my wares to newspapers, and all of that. You have to spend a
lot of time cultivating people. But if I do the good science, then it will
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eventually–some of my papers aren't cited very much in the beginning, and
then they go up as people–
04-01:18:15

Burnett:

Oh, they absolutely do. One of the striking papers you cowrote is kind of a
history of the theory of free radicals. I think I mentioned this already in this
session, that it had something close to 9,000 citations, which in your area is a
lot of citations.

04-01:18:41

Ames:

I figured how to find out whose side had won, because in my papers, I found
one where I looked at what papers are the most cited. And lots of them had
over 5,000.

04-01:19:09

Burnett:

So as a way of talking about this, can you talk about our changing
understanding of vitamins? Because vitamins were conceived as these
substances that your body needs to function, basically, from day to day. But
your concept of vitamins is different. It's more expansive.

04-01:19:36

Ames:

So I think it was 2006 when I wrote a paper saying that nobody is optimum on
all the forty substances–the thirty known, and then I suggested another
eleven–and that what the body does is it rations it in a sensible way. It puts it
into those enzymes that are essential for survival, and it starves the ones
protecting you against cancer and heart disease. And it makes perfect sense
when you think about it. So we all look okay, but some of us are going to die/
age faster.

04-01:20:14

Burnett:

And aging is—

04-01:20:16

Ames:

—these tradeoffs. So I think that's a big idea. And I had a paper in October, I
think I gave you, about prolonging healthy aging. And so I'm flogging that
idea, to mix a metaphor, or something.

04-01:20:41

Burnett:

So this idea of tradeoffs–that the body allocates resources, based on the
proximity of the emergency, right?

04-01:20:56

Ames:

Yes, it basically wants you to reproduce, and so it'll favor things that allow
you to survive at a price. You're trading long-term health for short-term
health. And biologists sort of know that–or should know that–and so you do
want to put things in balance.

04-01:21:23

Burnett:

So that concept–what did you call that?
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04-01:21:26

Ames:

Triage. It should've been "biage." But anyway, I guess in the First World War,
all these wounded soldiers–there weren't enough doctors, so the people who
were going to get better anyway, well, we don't bother with them. And the
people who were going to die anyway, we don't bother with them. And they
went to the people for whom they can make a difference. That's why it was
called "triage," and it makes perfect economic sense.

04-01:21:54

Burnett:

Again, the economic rationale. So the body is sorting. The body is engaged in
a sorting activity.

04-01:22:03

Ames:

Yes, it's trading long-term health for short-term health, so you reproduce.

04-01:22:10

Burnett:

So aging is a different concept for you, because aging has always been
understood as–

04-01:22:19

Ames:

Just everything's going downhill.

04-01:22:21

Burnett:

And it's natural, right? You should accept it. You have to accept aging.

04-01:22:26

Ames:

Yes, and I'm glad this rationing is going on, because everybody, at some
point, is eating a bad diet, and then they reform. But it costs them something.
So I think that's a really important idea.

04-01:22:43

Burnett:

What's coming through in your explanations is a concept of health as
vigilance, because the body can repair itself–and I think people rely on that,
because they say, "Well, I can cheat on this diet," or "I love to eat these kinds
of foods, and so I'll just have some of it."

04-01:23:16

Ames:

Yeah, but you're paying a price for it. That's the idea.

04-01:23:20

Burnett:

And it's not a price that's immediately evident.

04-01:23:29

Ames:

Right. So anyway, my somewhat longer life, at the moment, I think, is partly
because, right from the beginning, Giovanna was interested in giving me a
good Italian-style diet.

04-01:23:48

Burnett:

And so making sure you have a balanced diet–which is an emphasis that
everyone has–but because of our modern lifestyles, we don't observe it. I do
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want to talk about the transition from UC Berkeley to the Children's Hospital
of Oakland Research Institute.
04-01:24:22

Ames:

So partly, that was because as I was getting older–that was twenty years ago–
and as I was getting older, there are a lot of department committees you have
to be on, and I even had a go at being chairman. All these things detract from
your science, and I had a good-sized lab, and was getting wonderful people–
wonderful postdocs and graduate students. I was very happy with all the
people who came through my lab.

04-01:25:06

Burnett:

So you had had a good lab, and a good-sized lab, and all those people were
coming through, but you had been distracted by administrative
responsibilities.

04-01:25:20

Ames:

Yeah, and I really didn't like doing administration.

04-01:25:25

Burnett:

Well, when you had your lab, did you have administrative staff who would
handle the money side, and the payroll, and that kind of thing? I mean, there's
HR of course at Berkeley–

04-01:25:36

Ames:

I would rather put [energy] into science. The National Institute for
Environmental Health Sciences–NIEHS–I headed one center for them, and a
lot of money came in, so that was useful. We were known as this center that
did really first-rate science, but was pretty disorganized. So that was a
tradeoff.

04-01:26:14

Burnett:

Because it's still around at Berkeley, but it's more targeted. I can't remember
what its specific focus is, but those centers, they want them to focus on
something. Is that right?

04-01:26:25

Ames:

Yes, and I wasn't too happy with people telling me what to do, because I
always had four or five projects going in the lab, and then one I realized was
going to open up into something really important, I'd put more resources in
that. You're always doing these kinds of tradeoffs. And postdocs, I was getting
people who were really good, so they could handle going off and trying a new
area–something like that. I had these two wonderful Swiss guys. All Swiss are
marvelous, but I had these two sensational guys, Roland Stocker and Balz
Frei. They came at the same time, and Stocker was from a lower-class family,
and was very aggressive. He had been on the Swiss Olympic team for this or
that, and so he was really competitive, and just a wonderful scientist.
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And Balz comes from an upper-class family, and he'd give an hour lecture,
and everything was beautifully organized, and he'd finish thirty seconds
before his hour was up, or whatever. And he was much more urbane, and
good at dealing with people. He ended up running a fairly big institute in
Corvallis in Oregon. I have a number of students who went up there–Tory
Hagen, Emily Ho, and Balz. In fact, he's just retiring. We told him to meet us
at Oliveto for lunch one day. He was in town with his two big dogs, and he
said, "They're granddogs," because they're dogs that belong to his kids.
Anyway, we managed to talk the owner into letting us have the dogs under the
table, and they stayed there very quietly. The Swiss are very meticulous, and
those two were just great scientists.
04-01:28:52

Burnett:

So you had great talent coming through, and you didn't want to hamstring that
creativity and that talent.

04-01:29:00

Ames:

Yes, so if people came–"I'd like to work on this"–and I'd say, "Fine, go to it,"
if it seemed interesting to me. Did I tell the story of Rhonda?

04-01:29:12

Burnett:

You talked just a little bit about Rhonda, yeah.

04-01:29:17

Ames:

I forget what university she was–but anyway, her CV was sensational. She'd
written lots of papers. And she came out and she interviewed two people in
California, to see which lab she wanted to go to–one at Stanford and me. So
she went to the guy at Stanford first, and she already had a blog with 100,000
followers, or something like that, and the guy at Stanford–she started telling
him what she'd like to work on, and he said, "I'll tell you what to work on,"
and then he said, "and you're going to have to give up your blog. It's a
distraction." And she said, "Well, okay." And then she talked to me, and I said,
"Rhonda, what do you want to work on?" And she was interested in
prevention, and some of the same things I was. That's why she came to me.
And so I was happy to have her do what she wanted, because she was clearly
very good. And so she decided to work with me, luckily.

04-01:30:37

Burnett:

So that flexibility–that was part of your lab's ethos, and your ethos?

04-01:30:42

Ames:

Yes, I tried to treat people well. And the salaries are sort of fixed for NIH
postdocs, but it was a reasonable salary. You can live well on that.

04-01:30:56

Burnett:

Well, what made you leave Berkeley in 2000, then? Why did you leave
Berkeley?
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04-01:31:05

Ames:

Well, it helped to attract good postdocs, being at Berkeley, but you paid for it.
There were lots of committees you felt you had to be on, and running a
department that I didn't really want to do. And Children's Hospital is right
nearby, and a guy named Bert Lubin had built a very nice research institute
there, and when I went to look at the place, I was very impressed–good
people, and there would be a lot less administrative work. And so I just
decided to move. And also, when you're Emeritus and hanging on–I was in
my seventies, I guess–and people want to take some space away from you,
and they start hiring new young people–which they ought to be doing, but I
didn't want to cut back.

04-01:32:10

Burnett:

So the terms of the change were very good? At Children's Hospital, they gave
you the space, they gave you the freedom–

04-01:32:17

Ames:

Yes, and I also had made some money from Juvenon, so I gave them an $8
million donation to help them build out some space in this new building, and
so they knew they had a good thing. And I was probably the best-known
scientist at the place.

04-01:32:44

Burnett:

And you were attracting–did you bring people with you, who were already
working at Berkeley?

04-01:32:49

Ames:

I don't remember, but I probably did.

04-01:32:52

Burnett:

I think so, because–

04-01:32:54

Ames:

Mark Shigenaga came, and Joyce McCann. Anyway, it was a good move for
me, because I've done well at CHORI, and I didn't have any responsibilities,
and the place was well-run. It hasn't always been well-run. When Burt Rubin
became director of the whole children's hospital, the people who were in
charge weren't as good as he was. He was always thinking of good people,
and he didn't care whether they were MDs or PhDs. And there's a little
pressure to hire MDs, because it's a hospital. But I've been very happy there.

04-01:33:40

Burnett:

Yes. And you can get the equipment, and that kind of stuff. That's part of–

04-01:33:46

Ames:

Well, I brought some equipment that I'd gotten on grants, so I could outfit the
lab pretty well. And CHORI has lots of things that everybody uses, so there
are equipment rooms that have fancy equipment, and all of that. In fact, we set
up a mass spec [spectrometer] which costs a lot of money–half a million, or
something–and one of the guys in my lab was terrific at running things, and
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taking the machine apart, and putting it back together. Yeah, so I had more
space there, though in recent years, I've been cutting back and not taking as
many people.
04-01:34:30

Burnett:

And that's in 2001, that you make that transition. Is that right?

04-01:34:35

Ames:

Well, 2000, I think. I may be wrong.

04-01:34:41

Burnett:

But these are long periods of working within an institution, and–

04-01:34:47

Ames:

Berkeley, we came in '67, and I left in 2000. So that's quite a few years. And
then CHORI, that was twenty years.

04-01:34:57

Burnett:

Right, and NIH, fifteen years.

04-01:34:59

Ames:

Fifteen years. So each institution, I've stayed a long time. Caltech, I got my
PhD in three years, so I zipped in and out of there.

04-01:35:08

Burnett:

So you've been compensating ever since. [laughs] Well, why don't we pick up
next time, and talk about that period of your career in more detail, with some
of the people that you–

04-01:35:22

Ames:

The recent period.

04-01:35:24

Burnett:

The recent period, yeah, and the various intriguing projects that you were
undertaking with your colleagues.

04-01:35:32

Ames:

And in a way, the work was not just me, but it was this whole group of good
people. The trick is hiring really good people, and giving them freedom, and
treating them well. And I guess I always did that.

04-01:35:51

Burnett:

That's good advice.
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Interview 5: January 20, 2020
05-00:00:18

Burnett:

This is Paul Burnett interviewing Dr. Bruce Ames for the University History
Project, and this is January 20, 2020, and this is our fifth session, and we are
here in northern Berkeley, California, at the home of Bruce Ames. Welcome,
Bruce, to this fifth interview. And we're now in the CHORI days, the
Children's Hospital of Oakland Research Institute. That had been around for a
while as the Bruce Lyon Memorial Institute, and it was headed by someone
else. Was it Bert Lubin who was the director?

05-00:01:04

Ames:

Yes, Bert Lubin. The Children's Hospital in Oakland was the major children's
hospital in the Bay Area. Now they set up one in San Francisco, and they have
a connection between the two. They had a research institute called CHORI,
Children's Hospital of Oakland Research Institute. Half the people say "choree" and half say "kor-ee," but the people who live there say "kor-ee." Anyway,
I was at Berkeley since 1967, but in 2000, I decided to move to CHORI, and
the reason was, I was getting way past retirement age at Berkeley, and I
thought at some point they might throw me out, and I had limited space. So
that's about when I moved to CHORI, and I had a very big lab. My name was
recognized internationally, so I'd get all these letters from France, Germany,
and England, of bright people who wanted to do a postdoc with me. After you
get your PhD, people usually go out to another lab and spend a couple of years
doing postdoctoral work. So I was getting a flood of letters from people who
seemed really good. I don't take everybody who writes me, maybe one in three
or one in five, I don't know. In particular, the number of postdocs I could take
was limited by how much money I could raise, and it was expensive to pay a
postdoc's salary; more than a graduate student.

05-00:03:10

Burnett:

Well, about how many did you have at its biggest? How big was the Ames lab
at CHORI?

05-00:03:17

Ames:

Maybe 15 people. I always liked having undergraduates in the lab, so I had a
batch of undergraduates, maybe five or six, and then a few graduate students,
three or four, and then maybe seven or eight postdocs. So it got to be quite a
big lab, and the people were really good. I was an undergraduate advisor, and
I managed to get really terrific undergrads. Berkeley gets very bright students,
and the cream of that, they were super, self-motivated.

05-00:03:58

Burnett:

Were you able to get undergraduates from Berkeley when you were at
CHORI?

05-00:04:05

Ames:

It went down, but I still got a few.
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05-00:04:07

Burnett:

Great. Oh, wow.

05-00:04:10

Ames:

I had a connection with Berkeley, professor emeritus or something—

05-00:04:14

Burnett:

Right, "Professor in the Graduate School" or something.

05-00:04:15

Ames:

And they were on the list of people undergrads could work with, and my name
got into the newspapers a lot, so I think a number of them had heard of me or
had spoken to people in my lab. Anyway, I had wonderful undergraduates,
and wonderful postdocs, and wonderful grad students, so it wasn't just me. It
was the collectivity of all these people interacting, and you get a synergy
when you get a lot of bright people together.

05-00:04:47

Burnett:

So some of your long-term collaborators come with you to CHORI. Is that
right?

05-00:04:56

Ames:

Yes, I think Lois Gold came.

05-00:04:59

Burnett:

Lois Gold came. And Mark Shigenaga, he was there in the nineties at
Berkeley.

05-00:05:11

Ames:

Yes, he came. He was someone who came as a postdoc, a wonderful
experimentalist, but somewhat shy, and he didn't really like going out to start
his own lab, and try and raise money, as it was more uncertain. We kept him
going, because he was wonderful. He was a very bright guy and marvelous
experimentalist. He always thought of three controls nobody else thought of.

05-00:05:43

Burnett:

That's phenomenal.

05-00:05:44

Ames:

When he did an experiment, you knew it was true. He'd always repeat it and
get all these wonderful controls in. And then Joyce McCann, did she come
then? I don't remember. All this was a long time ago, and my memory in my
nineties isn't so great. I think she came later.

05-00:06:07

Burnett:

The papers I'm thinking of are in the 2000s.

05-00:06:11

Ames:

Did I talk about Lois Gold?
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05-00:06:14

Burnett:

Yes, you did. I think what I'm curious about is this orientation. We talked a
little bit about it last time, but you're thinking of the problem of human health,
in part, as an evolutionary problem. Could you talk a little bit about that with
respect to those studies?

05-00:06:43

Ames:

Most scientists work more and more on less and less. They get very involved
in some small area, and my talent always—because I read very widely—has
been to put pieces of the jigsaw puzzle that aren't obviously fitting together,
because I've read so much, and so I'm fairly interdisciplinary.

05-00:07:13

Burnett:

Right. I think you wrote a paper called "Time to Talk SENS," S-E-N-S, and
this is in the Proceedings of the New York Academy of Sciences in 2002.
Basically, you're saying, essentially, that living is bad for your health. In
effect, that there are three possibilities of intervention: the basic fact that
metabolism produces oxidants in the body.

05-00:07:48

Ames:

You need energy, which is the molecule ATP [adenosine triphosphate], so
you're making kilos of ATP in your body every day, and that runs your
muscles, and your brain, and all these things. In the mitochondria, which
create the energy, you're burning the sugar, and when you burn something,
you're oxidizing it and getting the energy out of it. The end part of that is,
you're adding four electrons to oxygen in this process, and if you only add one
electron, you get superoxide, and two electrons, you get hydrogen peroxide,
and so the byproducts of this process are all oxidants that are mutagens, and
radiation gives you all these oxidants. So living is mutagenic, but we have lots
of DNA. We have superoxide dismutase, and catalase, and enzymes that
destroy these oxidants, and we have antioxidants that come up, and enzymes
that destroy them, so you're quite well protected, but it's a balance between
oxidants. You run a marathon, you're oxidizing everything, but your enzymes
get induced if the body feels oxidation is overpowering the defenses.

05-00:09:34

Burnett:

Right.

05-00:09:36

Ames:

So it's complicated, and you can intervene in a lot of ways. You can give
antioxidants to people. If you're a smoker and you get Vitamin C, you don't
get as much cancer. And you can also intervene by stressing the organism a
bit, and you induce your antioxidants, and then you're protected a little more.
It's complicated, but you can intervene in lots of ways. I am a biochemist at
heart, so I like to get at mechanisms, and people knew all these things that
were going on, and maybe I fleshed it out a little bit in some cases.
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05-00:10:32

Burnett:

You describe the sequence of life in an organism in this "Time to talk SENS"
paper. There's metabolism, which, as you mentioned, is the mechanisms for
regular, everyday living, keeping your body alive, but that very process is an
oxidative process, which leads to damage, and ultimately, pathology, disease,
and you were saying we have been focused on the pathology side of things,
and not understanding this as a natural process of the body, that where you
can have the most success is to intervene at the damage stage, prevent that
damage from happening, or mitigate the damage, at least.

05-00:11:21

Ames:

I was always a mechanism guy, and that helped reveal some of the
establishing cause and effect, and also in ways to intervene in what you can
measure. We developed a lot of measurements, so if DNA gets damaged, you
can see that damaged base in the DNA. Isolate DNA from a rat or a person,
and see a methyl group sticking on the guanine, or whatever. And when you
damage a purine, the purine pops off the sugar, and so you get just a sugar
instead of the base there. It's called an apurinic site, AP site, and you can
measure those. The sugar has an aldehyde group sticking out, and you can put
a fluorescent dye on, or measure it in other ways, and so you can see how
much damage there is. That, we showed that it goes up with aging. Then DNA
repair enzymes, we have fifty enzymes cruising along your DNA looking for
trouble. So they see a bump that shouldn't be there, and they clip out one
strand, and it copies the other strand, and you've repaired it. So there are fifty
different DNA repair enzymes. Now, they all require magnesium, and roughly
80 percent of the population is deficient in magnesium. Magnesium is in the
center of the chlorophyll molecule, so any time you eat some greens, you're
getting some magnesium. That's the main source in your body. A lot of people
don't eat greens, and they're in trouble.

05-00:13:21

Burnett:

We should definitely talk about behavior as part of this system of health. You
talked about ways of measuring.

05-00:13:37

Ames:

We were good at that, and I always liked to develop new methods, because
that gives you a year ahead of the competition, and it opens up a field, so you
can measure things. So we developed measures for looking at oxidized DNA
bases in the DNA, and at AP sites in the DNA, and other measures that we
could look at that told us, ah, there's damage.

05-00:14:09

Burnett:

In that example, what equipment do you use? What's the process?

05-00:14:20

Ames:

Companies are always making new and interesting gadgets that help you do
all these things, so there are gadgets for gas chromatography, and HPLC,
high-pressure liquid chromatography, and mass specs [mass spectrometers].
Some of these machines are very expensive, like mass specs, but when you
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can afford them, you buy one, and certain assays use that, and other assays use
the HPLC. I had a lot of machines around the lab, and there was always
somebody who was an expert in the machines. I had one wonderful guy who
would take apart the mass spec when it wasn't working, and order a part, and
fix it all. He was a very valuable member of the lab. Maybe four or five
people were depending on the mass spec, and he was the postdoc who always
fixed it when it was broke.
05-00:15:25

Burnett:

Well, the mass spec will give you the chemical profile of a substance that
you're analyzing, and on the basis of that, you infer what kind of—

05-00:15:38

Ames:

Guanine is one of the bases that gets oxidized easily, and that's a damage to
the DNA that then turns into a mutation when the cell divides. I think we
measured that by high-pressure liquid chromatography, and then we identify
what changed by the mass spec. We became good at analytical things, because
we needed to.

05-00:16:19

Burnett:

You arrive at the beginning of the 2000s at CHORI.

05-00:16:28

Ames:

Yes, it was in 2000.

05-00:00:00

Burnett:

And you set up a lab. There's lab space there. It's a new building, isn't it, or a
new old building, a refurbished building?

05-00:16:39

Ames:

It was an old building, and they refurbished it all. It was part of CHORI, this
children's hospital, and it's only a fifteen-minute drive from my house, so it's
close, and they had a lot of really good scientists that helped me in my
decision to move, and then I didn't have to do any committees and all those
things you get saddled with at a university. I never particularly enjoyed that.

05-00:17:15

Burnett:

You arrived, and there are some people who came with you, and others who
come just to be there after your move.

05-00:17:28

Ames:

I think there was a little more cachet at the university. The University of
California is well known, and nobody had heard of CHORI, but I think I was
the attraction.

05-00:17:40

Burnett:

They were coming, clearly.
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05-00:17:42

Ames:

And the Bay Area was an attraction, so that I still managed to attract good
people. I worried a little bit about that. Would I get the quality of postdocs
that I was used to getting at the university? But I got lots of good people.

05-00:17:56

Burnett:

There is a concern with oxidation damage to DNA, and this kind of stuff.

05-00:18:05

Ames:

I had to measure it, and it went up with age, all these things.

05-00:18:09

Burnett:

That's what I wanted to ask you about next, is that this is a key period where
your group is doing a lot of experiments on modeling the effects of aging.
Now, how can you do that? How can you measure what aging does to the
body?

05-00:18:31

Ames:

You start off looking at an old rat and a young rat, or an old mouse and a
young mouse, and you could show that they get more AP sites in the DNA
and more oxidized guanines. We were looking in mitochondria. All the
metabolism for generating energy is in the mitochondria, the little organelles,
maybe five hundred per cell, and they're creating all the ATP you need for the
body. We became experts in mitochondria, and could develop new methods
for measuring things. Most people don't have the expertise in many of these
different areas, so I had an advantage there, because I had a large group of
postdocs, and somebody was an expert in mass spec, and somebody was an
expert in something else, and there was always synergy going on.

05-00:19:33

Burnett:

But it wasn't just looking at an old rat and roaming all over the rat body. You
had an idea of where the damage was.

05-00:19:45

Ames:

Once we showed it goes up in rats, then we showed it in people.

05-00:19:51

Burnett:

So this is certainly a rat model. Absolutely.

05-00:19:55

Ames:

Or mostly in mice. Mice are a little cheaper than rats.

05-00:20:00

Burnett:

So rats or mice, animal models are important, even though you've pointed out
earlier in your career that they were very expensive compared to, say, the
Ames test, which was a lot cheaper.

05-00:20:15

Ames:

If you're dealing with living organisms, you have to house them, and feed
them. I forget what a mouse costs, but it starts eating into your budget.
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05-00:20:29

Burnett:

Literally, in some ways, right? You did research. There were experiments on
cancer rates, because cancer rates go up as organisms age.

05-00:20:46

Ames:

People think all of the cancer is external, but if you plot cancer versus age in a
mouse, it just goes up like that with age, and on an ideal mouse diet. You're
not doing anything to the mice except keeping them happy.

05-00:21:08

Burnett:

This points to your evolutionary perspective, that cancer is a natural
phenomenon, and it's a product largely of metabolism, but there are other
things that can slow it down or speed it up.

05-00:21:23

Ames:

Yes. And once you understand mechanism, then that applies to humans. For
example, not only would you need mutation—DNA damage which leads to
mutation—but you need cell division to make a base change. Hormones are
known to cause cancer. Why would a hormone cause cancer? Somebody said,
"Oh, you showed that you need mutation, but how is a hormone mutating?" I
said, "It's not mutating. It's causing cell division, which is part of the whole
scheme." Once you think mechanistically, you can see the complexities and
where to intervene.

05-00:22:09

Burnett:

So Tory Hagen, and there's another figure who comes up in many papers, was
first author on several papers, Jiankang Liu.

05-00:22:22

Ames:

He was a Chinese postdoc, and he loved churning out papers. In fact, I had to
work on him to make sure that they weren't too sloppy. His ideal was getting
as many papers per year as he could, but I think I trained him a bit to be a little
more cautious and make sure everything's right before you turn out this paper.
But he was very productive.

05-00:22:57

Burnett:

He and Tory—

05-00:23:00

Ames:

Hagen, yeah.

05-00:23:01

Burnett:

—Hagen, in the early 2000s, they did some work on reversing mitochondrial
decay. Can you talk a little bit about, first of all, you identify that
mitochondrial decay occurs in rats as they age. What was the next step with
that?

05-00:23:26

Ames:

One, as mitochondria decays, that's where all the sensitive metabolism is
going on. You're adding electrons to oxygen and making these nasty oxidants,
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and generating energy. That's a critically important step, and you don't want
the byproducts coming out to overwhelm all your defenses. How do you keep
that to a minimum? We showed that mitochondria with age have much more
DNA damage. So mitochondria have their own ecosystem, sort of. There are
five hundred or so per cell, and when you have a bad one that's putting out too
many oxygen radicals, the cell gets rid of it, so you have a system for
monitoring mitochondria and taking out the bad ones, which is happening all
the time, so that tends to keep things in check. Nature is wonderfully complex.
Tory Hagen was a big addition to the lab, because he was really a critical
thinker. You couldn't get anything past him, so he and Jiankang Liu made a
terrific pair.
05-00:24:52

Burnett:

There's a lot of writing about mitochondrial decay. Is there a semantic
difference between decay and damage, because we talk about DNA damage?

05-00:25:09

Ames:

Well, we just use the word decay, because it was happening with age. There
were all sorts of things. Mitochondria started putting out more oxygen radicals
as they age, and there's more DNA damage, and a lot of things go wrong with
mitochondria due to all this oxidation.

05-00:25:32

Burnett:

The membrane, the—

05-00:25:33

Ames:

Membranes get oxidized. Tory Hagen had done his PhD thesis on
mitochondria, and he was super bright and very energetic, so he was just one
of these postdocs that you just can't get over how good they are. He and
Jiankang made a good pair, and he churned out a lot of papers when he was in
my lab.

05-00:26:00

Burnett:

So mitochondria are important not only because they are the energy source for
the cells, right, but they're also implicated in the chronic diseases that emerge
over time, right?

05-00:26:15

Ames:

Right.

05-00:26:16

Burnett:

How are mitochondria implicated in some of the diseases that we're all
familiar with?

05-00:26:23

Ames:

Well, mitochondria have their own DNA. In fact, my grandson has a
mitochondrial disease, because he has some inherited difference in the DNA
of his mitochondria. Mitochondria come from the female side. The sperm
doesn't contribute any mitochondria to the next generation.
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05-00:26:49

Burnett:

If you're not producing adenosine triphosphate, you are weakened, I suppose.
There's just less energy.

05-00:26:57

Ames:

Yes. You don't have the energy.

05-00:26:59

Burnett:

Right.

05-00:27:02

Ames:

The mitochondria decay with age, so when you get to be my age, you have
less stamina, and you just don't have the strength of a younger person.

05-00:27:16

Burnett:

Right. And I think some of the nature of the decay of mitochondria is
implicated in cognitive function. Is that right, or is that just generally true?

05-00:27:28

Ames:

Twenty percent of the oxygen you breathe in is used by the brain, so you're
thinking all the time, and that requires energy. So we became experts in
mitochondria, in these analytical methods, and a lot of this involves a lot of
theoretical work, because you think through, ah, it must be this, and then you
find it. You look for DNA damage, and we found it, or mitochondrial
turnover. People didn't know quite why the mitochondria were turning over.
You're making new mitochondria all the time. There are about a thousand—
let's see. I think more than 90 percent of the proteins in mitochondria are made
in the nucleus, and then the mitochondrial DNA makes 10 percent, or
something like that. That's complicated, too.

05-00:28:55

Burnett:

Well, we've talked about this before, but it's a refrain that will come up
repeatedly, and that is that you are always monitoring the science, thinking
about how we need to be careful in ascribing causation to particular facets, or
elements, or processes in the body. I think you cowrote something with Joyce
McCann about that. This is a little later, around 2010, I think, and it was about
the problems of causation. You're appealing to the scientific community, that
we need to be careful in thinking critically about the work that we do.

05-00:29:49

Ames:

Joyce was wonderful. She was a super bright lady, and very energetic, and she
wrote very well, so I was lucky to get people like Lois Gold and Joyce
McCann to my lab. A lot of having good science is picking the right people.
Somehow, I've had a knack for that. I try and treat everybody who works in
my lab really well, and that helps. Plus, they come into a group of ten or
fifteen people who are all really bright and friendly, and so I think people
enjoyed working in the lab, because there were so many good people around,
and they make friends, and, I mean, I had a few marriages come out of the lab.
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05-00:30:45

Burnett:

That's nice. I wanted to continue talking about aging. Something that I think
listeners will really appreciate is, some of the experiments on the reversing of
aging—

05-00:31:06

Ames:

Obviously, one always says, can you intervene in some way? Yeah. When I
learned that cigarette smoking is giving you huge amounts of nitrogen oxides,
which are powerful oxidants, how can we intervene? Vitamin C does it. It's an
antioxidant, and so if the smoker takes Vitamin C, there's less damage, and so
we had some papers on that. I'm always looking, is there some way we can
intervene to help?

05-00:31:49

Burnett:

Did you actually do trials with the Vitamin C, or was it modeled?

05-00:31:55

Ames:

I don't even remember anymore. We did show that it helped. I have done a
few clinical trials in my career, but that's dealing with people who are always
giving you trouble, and it's very expensive doing clinical trials, and you have
to have lots of people, so I tried to avoid those if possible.

05-00:32:21

Burnett:

You do a lot of in vitro stuff, right?

05-00:32:25

Ames:

Yes.

05-00:32:25

Burnett:

You'll grow some human cells in a dish.

05-00:32:31

Ames:

Oh, yeah. We grow cells in culture, and we do experiments on cells. It's a lot
cheaper than doing it on people. And humans, you can't take out a human
liver. You have to treat your subjects well. So usually, you can get a few cells
from blood, but that's about it.

05-00:32:56

Burnett:

And on the basis of that, you can infer things such as—

05-00:33:00

Ames:

Yes. In fact, once I had the idea to look in urine, because when enzymes repair
things, they take out that damaged base, and it goes into the urine. Maybe we
can see everything that damaged human DNA that way, by looking in urine,
and you can easily get urine from people. You don't get any arguments about
that. So we did that, and it worked.

05-00:33:30

Burnett:

This reversing of aging. In the late 1990s, Tory Hagen had done experiments
with acety-[L]-carnitine. What are some of the types of evidence for slowing
down the aging process that you were working with?
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05-00:33:57

Ames:

Hagen, as I say, he was really bright and energetic. He's a professor up in
Oregon now. He looked at all the things that went wrong, and can you
intervene? Lipoic acid is used in mitochondrial metabolism, and it's a good
antioxidant, and you can buy the stuff, so we started giving mice and people
lipoic acid, and it worked very well, and it corrected some of the things. Then
carnitine, which moves fatty acids around in the mitochondria—if you're
burning a fatty acid, you have to chop it down to make it acetic acid, which is
the smallest fatty acid, and that's attached to carnitine. So we, again, could buy
acetyl-carnitine, and that helped what lipoic acid didn't help, and the
combination solved a lot of the problems. That's all Hagen's work. It took
some years to figure out all these things.

05-00:35:15

Burnett:

I saw, at your symposium, there was a striking image of two rats, one that had
been fed this age-retarding combination.

05-00:35:32

Ames:

Yes, you look at an old rat, and a rat with acetyl-carnitine and lipoic, you can
see the difference. It just doesn't age as fast.

05-00:35:40

Burnett:

Yes, absolutely. It was quite striking. It's not the fountain of youth, but it's a
really interesting trajectory of experiments, and I think it's also connected to
your broader humanistic view of people living in the world, that getting
people to change diets is very difficult.

05-00:36:05

Ames:

Yes, it's hard to do that.

05-00:36:06

Burnett:

It's really hard to do that. And this holds out the promise of daily supplements
that might have a really significant impact on human health over the long
term.

05-00:36:18

Ames:

In fact, a friend talked me into founding a company that he ran for selling pills
of acetyl-carnitine and lipoic acid, and we did that. In fact, I take a pill every
morning. I won't say it had anything to do with my being 91 and still talking,
but anyway, I felt that getting it out to the public was useful, and I also made a
fair amount of money out of that.

05-00:36:55

Burnett:

And that happened in the late nineties, that you started on—

05-00:37:00

Ames:

Juvenon. I don't remember when we started it.
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05-00:37:04

Burnett:

I think there's a paper where you make an acknowledgement, because you
didn't want to be seen to be advocating on the part of this, and you created a
foundation in 1999.

05-00:37:17

Ames:

I put all the money that I got into a foundation.

05-00:37:22

Burnett:

Here's a paragraph at the end of "Optimal Micronutrients Delay Mitochondrial
Decay and Age-Associated Diseases," Bruce N. Ames, from 2010, in the
journal Mechanisms of Aging and Development. And at the end, it says,
"Conflict of interest." And it says, "Dr. Ames is one of the founders of
Juvenon, a company that has licensed the University of California patent on
acetyl-carnitine and lipoic acid for rejuvenating old mitochondria." And that's
Bruce Ames and Tory Hagen, inventors. So you patented—

05-00:37:58

Ames:

Yes, he got some of it, and I got some of it.

05-00:38:01

Burnett:

So you patented that at Berkeley?

05-00:38:04

Ames:

Yes.

05-00:38:04

Burnett:

Okay.

05-00:38:08

Ames:

I forget exactly when Tory Hagen came, but it must have been when I was at
Berkeley.

05-00:38:16

Burnett:

So, "Juvenon sells acetyl-carnitine and lipoic acid supplements and does
clinical trials on them. Ames's founder stock was put in a nonprofit foundation
at the founding in 1999. Ames is director of Juvenon's scientific advisory
board, but reimbursement for that from Juvenon is given to the foundation."
So you're separating out your—

05-00:38:37

Ames:

Yes. I didn't want to be seen as just doing this to make money.

05-00:38:41

Burnett:

Right. There are many things that you probably could have monetized for
decades.

05-00:38:48

Ames:

Oh yes, but I was more interested in my science, and Giovanna was a
professor, and we made two good salaries, and our kids had flown the coop
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and were making their own lives, so we didn't need much money. We had our
house.
05-00:39:07

Burnett:

Was it fun?

05-00:39:11

Ames:

Oh, yeah. I always liked the idea of business, and I didn't have any part in
running the business, though I did have a fight with the businessman at one
point. I won't go into that.

05-00:39:34

Burnett:

All right. Fair enough. But near the end of your career, you did what was
happening in a lot of the broader scientific community, which was the
patenting of processes, and Berkeley itself was just getting into that.

05-00:39:56

Ames:

Yeah, they were very anxious to have their scientists patent things. In fact, one
of Giovanna's former postdocs Carol Mimura was in charge of patenting.

05-00:40:11

Burnett:

And the company is still going?

05-00:40:15

Ames:

I think so. I haven't had anything to do with it for years.

05-00:40:19

Burnett:

You divested at some point and got out of that. This is part of the work, and I
imagine it adds another dimension to it.

05-00:40:34

Ames:

So if somebody thought enough of my scientific papers and wants to buy the
pills, they can get good quality material. China makes a lot of the pills for the
world, and you want to doublecheck everything, because some government
company buys it from smaller companies. The government companies, you
never can quite trust. The smaller companies have a reputation to care about,
but the government—anyway, you really want to doublecheck things that
come from China, but they have a lot of really good scientists, and they can
make good stuff. You check it and keep on checking each new batch.

05-00:41:16

Burnett:

So you were concerned about adulteration, possibly?

05-00:41:19

Ames:

Quality.

05-00:41:20

Burnett:

Quality.
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05-00:41:21

Ames:

Yes. I mean, if I'm selling pills and my name is attached in some way, I don't
want to poison anybody.

05-00:41:30

Burnett:

No, right, exactly. There were some cases of melamine getting into toothpaste
and things like that, so there were some scares. So there's a lot of excitement
around that and more studies around—just interesting, a wide-ranging
bibliography that you're involved in.

05-00:41:57

Ames:

Well, I had all these good people in the lab, and they were churning out a
couple of papers a year, and I had a big lab, and there were interactions, so it
was just very productive. We were working on lots of different things. One
guy might be working on an assay, and then it's applicable to somebody else's
work.

05-00:42:21

Burnett:

Just to give an idea of some of the range of things, this is going back a bit to
the mid-nineties or even earlier, to 1992. There was work on calorie restriction
and cancer rates. Do you want to talk about that with respect to what we have
been talking about, in terms of—

05-00:42:41

Ames:

I must say, I don't even remember the details, but calorie restriction—

05-00:42:45

Burnett:

Why would calorie restriction—

05-00:42:47

Ames:

That's been known in a lot of animals to lengthen lifespan.

05-00:42:56

Burnett:

Is that interesting? Is that more—

05-00:42:58

Ames:

It's interesting theoretically, and I had my go at looking at that. I can't say I
even remember the conclusions from that.

05-00:43:08

Burnett:

Is there a Bruce Ames playbook of health and long life? Definitely have the
right nutrients in your system.

05-00:43:19

Ames:

Yeah. In 2000, or maybe it was 2001, I got very interested in micronutrients,
vitamins and minerals, and getting the optimum set, and getting enough of
them and not too much. We showed that if you're short of a vitamin or
mineral, lots of them, you have DNA damage. We wrote a review about why
when you're short of your micronutrients—they're also called vitamins and
minerals—you can get DNA damage, which isn't a good thing, so you really
want to eat a good diet. A guy in Australia, [Michael] Fenech, and I were
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publishing papers about the same time on Vitamin deficiency causes DNA
damage. He's some guy from Malta who ended up in Australia, and I think we
only met once, but we were always exchanging these—we were both
competitors, and we'd get together on an occasional paper.
05-00:44:39

Burnett:

When was this, roughly?

05-00:44:41

Ames:

Probably in the early 2000s. I was still publishing something. I don't
remember the exact dates. Science is very competitive, but it's also collegial,
and I was happy to collaborate with people. So if you have somebody who is
publishing papers in the same area, I got together with Fenech, and we did a
review, or something like that. I don't remember the details. Science can be
fiercely competitive, and people hate their competitors, but that takes too
much time out of my life.

05-00:45:25

Burnett:

Right. Don't want to waste the energy.

05-00:45:27

Ames:

So I really didn't have anybody—

05-00:45:35

Burnett:

You didn't have intense enemies or rivals.

05-00:45:38

Ames:

Well, I had rivals, but I didn't have to worry about competition, because who
wants to compete with five thousand bright young people? I tended to open up
new areas, and then there wasn't much competition. We had a pretty powerful
lab after a while, so maybe people didn't want to tackle the same area. I like
opening new fields, because it removes all this competition.

05-00:46:07

Burnett:

You had a bit of a target on your back for a while, in the seventies and
eighties, with the Ames test. That was a battle that you were engaged in.

05-00:46:20

Ames:

Oh, yeah. I had to fight a few battles.

05-00:46:22

Burnett:

But this is different. You're exploring the various dimensions, so restricting
calorie intake can potentially prolong life, and I think there have been some
studies and advocates of a low-calorie diet as a way to increase life
expectancy.

05-00:46:44

Ames:

I think in the early 2000s, I was publishing papers about micronutrient
deficiency causing problems, and why, and I think Fenech—I forget who did
it. We both showed that folic acid deficiency broke your chromosomes, and it
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was just like radiation. I had a graph showing radiation and folic deficiency,
and Fenech had one about the same time. We remain friends.
05-00:47:23

Burnett:

Does that explain, in part, the enthusiasm for folic acid for women who are
pregnant and in general?

05-00:47:36

Ames:

Yes. Folic acid is one of the vitamins, and it's critical for making the DNA
bases. If you don't have enough folic acid, you change the ratio of the four
DNA bases, and that can cause damage to DNA. We showed the mechanism
in all of that.

05-00:48:05

Burnett:

Right. Now, in the history of vitamins, for the most part, vitamins are
understood to have a beneficial effect on the body because a complete absence
of that micronutrient leads to acute disease, like pellagra, or the diseases of
deficiency, right?

05-00:48:29

Ames:

Yes, that's right. These are subtle things that are accumulating over time, and
people don't recognize that, I mean, they don't feel damaged.

05-00:48:44

Burnett:

Right. Or they can't ascribe it to— This gets to your question of—

05-00:48:48

Ames:

—causation.

05-00:48:49

Burnett:

Causation. Exactly.

05-00:48:51

Ames:

But if you can show it in human cells in culture, and in mice, and I think we
showed it in humans, too, in some way, but I don't remember the details at all.

05-00:49:04

Burnett:

I wanted to ask, how do you tackle that as a scientist? How do you prove or
show an association between less-than-optimal nutrients in the body versus a
complete absence? How do you demonstrate that?

05-00:49:32

Ames:

One is to show that the ratio of bases, nucleotides, is different, or that it causes
trouble in mice. I don't remember all the ways we did it. And Fenech was
working in the same area. He was a cytogeneticist, that kind of a field, and for
some years, both he and I were showing that deficiencies causes trouble. He
was using cytogenetic tools showing chromosome breaks and things like that,
and I was using other tools, but we got along well.
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05-00:50:21

Burnett:

There's one paper that I was looking at, with Joyce McCann. This is jumping
ahead a bit, because it gets to something, perhaps, more fundamental. You
mentioned last day this triage theory.

05-00:50:45

Ames:

Oh, yeah. I think that came a little later, 2006 or something.

05-00:50:50

Burnett:

Two thousand six was the first paper with the actual name, "Triage Theory,"
in the title, yeah.

05-00:50:56

Ames:

There were two theoretical papers I did that I felt were really important. One
was in the early 2000s—I forget which year, 2001 or 2002—

05-00:51:09

Burnett:

Two thousand two, maybe.

05-00:51:10

Ames:

—about the Km. Km stands for Michaelis constant. He was some Austrian who
looked at binding constants, so when a protein is all folded up, it has a binding
spot for some molecule, and you can measure the affinity of the protein from
the binding spot. When you make a change in the protein, it changes shape a
little bit, and you can often affect the binding constant. So I wrote a paper that
binding constants change with age. As you make little mutations in the gene
for the protein [that functions as an enzyme], then it isn't quite the same
protein, and it doesn't bind the substrate or the vitamin quite as tightly, and
more might help, so that if you have inherited a mutation that makes the Km
[binding constants] a little worse than the average one, you can correct that by
giving more of the substrate, so more of the vitamin or more of some other
chemical that binds. A lot of genetic disease can actually be modified and
ameliorated by giving more of the substrates. It's a big idea, and I wrote a
paper about that. I think people have used it, but I'm not sure it got quite the
publicity it should have. If you have a genetic disease, and you can understand
the biochemistry, what substance that protein is binding, then there are ways
of reversing it, but we need more of it.

05-00:53:07

Burnett:

Or allowing you to live, in the case of phenylketonuria. That was in the early
sixties that was discovered, right? That's a [genetic disease affected by diet]
dietary thing. You have to avoid eating—

05-00:53:18

Ames:

Phenylalanine.

05-00:53:19

Burnett:

Yes, phenylalanine.
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05-00:53:20

Ames:

I came at it from a mechanism point of view, and the fact that it was changing
with age, and what does that do to you, and then the genetic aspects. In fact,
there were a few cases where people had shown in the literature that they had
inherited a slightly different gene, thus producing an altered protein from the
mutated gene, and that when you gave more of the vitamin that it used, it
worked better. That was a neat paper, I thought.

05-00:54:02

Burnett:

Yes, and there's one, because binding affinity is also in the case of enzymes,
right?

05-00:54:11

Ames:

Yes.

05-00:54:11

Burnett:

And that's the same principle?

05-00:54:14

Ames:

Yes. That was a theoretical paper that I was pretty proud of, because it just
came out of my head. And then the other one was this triage idea, that you
require all these vitamins and minerals, and people are deficient. A high
percent of the population might be deficient in one. What does nature do? And
what I said they ought to do is a rationing, and put it into those proteins that
are essential for survival, and starve the ones that are going to protect you
against cancer in fifteen years. So I wrote a theoretical paper about that, and
found a few examples in the literature where that was built into metabolism. I
called it triage. On the French battlefields in the First World War, there were
too many wounded compared to the number of doctors they had, so the
doctors divided the wounded up to those who were going to get better
anyway, and those who were going to die anyway, and those where they could
do something and make a difference, those were the ones they looked at. That
was called triage, dividing into three parts. So this was more of a "bi-age."

05-00:55:32

Burnett:

But it's your method, isn't it?

05-00:55:35

Ames:

Well, I was explaining that on a biochemical basis, applying that to
biochemistry. I found a few examples in the literature and just wrote this
theoretical review, and later, I had a few more papers expanding that.

05-00:55:50

Burnett:

The Km concept—and it's capital K for constant, right?

05-00:55:54

Ames:

Yeah. K was the symbol they used for the binding constant. I think it was a
German word. A guy named Michaelis, who was an Austrian, first looked at
how you measure these things, and the K was for constant, and it became
called the Michaelis constant, so it was abbreviated capital K, small m.
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05-00:56:28

Burnett:

And the m is in parentheses, I think, in the notation, just to note it. [It is
subscript and italicized in the literature, not in parentheses.] I think that's in
2003, "The Metabolic Tune Up: Metabolic Harmony and Disease Prevention,"
in the Journal of Nutrition.

05-00:56:44

Ames:

I don't remember which was the first of those papers.

05-00:56:50

Burnett:

So this is a follow-up paper, maybe.

05-00:56:52

Ames:

That may be, yeah.

05-00:56:52

Burnett:

Okay.

05-00:56:54

Ames:

I've had a few theoretical papers like that, and that always makes me feel
good, because it wasn't dependent on someone else.

05-00:57:04

Burnett:

I have more to ask you about this, but maybe we should take a little break and
come back.

05-00:57:14

Ames:

Okay.

[break in audio]
05-00:57:16

Ames:

I had a very large lab. I got a large number of letters from Europe of people
who wanted to come work with me. It probably helped that I was in sunny
California. And I didn't plot the dates of the letters to see if they came from
the winter in these northern European countries. Some of the postdocs even
had their own money. Their country was sending them, so that is a help on my
budget. Let's see. I had a couple of French guys, and maybe three Brits at
various times, and two wonderful Swiss. I decided all Swiss are marvelous,
because I had two fantastic Swiss guys in my lab.

05-00:58:21

Burnett:

I think you described them last session, right?

05-00:58:28

Ames:

And then, let's see. Who else? A few Chinese.

05-00:58:32

Burnett:

You mentioned Jiankang—

05-00:58:34

Ames:

Liu.
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05-00:58:34

Burnett:

Liu.

05-00:58:35

Ames:

And I had a few others. And Swiss. I think practically every European country
I've had a few people from. Some Italians. And then Canadians. I got a few
Canadians.

05-00:58:59

Burnett:

Well, so, yeah, there's an Ingersoll, there's a Lykkesfeldt, Wehr.

05-00:59:05

Ames:

Yeah, Lykkesfeldt was Danish. Some of the names are European names, but
many were Americans.

05-00:59:15

Burnett:

We were talking about the triage theory, where the body allocates resources
according to stress, right?

05-00:59:34

Ames:

Yes, it's pure economics. That's how an economist would think, and I like to
read economics, so I've read a lot of economics papers, and that's probably
why I thought of that idea.

05-00:59:50

Burnett:

So there's a rationing aspect to this.

05-00:59:52

Ames:

Yes, and it makes perfect sense. You're trading long-term health for shortterm health. The body wants to survive now so you can reproduce. That's what
nature really cares about. And you get a little cancer fifteen years down the
road? Well, that's the price you pay for surviving now.

05-01:00:16

Burnett:

There was a great paper I'd like to ask you about, and it's with Joyce McCann
in 2009 for the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition. The title is, "Is
Micronutrient Inadequacy Linked to Diseases of Aging?" It's about
experiments looking at vitamin K-dependent proteins.

05-01:00:46

Ames:

So I published that triage idea in 2006, and Joyce McCann came into my
office one day after she had read the paper, and said, "Bruce, you left out
something. We should look in the literature and see if it's built into
metabolism, by looking at the literature." And I said, "Terrific, Joyce. Why
don't you go do it?" And she took one mineral, selenium, and one vitamin,
vitamin K—vitamin K is involved in blood clotting—and she read all the
papers in each subject. She picked a vitamin and mineral that weren't too
popular, because she'd otherwise have to read a thousand papers, but she got
the whole literature under her belt in those two things, and then she showed
that triage was built into both of them.
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05-01:01:51

Burnett:

What do you mean, built into metabolism?

05-01:01:53

Ames:

Well, that you could tell that when you're short of vitamin K, it goes into
blood clotting, because if you had a wound, and the blood didn't stop, you'd
die. She showed that on shortage, blood clotting was not affected, but vitamin
K is involved in some long-term things, and those were, and it showed the
same thing with selenium, that there's rationing, and it goes into the important
functions that are essential for survival.

05-01:02:32

Burnett:

So this is a kind of evidence, right?

05-01:02:37

Ames:

Yes.

05-01:02:37

Burnett:

There's sixteen known vitamin K-dependent proteins, or VKD, and you
looked at the relative lethality of eleven.

05-01:02:53

Ames:

I think knock-out mice. Somebody figured out how to knock out any gene in a
mouse, and that's a good model for the importance. So you can say, ah, does
the mouse die right away, or does it show up in some repair system that's long
term? So Joyce figured out how to check the model and looked at that, and she
showed it was all built into the metabolism.

05-01:03:26

Burnett:

So five of the sixteen were lethal. If you knocked out any of those five
proteins—

05-01:03:33

Ames:

They mostly were blood-clotting proteins.

05-01:03:35

Burnett:

Right. So you'd bleed out, right?

05-01:03:37

Ames:

Yes. Blood clotting is clearly something you don't want to lose, because you'll
die.

05-01:03:43

Burnett:

But in the other eleven proteins, they found that there was damage later in life.
So this is an analog for your triage theory. It's a kind of confirmation.

05-01:03:57

Ames:

Well, that's why she did all that. My paper was all theoretical, and Joyce is
really tough. You need to prove the thing. It's not enough to just throw out that
idea. She was going to do it, and she did it.
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05-01:04:13

Burnett:

So this is part of the path that you're walking. You're marrying theory with
experiment.

05-01:04:23

Ames:

I love to have people like Joyce around, but she's really smart, and she was
very energetic, and she wanted every i dotted and t crossed. It wasn't enough
for me to postulate that idea, even though it sounded attractive. She wanted to
show that it was really built into metabolism.

05-01:04:46

Burnett:

You co-wrote a chapter for a text, and it's called "Evidence Required for
Causal Inferences About Effects of Micronutrient Deficiencies During
Development on Brain Health," and you looked at DHA, choline, iron, and
Vitamin D. You know, it's part philosophy of science, right? You're looking
at, how can you know what you know, and the problems of determining
causation.

05-01:05:17

Ames:

So Joyce was like that. She wanted everything neat and proved.

05-01:05:28

Burnett:

So what can be messy? What can go wrong when you're trying to determine
the link, let's say, between a Vitamin deficiency and the onset of disease?
What are some of the problems that can arise?

05-01:05:47

Ames:

Theoretically, you can figure out all sorts of things. Again, I don't remember
the details of any of that anymore. But she was a tiger on getting to the bottom
of things.

05-01:06:02

Burnett:

Right. I mean, you know the whole correlation and causation, association and
causation, those kinds of things.

05-01:06:09

Ames:

That's why this is not just me. It's having a lot of good people around. I know I
get overly enthusiastic about things, so I like people who say, "No, no. You've
gone off the deep end," and Joyce was good at that. She once called me Dr.
Hyperbole.

05-01:06:32

Burnett:

[laughter] That's great. Well, I wanted to pivot to something that is linked to
the Juvenon story a little bit, and that is, when we talk about vitamins, people
often assume that this is all known. You need your B vitamins, you need your
vitamin A, you need your vitamin E, and they help with various things, but
you are one of the proponents of the notion that there are micronutrients that
have not made it into the canon of accepted vitamins.
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05-01:07:17

Ames:

Yes. I wrote a paper in October 1918—1918? No, 2018. Wrong century. And
I just saw the movie 1917 about the First World War.

05-01:07:31

Burnett:

Right, so it was on your mind. So you wrote a paper on these other nutrients.
What's missing from our appreciation of the pantheon of vitamins? What are
other nutrients that we have not paid attention to?

05-01:07:52

Ames:

Well, one of them is taurine. Taurus is the bull, and taurine was isolated from
bull urine a long time ago, and then people found it's in everybody, and then
people found that it's required. It looks like a vitamin, it smells like a vitamin,
and it talks like a vitamin. So I said, "It is a vitamin," in this paper, and I
found a few other substances like that, that people had forgotten that they're
required. Somebody had shown it's required in a mouse, or whatever. And
there are more to be discovered. Anyway, I turned up eleven new ones that I
proposed are vitamins.

05-01:08:48

Burnett:

Is this bilirubin, or—

05-01:08:53

Ames:

These are compounds that people know are required in your metabolism, and
the body doesn't make them. I haven't followed up that paper to see whether
anybody has corroborated any of this, but presumably someone will work on
all these at some point.

05-01:09:12

Burnett:

And so tocopherols, like gamma-tocopherol. Is that one of the nutrients?

05-01:09:17

Ames:

Well, vitamin E has, I think, seven different forms of vitamin E you get from
your diet. Alpha-tocopherol is the most active, and so that's what you get in
the pills, and nobody had dug into things. But gamma-tocopherol is a
compound that is nucleophilic, which means that reactive compounds can
react with it. I wrote a paper saying, "Gamma-tocopherol can sop up
mutagens." Mutagens are mostly electrophiles, and this gamma-tocopherol
was a nucleophile that they'd bind to and detoxify. So I suggested, hey, it's
doing something different than alpha-tocopherol, which is a straight
antioxidant, and gamma-tocopherol is an antioxidant, but it's not as powerful
as alpha, but maybe we should take all the tocopherols. Maybe they're doing
something useful. Certainly gamma is. Anyway, that was just an idea that
came up.

05-01:10:39

Burnett:

But the idea behind Juvenon was really lipoic acid and acetyl-L-carnitine.
Those were the two—
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05-01:10:45

Ames:

Are complementary in helping mitochondria.

05-01:10:48

Burnett:

Okay. It's a very targeted nutrient that helps in diseases associated with aging.

05-01:10:55

Ames:

Yes.

05-01:10:59

Burnett:

So do people report increased vigor as a result of taking Juvenon, or is it more
subtle?

05-01:11:07

Ames:

Well, some people do. The company got lots of letters on, "It kept my hair
from going gray." I don't remember them all, but there were a whole long list
of things that individual people felt that it helped. And that's somewhat
anecdotal, so you can't prove it, but they were almost all positive. We didn't
get hardly any letters saying that it made them feel worse.

05-01:11:43

Ames:

So I insisted that the businessman keep all these letters and make a file of
them, because we learned something, and he did that.

05-01:11:55

Burnett:

Good,

05-01:12:00

Ames:

I have nothing to do with the company anymore.

05-01:12:02

Burnett:

You're out of that.

05-01:12:04

Ames:

Yes. But it did make me some money.

05-01:12:06

Burnett:

That's good. There was another project on a nutritional supplement that comes
out of your lab and is named after CHORI. Do you want to talk about that?

05-01:12:25

Ames:

Yes. I think that Joyce McCann was—at one point, I had the idea, she had the
idea, we both had the idea—I forget the origin—that it would be nice to make
a little candy-like bar, except not candy, a chocolate bar that people would
like eating that had all the vitamins, and the minerals, and things that were
good for you. Basically, it's like a vitamin pill, except it's in something that's
tasty. I put her in charge of that project, and we had a number of papers that
she did clinical trials and things like that, and it really helped. We had three or
four papers on that, that said it really did help people in various aspects.
Again, I don't remember the details.
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05-01:13:25

Burnett:

I think the first publication about it—because it wasn't called the CHORI-Bar
at that point. I think there was a publication about a nutritional food bar in
2012. It's already eight years that this has been going on.

05-01:13:48

Ames:

Eventually some company licensed it, and they sell the bar. But there are four
hundred bars in the supermarket, so it's hard to get people to buy this one
unless they're looking for it. The company introduced it, and I think they're
doing well. I haven't kept in touch with all that. That I turned over to Joyce to
worry about.

05-01:14:20

Burnett:

Well, you're clearly aware of the health industry. There are multiple industries
that are devoted to vitamins, and health bars, and nutritional supplements of
various kinds. What's your take on a lot of that?

05-01:14:41

Ames:

Well, I take vitamins. I think if you eat a perfect diet, you're going to be fine.
But one, we don't know what a perfect diet is to get the known thirty vitamins
and minerals plus the eleven new ones I introduced, and maybe still more, so
you want to eat a good balanced diet. People in nutrition hate the idea of pills.
The minute you say pills, they get up their back, but I don't see anything
wrong in taking a pill. They want people to change their diet, and it's
practically impossible to get anybody to change their diet. They're used to the
diet of childhood, and if you had an omelet every morning, that's what people
will eat the rest of their lives.

05-01:15:33

Burnett:

It's deeply ingrained in culture, isn't it? It's one of the hardest things. There is
some research published recently about the difficulty of changing one's diet,
eliminating sugar, for example.

05-01:15:52

Ames:

I like two tiny spoons of sugar in my espresso. I don't like taking sugar, but I
don't drink any sugary soft drinks or things like that, but I like these. Maybe
each one has a few hundred milligrams of sugar or half a gram, and it's not a
big deal, so I've convinced myself it's okay to make my espresso a little
sweeter.

05-01:16:28

Burnett:

I think we have an Aristotelian, everything-in-moderation kind of approach
here that is wise. So maybe part of this is that you have said, people, living
your life, metabolism is bad for your body, right? So just living in the natural
course of things is moving you inexorably towards the grave. Right?

05-01:16:55

Ames:

We all know that. We will all die at some point.
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05-01:16:58

Burnett:

Right. But you're interested in, what small changes can people make that
improve outcome, that will reduce morbidity, which is as big a challenge—
and mortality's not such a problem, right? We live fairly long. But [chronic]
morbidity can start really early in life!

05-01:17:20

Ames:

And that's a big bother if something doesn't work well.

05-01:17:27

Burnett:

Diabetes is a huge burden. You know? You have pointed to these acquired
diseases, diseases acquired though diet or behavior, such as smoking.

05-01:17:42

Ames:

Yes. Diet's hugely important. By the way, Oscar Wilde said, "Moderation in
all things, even moderation." That about sums it up.

05-01:17:54

Burnett:

I think so. Absolutely.

05-01:17:56

Ames:

And let's see. He had another witticism that coupled with that. "I think I can
resist anything except temptation."

05-01:18:19

Burnett:

"The only way to deal with temptation is to give in to it," or something like
that.

05-01:18:23

Ames:

He had lots of funny lines.

05-01:18:25

Burnett:

Right, absolutely. So you have continued at CHORI. You were publishing just
until recently you had a paper come out. I have not read it yet, but it's on
Vitamin D. So you continued that research on Vitamin D. Did you want to
talk about the more recent research?

05-01:18:53

Ames:

Well, that's my current enthusiasm. I'm working on a paper now with some
help from my wife. I really shouldn't be writing any more papers, so this will
probably be my last one. I can tell you about that first.

05-01:19:07

Burnett:

Okay.

05-01:19:08

Ames:

It's related. Vitamin D you don't get from food, you get from the sun, because
ultraviolet light can do one of two things. If you're in the tropics, it can disable
you by burning your skin. So you put an Irishman in Africa, they're burnt toast
in ten minutes. Anybody near the equator has to have dark skin, and that
melanin prevents you from getting disabled by sunburn. That's done by the
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ultraviolet light, and it comes straight down near the equator, so it's wicked.
But up north here, we get very little ultraviolet light. It comes at an angle. You
need ultraviolet light to make Vitamin D in the skin. It converts 7dehydrocholesterol, a cholesterol derivative in the skin, to Vitamin D.
Vitamin D is a hugely important hormone. Vitamin D binds to a protein, and it
recognizes a sequence of fifteen bases in the DNA. We know the human
genome, so you can look, how many estrogen sequences, and how many
testosterone sequences, and how many Vitamin D sequences? There are
thousands of them, and you only have twenty thousand genes, so it's
controlling thousands of your genes. One paper said ten thousand, which
seems a little much to me. I have to read it carefully and see, did he really
prove it? Another paper says a couple of thousand. But it's somewhere
between ten percent and fifty percent of all your genes are controlled. When
this Vitamin D and its protein land, built into that fifteen-base sequence is also
whether you turn the gene on or turn the gene off. So this is a major control
system in the body, and there's so many of them for Vitamin D, you don't
want to be Vitamin D deficient.
Almost all dark-skinned people in a northern latitude are Vitamin D-deficient,
because their skin is dark to prevent them from absorbing ultraviolet light in
the tropics, and ultraviolet light is what you need in the northern latitudes to
make Vitamin D. The paper I'm writing now is, why every dark-skinned
person in the United States, the blacks and the Hispanics, should pop a
Vitamin D every morning. It costs three cents, and it's cheap. I take a Vitamin
D pill every morning just as insurance.
05-01:22:03

Burnett:

The rates of deficiency worldwide for a lot of vitamins are surprising. A
quarter of the population can be zinc-deficient.

05-01:22:17

Ames:

Oh, yes. I think there's a huge effect on health on vitamin and mineral
deficiencies, and it's something we'll be able to measure and do something
about cheaply, because vitamins and minerals are dirt cheap. They're
controlling so many genes that you don't really want to be low on it. Vitamin
D is the first one we should tackle, because in India, you have a dark skin in
southern India, because it's near the equator, and the Dravidians, who settled
there, had very dark skin, and it slowly spread through a lot of India, but up
north, they have little ultraviolet light, and you don't want a dark skin, because
you're not getting enough ultraviolet light if you have a dark skin. They
should be popping Vitamin D pills. The paper I'm writing right now with
Giovanna's help is all about that, on how many different diseases are higher in
American blacks than American whites. There's really a fair amount of
evidence that it's due to Vitamin D deficiency, so I'm taking all these things
out of the literature and putting this whole idea together. The solution is a
Vitamin D pill if you have a dark skin and you're in a northern latitude.
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05-01:13:41

Burnett:

Right. Going back to the Joyce—

05-01:13:44

Ames:

[Joyce McCann wrote a paper on Vitamin D which got me interested in it.]
That's why Vitamin D is my current enthusiasm, because it's really important,
and it's cheap. I bought a bottle off the web of Vitamin D, five thousand IU,
which stands for international units, for a year, and each pill was three cents.
It's cheap. Now, some of these vitamins you can get too much of. If you take a
batch of them, you're probably getting too much. But if you get four or five
thousand IU per day, that will be fine.

05-01:24:34

Burnett:

Yes, it works particularly well if there's a non-dose-dependent toxicity.

05-01:24:46

Ames:

Vitamin D is toxic once you get much higher than that, and also it has to do
with body weight, because Vitamin D is very soluble in fat and not in water.
So if you have a lot of fat in you, it all goes into the fat, and it's not very
effective, so fat people have to take more. Anyway, all this is in various
papers. Rhonda Patrick—did I tell—

05-01:25:19

Burnett:

Yes.

05-01:25:20

Ames:

She was this wonderful postdoc in my lab. All these postdocs were wonderful,
but Rhonda, she was super bright and super energetic. One of the other
postdocs after Rhonda had been around a while, he said, "Rhonda's amazing,
but she's missing one thing: A pause button." And so anyway, she was
wonderful to have in the lab. Now she runs a blog with a few hundred
thousand listeners on aging and nutrition. She has the best science blog on the
web, I think.

05-01:25:59

Burnett:

That's wonderful.

05-01:26:00

Ames:

Anyway, I've had these marvelous postdocs and kept friends with lots of
them.

05-01:26:12

Burnett:

That's fantastic. When you're talking about the Vitamin D paper, you could—

05-01:26:23

Ames:

Rhonda wrote two papers in the lab on Vitamin D. There's a huge literature on
Vitamin D. I think about ten scientific papers come out every day on Vitamin
D, so it's one of the hottest areas, but that's because it's controlling thousands
of genes, and people have gotten interested. Anyway, she showed it controlled
serotonin, and serotonin is involved with bipolar [disorder] and schizophrenia,
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and good moods. You don't want to lower your serotonin, but you do if you're
low on Vitamin D, you get depressed. Vitamin D has been shown to be one of
the substances that reversed depression if you're deficient. So she had two
papers on that, that I thought were great.
05-01:27:21

Burnett:

I think one of the things I thought of was the Joyce McCann paper where she
warns about confounding variables.

05-01:27:32

Ames:

Yes.

05-01:27:32

Burnett:

I can imagine that in the case of Vitamin D in African Americans, there could
be multiple confounding variables, right?

05-01:27:40

Ames:

Oh, I'm sure there are, yes.

05-01:27:41

Burnett:

So their societal position, socioeconomic factors, diet, all of those things that
can play into differential rates.

05-01:27:56

Ames:

But this new paper I'm writing—and at 91, it's really hard writing scientific
papers. I forget things. But my wife has just turned 84, so she's pretty sharp.
Anyway, between the two of us, we have one functioning brain. [laughter] So
we're working on that paper, and that's probably going to be my last scientific
paper.

05-01:28:23

Burnett:

Is Giovanna helping with memory work and that kind of thing, to keep track
of your writing the paper? You're saying you're forgetting things.

05-01:28:32

Ames:

She has a much better short-term memory than I do, so if we both read a paper
a while back, she'll remember the details and I won't. She's a very smart lady.
She was also a professor at Berkeley. We make a good team.

05-01:28:54

Burnett:

Yeah, absolutely. One of the things we haven't talked about is your wideranging interests, intellectual curiosity, is a part of who you are as a scientist.
Are there other activities, travel, things that you did in your life that were
inspiring for you, that was part of the whole Bruce Ames package? Did you
travel a lot?

05-01:29:28

Ames:

Yes, I have. When I was young, I was never a straight A student, and
somehow, all my friends were A students. I was just always very distractible,
and I'd get interested in this or that. I'd read a Tolstoy, and I'd want to read all
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of Tolstoy, instead of studying for that exam or whatever. Anyway, that's my
excuse. But I just never got all A's. Subjects I was passionate about, I'd get A's
in, but otherwise, it was a pretty spotty record. So I was very surprised I got
accepted to a good graduate school, because my record wasn't so good. But I
was always very original, and I got a few letters of recommendation from
professors that must have stressed that.
Anyway, so I got accepted to Caltech, which is very selective, and it was
wonderful for me, because I could make up by my originality, which helped if
I didn't remember this or that.
05-01:30:46

Burnett:

Right, sure. Sure, certainly. And so did you travel to conferences, that kind of
thing?

05-01:30:56

Ames:

Well, my wife is from Italy, and she had come over to do a postdoc in the
States, and we got married, and so all her relatives were in Italy or in
Switzerland, so we went to Europe often. Every year, we'd spend three weeks
or a month in Europe.

05-01:31:17

Burnett:

Oh, okay. It was really connected to family.

05-01:31:21

Ames:

It was connected to her family, yeah.

05-01:31:22

Burnett:

Great.

05-01:31:23

Ames:

She had a couple of brothers in Switzerland. One was a physicist at the big
particle physics lab there, and the other was one of the chief engineers there at
CERN, the big particle physics place. And they lived in Switzerland. Her
father and mother were in Rome. I was getting pretty well known, and so I'd
get invited to give a talk in England, and usually I wouldn't travel for just one
talk, but if several people had asked me to give some French talk and some
British talk, then I'd combine them.

05-01:32:15

Burnett:

Right, and do a tour.

05-01:32:17

Ames:

Do a tour.

05-01:32:21

Burnett:

That's wonderful.
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05-01:32:22

Ames:

Yes, I was always getting letters, "Would you give us a lecture?" This lecture
or that lecture. So we went to Europe a lot, and Japan. Then when I had
sabbaticals, we went to Japan a couple of times, and to England, and France.
We spent some time in each country. Giovanna speaks French and Italian, so
that helped when we were in France.

05-01:32:57

Burnett:

And your children are grown, and you have grandchildren?

05-01:33:06

Ames:

Yes, I have two grandchildren. They both live in San Francisco.

05-01:33:10

Burnett:

Giovanni is one.

05-01:33:13

Ames:

A boy, and Dorothea is the other.

05-01:33:16

Burnett:

And Dorothea.

05-01:33:19

Ames:

Dora for short.

05-01:33:20

Burnett:

That's wonderful. I did want to ask, you've been really prolific. We were
talking about when you started under a head of steam, you were doing over
ten papers a year. Right?

05-01:33:42

Ames:

Yes.

05-01:33:43

Burnett:

And you have publications in the hundreds.

05-01:33:46

Ames:

I think I'm up to 560 or something like that. Each paper got a number in my
bibliography. So I've published a lot of work, and again, that's having so many
good people in the lab, and this interaction. I had a big lab for many years. In
the beginning, it was just me and maybe a technician at NIH, I was fairly
productive, and then when I moved to Berkeley in 1967, I'd get all these good
postdocs, and graduate students, and undergrads, so I started having a much
bigger lab.

05-01:34:29

Burnett:

And it becomes more—it's not administrative, because you don't like
administrative work—
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05-01:34:36

Ames:

Well, I let people do their thing. When an undergraduate came to the lab, I'd
have them interview all the graduate students and postdocs, and decide what
project they were interested in, and if the postdoc was willing to take them,
then they had a mentor right away, and I didn't get too involved.

05-01:35:00

Burnett:

But you would set it up.

05-01:35:01

Ames:

I'd set it up, and usually they were happy to have a graduate student, training a
graduate student or postdoc, and I oversaw it all, but not in the day-to-day,
sort of thing.

05-01:35:17

Burnett:

In terms of your work practice, what is your percentage of different activities?
Let's say in your Berkeley years, a workday would be what? It would range?

05-01:35:37

Ames:

To get money, you had to write grants, and the grants could take you three or
four months to write. It was a lot of work. And so certainly part of the time
was raising money, which scientists don't like very much, but you have to do
it. Then in later years, I'd set up a foundation from the money that came in
from Juvenon, and I used that for funding the lab.

05-01:36:24

Burnett:

So that funded some of the CHORI years.

05-01:36:27

Ames:

Yes.

05-01:36:27

Burnett:

And then as you said, postdocs would come with their own money, which was
good.

05-01:36:31

Ames:

And some postdocs. For the better people, a lot of countries would give them
money to spend a year abroad or two years abroad, and learn more, and then
come back.

05-01:36:47

Burnett:

So writing grants, connecting people on projects.

05-01:36:56

Ames:

And just talking to people and finding out what they were doing, and why, and
what the implications were. I always enjoyed talking to all the people. We had
a group meeting, and each person came up in sequence and told everybody
what they were doing, and why it was interesting, and we'd get a lot of good
feedback, so we always had that.
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05-01:37:24

Burnett:

That's what I was wondering. Was there a formal weekly forum, and people
would present, and they would say, "I have a problem I can't solve," and then
you'd ask, and people would offer suggestions to improve the experiment?

05-01:37:43

Ames:

Yes, it was called group meetings. The whole group would meet. I think it
was weekly. I don't remember what it was. There were a lot of people in the
lab, so we needed to do them often enough, so I think, as I remember, they
were every week. And I have books in the lab. Each person would hand out a
sheet with figures and other things to explain what they had done since their
last group meeting, and orient them to why it was interesting, or whatever, and
we have books with all those group meeting sheets. There was a pile of them
on the desk, and when someone was talking, you'd grab one, and so they didn't
have to show slides or anything. They'd just point to figure twenty-two, or
whatever it was. It also put a little pressure on everybody to have something to
talk about when their turn came up.

05-01:38:51

Burnett:

Accountability. It's a nice gentle mechanism.

05-01:38:55

Ames:

Yes. I didn't like telling people, "You're lazy," or you're whatever, but this
provided that, I think.

05-01:39:05

Burnett:

Some of these projects can last a long time.

05-01:39:11

Ames:

Oh, yes. The postdocs would stay a couple of years, and some just liked it at
Berkeley so much, and liked the place, they just stayed, and eventually, then
left the lab to get a professorship somewhere, but they had a big incentive to
turn out papers.

05-01:39:32

Burnett:

Right. That's the career-making moment. The dissertation, not as much
anymore, I think. I think the postdoc years, people spend more and more time
postdoc-ing, as the market is tight, and it's an opportunity to further define
yourself.

05-01:39:50

Ames:

Yeah. But I have professors who studied with me all over the country, yeah.

05-01:39:55

Burnett:

That must be rewarding, not just over the country, but in other parts of the
world.

05-01:39:58

Ames:

All over the world, and I've kept up with many of them.
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05-01:40:07

Burnett:

That's great. Can you talk about membership in organizations for the larger
discipline, National Academy of Sciences, that kind of thing?

05-01:40:21

Ames:

Yes, I was elected to the National Academy when I was still pretty young, and
that's nice, but it doesn't make my life that I got this award or that award.

05-01:40:40

Burnett:

It's the reward from the science itself.

05-01:40:42

Ames:

I've had a wonderful career, and that's made me happy. Now in old age, I'm
not doing any more science, except writing this one paper, which is taking a
little too long, but it's important. I can't drop it. I mean, if all the dark- skinned
people of the US should be popping Vitamin D pills, that's really important,
because it's involved with a whole flock of diseases, diabetes, and cancer, and
it's going to lower all those things, because I show that Vitamin D is involved
with all these diseases. You get more of them. So I think it's a big thing, and I
owe it to all these people to get this out there. It just takes a long time when
I'm old.

05-01:41:38

Burnett:

Well, I think it's important. If it provides you with that kind of clarity and
purpose, why stop?

05-01:41:47

Ames:

Yes.

05-01:41:48

Burnett:

I mean, you can stop for other reasons, but why stop being engaged, in other
words?

05-01:41:53

Ames:

So I'm still engaged, but when you're in your nineties, your memory is going,
and all sorts of things, so I'm just not effective at it, but luckily, my wife can
help on those things.

05-01:42:07

Burnett:

Well, it sounds like a wonderful capstone for your career. That's absolutely
wonderful. I want to thank you for taking the time to speak with us.

05-01:42:21

Ames:

Well, it's been a pleasure.

[End of Interview]
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Appendix 3: Photographs
All photos courtesy of Giovanna Ferro-Luzzi Ames

Bruce as a young boy, 1930s.
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Ames family, left to right: sister Sylvia (Levin), Bruce, sister Beth (Swartz),
father Maurice, mother Dorothy. Early 1950s.
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High school yearbook photo, 1946.

Bruce at Caltech for graduate school, 1951.
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Bruce at the National Institutes of Health, 1950s.
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Bruce and Giovanna Ferro-Luzzi on their wedding day, 1960.
Photo by Jessie Rabinowitz.
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Bruce demonstrating the Ames test, 1976.
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Bruce working in his office at Biochemistry Department
at UC Berkeley, 1976.
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Bruce in his office at Children's Hospital of
Oakland Research Institute (CHORI), 2005.
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The Ames' meeting Presidents Ronald Reagan and Bill Clinton.
Photo frames are made from Mexican juice cans and battery cases.
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The Ames family: son Matteo, Giovanna, Bruce, daughter Sofia, mid-2000s.
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Bruce in his office at CHORI, 2008.
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Bruce at laboratory at CHORI, 2014.
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